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The Oscilloscopes at a Glance

Display shows current input signals
• All analog and digital (54621D/22D)
channels displayed in main and
delayed mode
• Indicators for channel, time base,
digital (54621D/22D) channel activity,
trigger and acquisition status
• Softkey labels
• Measurement results
Digital channel controls select, position,
and label inputs (54621D/22D)
• Turn channels on or off individually or
in groups of 8
• Rearrange order of channels to group
related signals
• Create and display labels to identify
channels
General controls measure, save and
restore results, and configure the
oscilloscope
• Waveform math including FFT,
subtract, multiply, integrate, and
differentiate
• Use Quick meas to make automatic
measurements
• Use cursors to make manual
measurements
• Save or recall measurement
configurations or previous results
• Autoscale performs simple onebutton setup of the oscilloscope
Horizontal Controls select sweep speed
and delay parameters
• Sweep speeds from 5 ns to 50 s/div
• Delay control moves waveform
display to point of interest
• Delayed mode and delay allow
zooming in to show a portion of
waveform in detail (split screen)
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Run control keys begin and end data
acquisition
• Run/Stop starts and stops continuous
acquisitions
• Single performs one acquisition
• Infinite persistence accumulates and
displays the results of multiple
acquisitions
Trigger keys define what data the
oscilloscope will trigger on
• Source key allows conventional
oscilloscope triggering
• Modes include Edge, Pulse Width,
Pattern, TV, Sequence, I2C, and
Duration triggering.
Softkeys extend the functionality of
command keys
Select measurement types, operating
modes, trigger specifications, label data,
and more
Channel inputs through a flexible
probing system (54621D/22D)
• Sixteen channels through a dual 8channel cable with micro-clips
• Set logic levels as TTL, CMOS, ECL, or
to a user-definable voltage
Utilities
• Dedicated parallel printer port,
controller operation, floppy disk
storage
Built in Quick Help system
• Press and hold any key front-panel key
or softkey to get help in 9 languages.

In This Book

This manual will guide you in using the oscilloscopes. This manual is organized
in the following chapters:
Chapter 1 Getting Started—inspecting, cleaning, and setting up your
oscilloscope, using Quick Help.
Chapter 2 Front-panel Overview—A quick start guide to get you familiarize
you with the front-panel operation.
Chapter 3 Triggering the Oscilloscope—how to trigger the oscilloscope using
all the various modes.
Chapter 4 MegaZoom Concepts and Oscilloscope Operation—acquiring
waveforms, horizontal and vertical operation, using digital channels.
Chapter 5 Making Measurements—capturing data, using math function,
making measurement with cursors and automatic measurements.
Chapter 6 Utilities—configuring the I/O, print settings, Quick Help, floppy
disk operations, user cal and self cal, setting the clock and screen saver.
Chapter 7 Performance Characteristics
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Getting Started

Getting Started

When you use the oscilloscopes to help test and troubleshoot your
systems, you may do the following:
• Prepare the oscilloscope by connecting it to power and setting up the
handle and screen intensity as desired.
• Define the measurement problem by understanding the parameters
of the system you wish to test, and the expected system behavior.
• Set up channel inputs by connecting the probes to the appropriate
signal and ground nodes in the circuit under test.
• Define the trigger to reference the waveform data at a specific event
of interest.
• Use the oscilloscope to acquire data, either in continuous or singleshot fashion.
• Examine the data and make measurements on it using various
features.
• Save the measurement or configuration for later re-use or comparison
with other measurements.
Repeat the process as necessary until you verify correct operation or
find the source of the problem.

MegaZoom Technology Operates with Untriggered Data
With the MegaZoom technology built into the oscilloscope, you can
operate the oscilloscope with untriggered data. All you do is press Run
or Single while in Auto trigger mode, then examine the data to set up a
trigger.
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The oscilloscope’s high-speed display can be used to isolate infrequently
changing signals. You can then use the characteristics of these signals
to help refine the trigger specification. For more information on
triggering, data acquisition, data examination and measurement, and
configuration, see the later chapters.

Using the Oscilloscope, and Refining the Trigger Specification
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Setting up the Oscilloscope

To prepare your oscilloscope for use, you need to do the following tasks.
After you have completed them, you will be ready to use the oscilloscope.
In the following topics you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inspect package contents
inspect options and accessories
learn how to clean the oscilloscope
adjust the handle
power-on the oscilloscope
adjust the display intensity
connect the oscilloscope probes
connect the digital probes (with 54621D and 54622D)
connect a printer
connect a RS-232 cable
verify basic oscilloscope operation
get started using the oscilloscope interface
learn how to use Quick Help
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To inspect package contents
❏ Inspect the shipping container for damage.
If your shipping container appears to be damaged, keep the shipping container
or cushioning material until you have inspected the contents of the shipment
for completeness and have checked the oscilloscope mechanically and
electrically.
❏ Verify that you received the following items and any optional accessories in
the oscilloscope packaging (see figure following).
• 54620-Series Oscilloscope (54621A, 21D, 22A, 22D, or 24A)
• 10074C 10:1 passive probes:
(2) for 54621A, 21D, 22A, or 22D oscilloscopes
(4) for 54624A oscilloscope
• 54620-68701 digital probe kit (for 54621D or 22D)
• Accessory pouch and front-panel cover (standard for 54622A, 22D, and 24A)
(optional on 54621A and 21D; order N2726A)
• Power cord (see table 1-3)
• BenchLinkXL 54600 software and RS-232 cable (for 54622A, 22D, or 24A)
BenchLink XL 54600 software is available free on the web at:
www.agilent.com/find/5462xsw
RS-232 cable may be ordered separately, part number 34398A
If anything is missing, contact your nearest Agilent Sales Office. If the shipment
was damaged, contact the carrier, then contact the nearest Agilent Sales Office.
❏ Inspect the oscilloscope
• If there is mechanical damage or a defect, or if the oscilloscope does not
operate properly or does not pass the performance tests listed in the Service
Guide, notify your Agilent Sales Office.
• If the shipping container is damaged, or the cushioning materials show signs
of stress, notify the carrier and your Agilent Sales Office. Keep the shipping
materials for the carrier’s inspection. The Agilent Sales Office will arrange
for repair or replacement at Agilent’s option, without waiting for claim
settlement.
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54620-68701 digital probe kit*

54620-Series Oscilloscope

54620-61801 16-channel cable


Accessories pouch and
front-panel cover**

5959-9334 2” Ground
lead (qty 5)

5090-4356 Clip
(qty 20)

BenchlinkXL 54600 software
and serial cable**

Power cord

s
sa

* 54621D /22D only
** 54622A/22D/24A only

Package contents for 54620-Series Oscilloscopes
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To inspect options and accessories
❏ Verify that you received the options and accessories you ordered and that none
were damaged.
If anything is missing, contact your nearest Agilent Sales Office. If the shipment
was damaged, or the cushioning materials show signs of stress, notify the carrier
and your Agilent Sales Office.
Some of the options and accessories available for the 54620-Series Oscilloscopes
are listed in tables 1-1 and 1-2. Contact your Agilent Sales Office for a complete
list of options and accessories.

Table 1-1

Options available
Option

Description

003

Shielding Option for use in severe environments or with sensitive devices under
test–shields both ways (in and out):
RS-03 magnetic interface shielding added to CRT, and
RE-02 display shield added to CRT to reduce radiated interference.

0B0

Delete manuals

A6J

ANSII Z540 compliant calibration with test data

W32

3-year, customer-return calibration service

W34

3-year, customer-return standard compliance calibration service

W50

Additional 2-year warranty (5 years total)

W52

5-year, customer-return calibration service

W54

5-year customer-return standard compliance calibration service
See table 1-3 for power cord options
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Table 1-2

Accessories available
Model

Description

1146A

Current probe, ac/dc

1183A

Testmobile scope cart

1185A

Carrying Case

1186A

Rackmount Kit

10070C

1:1 Passive Probe with ID

10072A

Fine-pitch probe kit

10073B

10:1 500 MHz probe with ID

10075A

0.5 mm IC clip kit

10076A

100:1, 4 kV 250 MHz probe with ID

10085A

16:16 logic cable and terminator (for use with 54621D/22D)

10089A

16:2 x 8 logic input probe assembly (shipped standard with 54621D/22D)

10100C

50Ω Termination

10833A

GPIB cable, 1 m long

34398A

RS-232 cable (standard with 100 MHz models)

E2613B

0.5 mm Wedge probe adapter, 3-signal, qty 2

E2614A

0.5 mm Wedge probe adapter, 8-signal, qty 1

E2615B

0.65 mm Wedge probe adapter, 3-signal, qty 2

E2616A

0.65 mm Wedge probe adapter, 8-signal, qty 1

E2643A

0.5 mm Wedge probe adapter, 16-signal, qty 1

E2644A

0.65 mm Wedge probe adapter, 16-signal, qty 1

N2726A

Accessory pouch and front-panel cover (standard with 100 MHz models)

N2727A

Thermal printer and pouch

N2728A

10 rolls of thermal printer paper

N2757A

GPIB Interface Module

N2772A

20 MHz differential probe

N2773A

Differential probe power supply
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Table 1-3
Power Cords
Plug Type
Opt 903 (U.S.A.)
124V **

Cable Part No. Plug Description
8120-1378
Straight (NEMA5-15P*)

Length in/cm Color
90/228
Jade Gray

Opt 900 (U.K.)
250V

8120-1351

Straight (BS136A*)

90/228

Gray

Opt 901 (Australia)
250V

8120-1369

Straight (NZSS198/ASC*) 79/200

Gray

Opt 902 (Europe)
250V

8120-1689
8120-2857

Straight (CEE7-Y11*)
Straight (Shielded)

79/20079/200

Mint Gray
Coco Brown

Opt 906 (Switzerland)
250V

8120-2104

Straight (SEV1011*)

79/200

Mint Gray

Opt 912 (Denmark)
220V

8120-2957

Straight (DHCK107*)

79/200

Mint Gray

Opt 917 (Africa
)250V

8120-4600

Straight (SABS164)

79/200

Jade Gray

Opt 918 (Japan)
100V

8120-4753

Straight Miti

90/230

Dark Gray

* Part number shown for plug is industry identifier for plug only.
Cable part number shown is Agilent part number for complete cable including plug.
** These cords are included in the CSA certification approval for the equipment.
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To clean the oscilloscope
1 Disconnect power from the instrument.
CAUTION

Do not use too much liquid in cleaning the oscilloscope. Water can enter the
front-panel keyboard, control knobs, or floppy disk damaging sensitive
electronic components.

2 Clean the oscilloscope with a soft cloth dampened with a mild soap and
water solution.
3 Make sure that the instrument is completely dry before reconnecting to
a power source.
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To adjust the handle
1 Grasp the handle pivot points on each side of the instrument and pull
the pivot out until it stops.
s

Agilent

54622D
MIXED SIGNAL OSCILLOSCOPE

CHANNEL

Time/Div

Select

0

15

1s

5 ns

INPUTS

2 Without releasing the pivots, swivel the handle to the desired position.
Then release the pivots. Continue pivoting the handle until it clicks into
a set position.
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To power-on the oscilloscope
1 Connect the power cord to the rear of the oscilloscope, then to a
suitable ac voltage source.

The oscilloscope power supply automatically adjusts for input line voltages in
the range 100 to 240 VAC. Therefore, you do not need to adjust the input line
voltage setting. The line cord provided is matched to the country of origin.
Ensure that you have the correct line cord. See table 1-3

2 Press the power switch.

Trigger out

~5V

Some front panel key light will come on and the oscilloscope will be operational
in about 5 seconds.
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To adjust the display intensity
The Intensity control is at the lower left corner of the front panel.

• To decrease display intensity, rotate the Intensity control counterclockwise.
• To increase display intensity, rotate the Intensity control clockwise.
Figure 1-1

Dim

Bright

Intensity control

The grid or graticule intensity on the display can be adjusted by pressing the
Display key, then turn the Entry knob (labeled
on the front panel) to adjust
the Grid control.
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To connect the oscilloscope probes
1 Connect the 10074C 1.5-meter, 10:1 oscilloscope probe to the analog
channel 1 or 2 BNC connector input on the oscilloscope, or channel 1
through channel 4 on the 54624A.
Maximum input voltage for analog inputs:
CAT I 300 Vrms, 400 Vpk
CAT II 100 Vrms, 400 Vpk
with 10074C 10:1 probe: CAT I 500 Vpk, CAT II 400 Vpk

2 Connect the retractable hook tip on the probe tip to the circuit point of
interest. Be sure to connect the probe ground lead to a ground point on
the circuit.
The probe ground lead is connected to the oscilloscope chassis and the ground
wire in the power cord. If you need to connect the ground lead to a point in the
circuit that cannot be grounded to power ground, consider using a differential
probe.
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To use the digital probes (mixed-signal oscilloscope
only)
1 If you feel it’s necessary, turn off the power supply to the circuit under
test.

Off

Turning off power to the circuit under test would only prevent damage that
might occur if you accidentally short two lines together while connecting
probes. You can leave the oscilloscope powered on because no voltage appears
at the probes.

2 Connect the digital probe cable to D15 - D0 connector on the front panel
of the mixed-signal oscilloscope. The digital probe cable is indexed so
you can connect it only one way. You do not need to power-off the
oscilloscope.

Use only the Agilent part number 54620-68701 digital probe kit supplied with
the mixed-signal oscilloscope. Additional probe kits may be ordered by
specifying Agilent part number 10089A.
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3 Connect a clip to one of the probe leads. Be sure to connect the ground
lead. (Other probe leads are omitted from the figure for clarity.)

Clip

4 Connect the clip to a node in the circuit you want to test.
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5 For high-speed signals, connect a ground lead to the probe lead, connect
a clip to the ground lead, and attach the clip to ground in the circuit
under test.

Signal Lead

Ground Lead

Clip

6 Connect the ground lead on each set of channels, using a probe clip.
The ground lead improves signal fidelity to the instrument, ensuring
accurate measurements.

Channel
Pod Ground

Circuit
Ground
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7 Repeat steps 3 through 6 until you have connected all points of interest.
Signals

Ground

8 If you need to remove a probe lead from the cable, insert a paper clip
or other small pointed object into the side of the cable assembly, and
push to release the latch while pulling out the probe lead.

Replacement parts are available. See the Replaceable Parts chapter in the
Service Guide for details.
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To connect a printer
The oscilloscope connects to a parallel printer through the Parallel output
connector on the rear of the oscilloscope. You will need a parallel printer cable
to connect to the printer.

1 Attach the 25-pin small “D” connector to the Parallel output connector
on the rear of the oscilloscope. Tighten the thumbscrews on the cable
connector to secure the cable.
2 Attach the larger 36-pin “D” connector to the printer.
3 Set up the printer configuration on the oscilloscope.
a Press the Utility key, then press the Print Confg softkey.
b Press the Print to: softkey and set the interface to Parallel.
c Press the Format softkey and select your printer format from the list.
For more information on printer configuration, refer to the “Utilities” chapter.

To connect an RS-232 cable
The oscilloscope can be connected to a controller or a pc through the RS-232
connector on the rear of the oscilloscope. An RS-232 cable is shipped with each
54622A/22D/24A oscilloscope and may be purchased for the 54621A/21D
oscilloscopes.

1 Attach the 9-pin “D” connector on the RS-232 cable to the RS-232
connector on the rear of the oscilloscope. Tighten the thumbscrews on
the cable connector to secure the cable
2 Attach the other end of the cable to your controller or pc.
3 Set up the RS-232 configuration on the oscilloscope.
Press the Utility key, then press the I/O softkey.
Press the Controller softkey and select RS-232.
Press the Baud softkey and set the baud rate to match your controller or pc.
Press the XON DTR softkey and set the handshake to match your controller
or pc.
For more information on RS-232 configuration, refer to the “Utilities” chapter.

a
b
c
d
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To verify basic oscilloscope operation
1 Connect an oscilloscope probe to channel 1.
2 Attach the probe to the Probe Comp output on the lower-right side of
the front panel of the oscilloscope.
Use a probe retractable hook tip so you do not need to hold the probe.

3 Press the Save/Recall key on the front panel, then press the Default Setup
softkey under the display.
The oscilloscope is now configured to its default settings.

4 Press the Autoscale key on the front panel.
You should then see a square wave with peak-to-peak amplitude of about 5
divisions and a period of about 4 divisions as shown below. If you do not see
the waveform, ensure your power source is adequate, the oscilloscope is
properly powered-on, and the probe is connected securely to the front-panel
channel input BNC and to the Probe Comp calibration output.

Verifying Basic Oscilloscope Operation
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When the oscilloscope is first turned on, it performs a self-test, then
momentarily shows a startup screen as shown below.

This menu is only accessible when the oscilloscope first starts up.
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• Press the Getting Started softkey to view the symbols used in the
oscilloscope softkey menus.

Use the Entry knob labeled

to adjust the parameter.

Press the softkey to display a pop up with a list of choices. Repeatedly
press the softkey until your choice is selected.

✓

Use the Entry knob labeled
or press the softkey to adjust the
parameter.
Option is selected and operational.
Feature is on. Press the softkey again to turn the feature off.
Feature is off. Press the softkey again to turn the feature on.
Press the softkey to view the menu.
Press the softkey to return to the previous menu.
Press the softkey to view additional selections.
Links you to another menu.
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The oscilloscope has a Quick Help system that provides user help for
each front-panel key and softkey on the oscilloscope. To view Quick Help
information:
1 Press and hold down the key for which you would like to view help.
2 Release the key after reading the message. Releasing the key returns
the oscilloscope to the previous state.

Selecting a language for Quick Help when the
oscilloscope starts up
When the oscilloscope first powers up, you can press the Language softkey to
select a language for viewing Quick Help. Successive press the Language softkey
until the desired language in the list selected.

You can also select and load a language later from the Utility Language menu.
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Selecting a language for Quick Help after you have been
operating the oscilloscope
1 Press the Utility key, then press the Language softkey to display the
Language menu.
2 Press the Language softkey until the desired language in the list selected.

If the language you want to load is grayed-out in the list, you will need to load
the language from floppy disk. The language file can be downloaded from
www.agilent.com/find/5462xsw or call an Agilent center and request a language
disk for your instrument
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Loading a language from floppy disk
Language files can be downloaded from www.agilent.com/find/5462xsw or call
an Agilent center and request a language disk for your instrument.

1 Insert the floppy disk with a language file into the floppy disk drive on
the oscilloscope.
2 Press the Utility key, then press the Language softkey to display the
Language menu.
3 Press the Load/Del softkey to select the language to be loaded.
4 Press the Load Language softkey to load the selected language into the
oscilloscope.
For more information about loading and deleting languages, refer to the
“Utilities” chapter.
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Front-Panel Overview

Before you make measurements using the Agilent 54620-series
Oscilloscopes, you must first set up the instrument using front-panel
controls. Then, make the measurement and read the display results.
These oscilloscopes operate much like an analog scope, but it can do
much more. Spending a few minutes to learn some of this capability will
take you a long way toward more productive troubleshooting. The
“MegaZoom Concepts and Oscilloscope Operation” chapter has more
detail on the things to consider while operating your oscilloscope.
The keys on the front panel bring up softkey menus on the display that
allow access to oscilloscope features. Many softkeys use the Entry
knob
to select values.
Throughout this book, the front-panel keys and softkeys are denoted by
a change in the text type. For example, the Cursors key is on the front
panel and the Normal softkey is appears at the bottom of the display
directly above its corresponding key. Other softkey graphic conventions
used on the oscilloscope and throughout this guide are shown in the
“Getting started using the oscilloscope interface” topic in chapter 1.
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Important Oscilloscope Considerations
Using Single versus Run/Stop
The oscilloscopes have a Single key and a Run/Stop key. When you press Run
(key is illuminated in green), the trigger processing and screen update rate are
optimized over the memory depth. Single acquisitions always use the maximum
memory available—at least twice as much memory as acquisitions captured in
Run mode—and the scope stores at least twice as many samples. At slow sweep
speeds, the oscilloscope operates at a higher sample rate when Single is used
to capture an acquisition, as opposed to running, due to the increased memory
available.
Viewing signal detail with acquire mode
Remember how you had to constantly adjust the brightness on old analog scopes
to see a desired level of detail in a signal, or to see the signal at all? With the
Agilent 54620-series oscilloscopes, this is not necessary. The Intensity knob
operates much like the brightness knob on your computer screen, so you should
set it to a level that makes for comfortable viewing, given the room lighting, and
leave it there. Then you can control the detail by selecting an Acquire mode:
Normal, Peak Detect, Average, or Realtime as described in the following
paragraphs.
Normal acquire mode Normal mode is the acquisition mode that you will
probably use for acquiring samples most of the time. It compresses up to 2
million acquisition points per channel into a 1,000-point display record.
The scope’s 200 MSa/s sampling speed specification means that samples are
taken every 5 ns. At the faster sweep speeds, the running display is built from
many individual triggers. If you press the Stop key, and pan and zoom through
the waveform by using the Horizontal and Vertical knobs, only the last trigger’s
acquisition will be displayed.
Whether the oscilloscope is stopped or running, you see more detail as you zoom
in, and less as you zoom out. To keep from losing detail as you zoom out, switch
to the Peak Detect acquisition mode. Zoom means you expand the waveform
using either the main or delayed sweep window. Panning the waveform means
you use the Horizontal Delay time knob( )to move it horizontally.
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Peak Detect acquire mode In Peak Detect acquisition mode, any noise,
peak, or signal wider than 5 ns will be displayed, regardless of sweep speed. In
Normal acquisition mode, at sweep speeds faster than 2 µs/div, you would see
a 5-ns peak, so peak detect has no effect at sweep speeds faster than 2 µs/div.
Using Peak Detect and infinite persistence together is a powerful way to find
spurious signals and glitches.
Average acquire mode Averaging is a way to pull a repetitive signal out of
noise. Averaging works better than either a bandwidth limit or a brightness
control because the bandwidth is not reduced.
The simplest averaging is smoothing (number of averages = 1). For example,
the sample rate at a Time/Div setting of 2 ms/div allows the extra 5-ns samples
to be smoothed together, smoothing the data into one sample, which is then
displayed. As with Peak Detect, smoothing has no effect at less than 2 µs/div.
Smoothing works on a single acquisition (even untriggered and single-shot).
Averaging (number of averages > 1) needs a stable trigger, because in this mode
multiple acquisitions are averaged together. See the “MegaZoom Concepts and
Oscilloscope Operation” chapter for more information about smoothing.
Realtime acquire mode
In Realtime mode, the oscilloscope acquires all of the waveform samples during
one trigger event. To accurately reproduce a sampled waveform, the sample
rate (200 MSa/s for single channel or 100 MSa/s with channel pairs 1 and 2, 3
and 4, or pod 1 and pod 2 running) should be at least four times the highest
frequency component of the waveform. If not, it is possible for the
reconstructed waveform to be distorted or aliased. Aliasing is most commonly
seen as jitter on fast digital edges.
Use Realtime to capture infrequent triggers, unstable triggers, or complex
changing waveforms, such as eye diagrams. Realtime mode is only necessary
at sweep speeds of 200 ns/div and faster.
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Auto-Single mode
In Normal trigger mode, the oscilloscope will not trigger or display a waveform
unless a trigger signal is present and trigger conditions are met. In this trigger
mode, each time Single is pressed, the oscilloscope will wait for a valid trigger.
In Auto or Auto Lvl trigger mode, the oscilloscope will generate a trigger for you
if one is not found in the predetermined time from when the trigger system is
armed. To take a single-shot acquisition, if you are not particularly interested
in triggering the acquisition (for example, if you are probing a known signal),
use this auto-trigger mode (auto-signal mode). If a trigger exists, it will be used;
if a trigger does not exist, an untriggered or auto-triggered acquisition will be
taken for later analysis.
Using Vectors (Display menu)
One of the most fundamental choices you must make about your display is
whether to draw vectors (connect the dots) between the samples, or simply let
the samples fill in the waveform. To some degree, this is a matter of personal
preference, but it also depends on the waveform.
• You will probably operate the oscilloscope most often with vectors on. Having
vectors on slows the display of the oscilloscope, thus works better for slower
sweep speeds, peak detect, or average displays, and signals with stable
triggers.
• Having vectors off works better for fast sweep speeds, normal displays, or
unstable triggers. Complex analog signals like video and eye diagrams show
more intensity information with vectors off. Turn vectors off when the
maximum display rate is required, or when highly complex or multi-valued
waveforms are displayed.
Delayed Sweep
Delayed sweep is a simultaneous display of the waveform at two different sweep
speeds. Because of the deep memory in the MegaZoom technology, it is possible
to capture the main display at 1 ms/div, and redisplay the same trigger in the
delayed display at any desired faster time base.
There is no limit imposed on the zoom ratio between the main and delayed
displays. There is, however, a useful limit when the samples are spaced so far
apart that they are of little value. See the “MegaZoom Concepts and
Oscilloscope Operation” chapter for more information about delayed sweep and
time reference.
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Post Acquisition Processing
In addition to changing display parameters after the acquisition, you can do all
of the measurements and math functions after the acquisition. Measurements
and math functions will be recalculated as you pan and zoom and turn channels
on and off. As you zoom in and out on a signal using the horizontal sweep speed
knob and vertical volts/division knob, you affect the resolution of the display.
Because measurements and math functions are performed on displayed data,
you affect the resolution of functions and measurements.
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Front-Panel Operation

This chapter provides a brief overview of interpreting information on the
display and an introduction to operating the front-panel controls.
Detailed oscilloscope operating instructions are provided in later
chapters.
54621D and 54622D digital channels
Because all of the oscilloscopes in the 54620-series have analog channels, the
analog channel topics in this chapter apply to all instruments. Whenever a topic
discusses the digital channels, that information applies only to the 54621D or 54622D
Mixed-Signal Oscilloscopes.
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Interpreting the display
The oscilloscope display contains channel acquisitions, setup information,
measurement results, and softkeys for setting up parameters.
Analog
channels
sensitivity

Digital
channel
activity

Trigger point,
time reference

Delay
time

Sweep
speed

Trigger
mode

Trigger
type

Trigger
source

Trigger level
or digital
threshold

Analog
channels and
ground levels

Cursor
markers
defining
measurement

Digital
channels
Measurement
line
Softkeys
Interpreting the display

Status line The top line of the display contains vertical, horizontal, and trigger
setup information.
Display area The display area contains the waveform acquisitions, channel
identifiers, and analog trigger and ground level indicators.
Measurement line This line normally contains automatic measurement and
cursor results, but can also display advanced trigger setup data and menu
information.
Softkeys The softkeys allow you to set up additional parameters for
front-panel keys.
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To use analog channels to view a signal
• To configure the oscilloscope quickly, press the Autoscale key to display
the connect signal.
• To undo the effects of Autoscale, press the Undo Autoscale softkey before
pressing any other key.
• To set the instrument to the factory-default configuration, press the
Save/Recall key, then press the Default Setup softkey.
Example

Connect the oscilloscope probes for channels 1 and 2 to the Probe Comp output
on the front panel of the instrument. Set the instrument to the factory default
configuration by pressing the Save/Recall key, then the Default Setup softkey.
Then press the Autoscale key. You should see a display similar to the following.

Autoscale with analog channels
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To use digital channels to view a signal
• To configure the instrument quickly, press the Autoscale key.
• To undo the effects of Autoscale, press the Undo Autoscale softkey before
pressing any other key.
• To set the instrument to the factory-default configuration, press the
Save/Recall key, then press the Default Setup softkey.
Example

Install probe clips on channels 0 and 1 on the digital probe cable. Connect the
probes for digital channels 0 and 1 to the Probe Comp output on the front panel
of the instrument. Be sure to connect the ground lead. Set the instrument to
the factory default configuration by pressing the Save/Recall key, then the
Default Setup softkey. Then press the Autoscale key. You should see a display
similar to the following.

Autoscale with digital channels (54621D and 54622D)
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To display signals automatically using Autoscale
• To configure the instrument quickly, press the Autoscale key.
Autoscale displays all connected signals that have activity.
To undo the effects of Autoscale, press the Undo Autoscale softkey before
pressing any other key.
How Autoscale Works
Autoscale automatically configures the oscilloscope to best display the input
signal by analyzing any waveforms connected to the external trigger and
channel inputs. Autoscale finds, turns on, and scales any channel with a
repetitive waveform with a frequency of at least 50 Hz, a duty cycle greater than
0.5%, and an amplitude of at least 10 mV peak-to-peak. Any channels that do
not meet these requirements are turned off.
The trigger source is selected by looking for the first valid waveform starting
with external trigger, then continuing with the highest number analog channel
down to the lowest number analog channel, and finally (if applicable) the
highest number digital channel.
During Autoscale, the delay is set to 0.0 seconds, the sweep speed setting is a
function of the input signal (about 2 periods of the triggered signal on the
screen), and the triggering mode is set to edge. Vectors remain in the state they
were before the Autoscale.
Undo Autoscale
Press the Undo Autoscale softkey to return the oscilloscope to the settings that
existed before you pressed the Autoscale key.
This is useful if you have unintentionally pressed the Autoscale key or do not
like the settings Autoscale has selected and want to return to your previous
settings.
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To apply the default factory configuration
• To set the instrument to the factory-default configuration, press the
Save/Recall key, then press the Default Setup softkey.
The default configuration returns the oscilloscope to its default settings. This
places the oscilloscope in a known operating condition. The major default
settings are:
Horizontal main mode, 100 us/div scale, 0 s delay, center time reference
Vertical (Analog) Channel 1 on, 5 V/div scale, dc coupling, 0 V position, probe
factor to 1.0 if an AutoProbe probe is not connected to the channel
Trigger Edge trigger, Auto level sweep mode, 0 V level, channel 1 source, dc
coupling, rising edge slope, 60 ns holdoff time
Display Vectors on, 20% grid intensity, infinite persistence off
Other Acquire mode normal, Run/Stop to Run, cursor measurements off
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To adjust analog channel vertical scaling and position
This exercise guides you through the vertical keys, knobs, and status line.

1 Center the signal on the display using the position knob.
The position knob ( ) moves the signal vertically; the signal is calibrated.
Notice that as you turn the position knob, a voltage value is displayed for a short
time, indicating how far the ground reference (
)is located from the center
of the screen. Also notice that the ground reference symbol at the left edge of
the display moves with the position knob.
Measurement Hints
If the channel is DC coupled, you can quickly measure the DC component of the
signal by simply noting its distance from the ground symbol.
If the channel is AC coupled, the DC component of the signal is removed, allowing
you to use greater sensitivity to display the AC component of the signal.

2 Change the vertical setup and notice that each change affects the status
line differently. You can quickly determine the vertical setup from the
status line in the display.
• Change the vertical sensitivity with the large volts/division knob in the
Vertical (Analog) section of the front panel and notice that it causes the
status line to change.
• Press the 1 key.
If channel 1 was not turned on, a softkey menu appears on the display, and
the channel turns on (the 1 key will be illuminated).
If channel 1 was already turned on, but another menu was being displayed,
the softkeys will now display the channel 1 menu.
When Vernier is turned off, the volts/div knob can change the channel sensitivity
in a 1-2-5 step sequence. When Vernier is selected, you can change the channel
sensitivity in smaller increments with the volts/division knob. The channel
sensitivity remains fully calibrated when Vernier is on. The sensitivity value is
displayed in the status line at the top of the display.
• To turn the channel off, press the channel 1 key until the key is not
illuminated.
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To set the vertical expand reference for the analog signal
When changing the volts/division for analog channels, you can have the signal
expand (or compress) about the signal ground point or about the center
graticule on the display. This works well with two signals displayed, because
you can position and see them both on the screen while you change the
amplitude.
• To expand the signal about the center graticule of the display, press the Utility
key, press the Options softkey, then press the Expand softkey and select
Expand About Center.
With Expand About Center selected, when you turn the volts/division, the
waveform with expand or contract about the center graticule of the display.
• To expand the signal about the position of the channel’s ground, press the
Utility key, press the Options softkey. Then press the Expand softkey and
select Expand About Ground.
With Expand About Ground selected, when you turn the volts/division knob,
the ground level of the waveform remains at the same point on the display,
while the non-ground portions of the waveform expand or contract.

To set analog channel probe attenuation factor
If you have an AutoProbe self-sensing probe (such as the 10074C) connected
to the analog channel, the oscilloscope will automatically configure your probe
to the correct attenuation factor.
If you do not have an AutoProbe probe connected, you can turn the Entry knob
to set the attenuation factor for the connected probe. The attenuation
factor can be set from 0.1:1 to 1000:1 in a 1-2-5 sequence.
The probe correction factor must be set properly for measurements to be made
correctly.
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To display and rearrange the digital channels
1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key to turn the display of the digital
channels on or off.
The digital channels are displayed when these keys are illuminated.

2 Turn the Digital Channel Select knob to select a single digital channel.
The selected channel number is highlighted on the left side of the display.

3 Turn the Digital position knob ( ) to reposition the selected channel
on the display.
If two or more channels are displayed at the same position, a pop up will appear
showing the overlaid channels. Continue turning the Channel Select knob until
the desired channel within the pop up is selected.
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To operate the time base controls
The following exercise guides you through the time base keys, knobs, and status
line.

• Turn the Horizontal sweep speed (time/division) knob and notice the
change it makes to the status line.
The sweep speed knob changes the sweep speed from 5 ns/div to 50 s/div in a
1-2-5 step sequence, and the value of the sweep speed is displayed in the status
line at the top of the display.

• Press the Main/Delayed, then press the Vernier softkey.
The Vernier softkey allows you to change the sweep speed in smaller increments
with the time/div knob. These smaller increments are calibrated, which result
in accurate measurements, even with the vernier turned on.

• Turn the delay time knob (
the status line.

) and notice that its value is displayed in

The delay knob moves the main sweep horizontally, and it pauses at 0.00 s,
mimicking a mechanical detent. At the top of the graticule is a solid triangle
(▼) symbol and an open triangle (∇) symbol. The ▼ symbol indicates the trigger
point and it moves with the Delay time knob. The ∇ symbol indicates the time
reference point. If the Time Ref softkey is set to Left, the ∇ is located one graticule
in from the left side of the display. If the Time Ref softkey is set to Center, the ∇
is located at the center of the display. If the Time Ref softkey is set to Right, the
∇ is located one graticule in from the right side of the display. The delay number
tells you how far the time reference point ∇ is located from the trigger point ▼.
All events displayed left of the trigger point ▼ happened before the trigger
occurred, and these events are called pre-trigger information. You will find this
feature very useful because you can now see the events that led up to the trigger
point. Everything to the right of the trigger point ▼ is called post-trigger
information. The amount of delay range (pre-trigger and post-trigger
information) available depends on the sweep speed selected.
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To start and stop an acquisition
• When the Run/Stop key is illuminated in green, the oscilloscope is in
continuous running mode.
You are viewing multiple acquisitions of the same signal similar to the way an
analog oscilloscope displays waveforms.

• When the Run/Stop key is illuminated in red, the oscilloscope is stopped.
“Stop” is displayed in the trigger mode position in status line at the top of the
display. You may now pan and zoom the stored waveform by turning the
Horizontal and Vertical knobs.
The stopped display may contain several triggers worth of information, but only
the last trigger acquisition is available for pan and zoom. To ensure the display
does not change, use the Single key to be sure you have acquired only one
trigger.

To make a single acquisition
The Single run control key lets you view single-shot events without subsequent
waveform data overwriting the display. Use Single when you want maximum
memory depth for pan and zoom.

1 First set trigger Mode/Coupling Mode softkey to Normal.
This keeps the oscilloscope from autotriggering immediately.

2 If you are using the analog channels to capture the event, turn the
Trigger Level knob to the trigger threshold where you think the trigger
should work.
3 To begin a single acquisition, press the Single key.
When you press Single, the display is cleared, the trigger circuitry is armed, the
Single key is illuminated, and the oscilloscope will wait until a trigger condition
occurs before it displays a waveform.
When the oscilloscope triggers, the single acquisition is displayed and the
oscilloscope is stopped (Run/Stop key is illuminated in red). Press Single again
to acquire another waveform.
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To use delayed sweep
Delayed sweep is an expanded version of main sweep. When Delayed mode is
selected, the display divides in half and the delayed sweep
icon displays in
the middle of the line at the top of the display. The top half displays the main
sweep and the bottom half displays the delayed sweep.
The following steps show you how to use delayed sweep. Notice that the steps
are very similar to operating the delayed sweep in analog oscilloscopes.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Press Main/Delayed.
3 Press the Delayed softkey.
To change the sweep speed for the delayed sweep window, turn the sweep speed
knob. As you turn the knob, the sweep speed is highlighted in the status line
above the waveform display area.
The area of the main display that is expanded is intensified and marked on each
end with a vertical marker. These markers show what portion of the main sweep
is expanded in the lower half. The Horizontal knobs control the size and position
of the delayed sweep. The delay value is momentarily displayed in the
upper-right portion of the display when the delay time ( ) knob is turned.
Delayed sweep is a magnified portion of the main sweep. You can use delayed
sweep to locate and horizontally expand part of the main sweep for a more
detailed (higher-resolution) analysis of signals.
The point about which the delayed sweep window is expanded is referenced to
the delay time and is dependent on the time reference setting:
• When Time Ref is set to Left, the delayed sweep expands to the right starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the left side of the display
when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Center, the delayed sweep expands equally left and
right) from the delay time setting (center of the display when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Right, the delayed sweep expands to the left starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the right side of the display
when delay time = 0).
To change the sweep speed for the main sweep window, press the Main softkey,
then turn the sweep speed knob.
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To make cursor measurements
You can use the cursors to make custom voltage or time measurements on scope
signals, and timing measurements on digital channels.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Press the Cursors key. View the cursor functions in the softkey menu:
Mode Set the cursors results to measure voltage and time (Normal), or display
the binary or hexadecimal logic value of the displayed waveforms.
Source selects a channel or math function for the cursor measurements.
X Y Select either the X cursors or the Y cursors for adjustment with the Entry
knob.
X1 and X2 adjust horizontally and normally measure time.
Y1 and Y2 adjust vertically and normally measure voltage.
X1 X2 and Y1 Y2 move the cursors together when turning the Entry knob.
For more information about using cursors for measurements, refer to the
“Making Measurements” chapter.
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To make automatic measurements
You can use automatic measurements on any channel source or any running
math function. Cursors are turned on to focus on the most recently selected
measurement (right-most on the measurement line above the softkeys on the
display).

1 Press the Quick Meas key to display the automatic measurement menu.
2 Press the Source softkey to select the channel or running math function
on which the quick measurements will be made.
Only channels or math functions that are displayed are available for
measurements. If a portion of the waveform required for a measurement is not
displayed or does not display enough resolution to make the measurement, the
result will be displayed with a message such as greater than a value, less than
a value, not enough edges, not enough amplitude, incomplete, or waveform is
clipped to indicate that the measurement may not be reliable.

3 Press the Clear Meas softkey to stop making measurements and to erase
the measurement results from the measurement line above the
softkeys.
When Quick Meas is pressed again, the default measurements on an analog
channel will be will be Frequency and Peak-Peak.

4 Choose what measurements you want on that source by pressing the
softkey.
5 To turn off Quick Meas, press the Quick Meas key again until it is not
illuminated.
For detailed information about making automatic measurements, refer to the
“Making Measurements” chapter.
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To modify the display grid
1 Press the Display key.
2 Turn the Entry knob to change the intensity of the displayed grid. The
intensity level is shown in the Grid softkey and is adjustable from 0 to
100%.
Each major division in the grid (also know as graticule) corresponds to the
sweep speed time shown in the status line on the top of the display.

• To change waveform intensity, turn the INTENSITY knob on the
lower-left corner of the front panel.

To print the display
You can print the complete display, including the status line and softkeys, to a
parallel printer or to the floppy disk by pressing the Quick Print key. You can
stop printing by pressing the Cancel Print softkey.
To set up your printer, press the Utility key, then press the Print Confg softkey.
For more information on printing and floppy disk operation, refer to the
“Utilities” chapter.
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Triggering the Oscilloscope

The Agilent 54620-series Oscilloscopes provide a full set of features to
help automate your measurement tasks, including MegaZoom
technology to help you capture and examine the stored waveforms of
interest, even untriggered waveforms. With these oscilloscopes you can:
• modify the way the oscilloscope acquires data.
• set up simple or complex trigger conditions, as needed, to capture
only the sequence of events you want to examine.
The oscilloscopes all have common triggering functionality:
• Trigger modes (Auto Level, Auto, Normal)
• Trigger types (slope/edge, pulse width, pattern, duration, sequence,
I2C, and TV triggering)
• Mode/Coupling (including high frequency and noise rejection)
• Holdoff and Trigger Level
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Selecting Trigger Modes and Conditions

The trigger mode affects the way in which the oscilloscope searches for
the trigger. The figure below shows the conceptual representation of
acquisition memory. Think of the trigger event as dividing acquisition
memory into a pre-trigger and post-trigger buffer. The position of the
trigger event in acquisition memory is defined by the time reference
point and the delay setting.
Trigger Event

Pre-Trigger Buffer

Post-Trigger Buffer

Acquisition Memory
Acquisition Memory

To select the Mode and Coupling menu
• Press the Mode/Coupling key in the Trigger section of the front panel.
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To select a trigger mode: Auto Level, Auto, Normal
1 Press the Mode/Coupling key.
2 Press the Mode softkey, then select Auto Level, Auto, or Normal trigger.
• Normal mode displays a waveform the trigger conditions are met, otherwise
the oscilloscope does not trigger and the display is not updated.
• Auto mode is the same as Normal mode, except it forces the oscilloscope to
trigger if the trigger conditions are not met.
• Auto Level mode works only when edge triggering on analog channels or
external trigger. The oscilloscope first tries to Normal trigger. If no trigger
is found, it searches for a signal at least 10% of full scale on the trigger source
and sets the trigger level to the 50% amplitude point. If there is still no signal
present, the oscilloscope auto triggers. This mode is useful when moving a
probe from point to point on a circuit board.
Auto Level and Auto modes
Use the auto trigger modes for signals other than low-repetitive-rate signals. To
display a dc signal, you must use one of these two auto trigger modes since there
are no edges on which to trigger.
Auto Level mode is the same as Auto mode with an automatic trigger level
adjustment. The oscilloscope looks at the level on the signals, and if the trigger
level is out-of-range with respect to the signal, the scope adjusts the trigger
level back to the middle of the signal.
When you select Run, the oscilloscope operates by first filling the pre-trigger
buffer. It continues to flow data through this buffer while it searches for the
trigger. While searching for the trigger, the oscilloscope overflows the
pre-trigger buffer; the first data put into the buffer is the first pushed out
(FIFO). When a trigger is found, the pre-trigger buffer will contain the events
that occurred just before the trigger. If no trigger is found, the oscilloscope
generates a trigger and displays the data as though a trigger had occurred.
When you select Single, the oscilloscope will fill pre-trigger buffer memory, and
continue flowing data through the pre-trigger buffer until the auto trigger
overrides the searching and commands a trigger. At the end of the trace, the
scope will stop and display the results.
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Normal mode
Use Normal trigger mode for low repetitive-rate signals. In this mode, the
oscilloscope has the same behavior whether the acquisition was initiated by
pressing Run/Stop or Single.
When the trigger event is found, the oscilloscope will fill the post-trigger buffer
and display the acquisition memory. If the acquisition was initiated by Run/Stop,
the process repeats. The waveform data will be scrolled onto the display as it
is being acquired.
In Normal mode the oscilloscope must fill the pre-trigger buffer with data before
it will begin searching for a trigger event. The trigger mode indicator on the
status line flashes to indicate the oscilloscope is filling the pre-trigger buffer.
While searching for the trigger, the oscilloscope overflows the pre-trigger buffer;
the first data put into the buffer is the first pushed out (FIFO).
In either Auto or Normal mode, the trigger may be missed completely under
certain conditions. This is because the oscilloscope will not recognize a trigger
event until the pre-trigger buffer is full. Suppose you set the Time/Div knob to
a slow sweep speed, such as 500 ms/div. If the trigger condition occurs before
the oscilloscope has filled the pre-trigger buffer, the trigger will not be found.
If you use Normal mode and wait for the trigger condition indicator to flash
before causing the action in the circuit, the oscilloscope will always find the
trigger condition correctly.
Some measurements you want to make will require you to take some action in
the circuit under test to cause the trigger event. Usually, these are single-shot
acquisitions, where you will use the Single key.
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To select trigger Coupling
1 Press the Mode/Coupling key.
2 Press the Coupling softkey, then select DC, AC, or LF Reject coupling.
• DC coupling allows dc and ac signals into the trigger path.
• AC coupling places a 3.5 Hz high-pass filter in the trigger path removing any
DC offset voltage from the trigger waveform. Use AC coupling to get a stable
edge trigger when your waveform has a large DC offset.
• LF (low frequency) Reject coupling places a 50-kHz high-pass filter in series
with the trigger waveform. Low frequency reject removes any unwanted low
frequency components from a trigger waveform, such as power line
frequencies, that can interfere with proper triggering. Use this coupling to
get a stable edge trigger when your waveform has low frequency noise.
• TV coupling is normally grayed-out, but is automatically selected when TV
trigger is enabled in the Trigger More menu.

To select Noise Reject and HF Reject
1 Press the Mode/Coupling key.
2 Press the Noise Rej softkey to select noise reject or press the HF Reject
softkey to select high frequency reject.
• Noise Rej adds additional hysteresis to the trigger circuitry. When noise reject
is on, the trigger circuitry is less sensitive to noise but may require a greater
amplitude waveform to trigger the oscilloscope.
• HF Reject adds a 50 kHz low-pass filter in the trigger path to remove high
frequency components from the trigger waveform. You can use HF Reject to
remove high-frequency noise, such as AM or FM broadcast stations, from the
trigger path.
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To set holdoff
1 Press the Mode/Coupling key.
2 Turn the Entry knob
to increase or decrease the trigger holdoff
time shown in the Holdoff softkey.
Holdoff sets the amount of time that the oscilloscope waits before re-arming the
trigger circuitry. Use Holdoff to stabilize the display of complex waveforms.
To get a stable trigger on the pulse burst shown below, set the holdoff time to
be >200 ns but <600 ns.
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By setting the Holdoff, you can synchronize triggers. The oscilloscope will
trigger on one edge of the waveform, and ignore further edges until the holdoff
time expires. The oscilloscope will then re-arm the trigger circuit to search for
the next edge trigger. This allows the oscilloscope to trigger on a repeating
pattern in a waveform.
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Holdoff Operating Hints
Holdoff keeps a trigger from occurring until after a certain amount of time has passed
since the last trigger. This feature is valuable when a waveform crosses the trigger
level multiple times during one period of the waveform.
Without holdoff, the scope could trigger on each of the crossings, producing a
confusing waveform. With holdoff set correctly, the scope always triggers on the
same crossing. The correct holdoff setting is typically slightly less than one period.
Set the holdoff to this time to generate a unique trigger point. This action works even
though many waveform periods pass between triggers, because the holdoff circuit
operates on the input signal continuously.
Changing the time base settings does not affect the holdoff number. In contrast, the
holdoff in analog oscilloscopes is a function of the time base setting, making it
necessary to re-adjust the holdoff each time you change the time base setting.
With Agilent’s MegaZoom technology, you can press Stop, then pan and zoom
through the data to find where it repeats. Measure this time using the cursors, then
set holdoff to this number.
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The oscilloscope allows you to synchronize the display to the actions of
the circuit under test by defining a trigger condition. The triggering
modes include Auto Level, Auto, and Normal. Triggering types include
edge, pulse width, pattern, duration, sequence, I2C, and TV trigger. You
can use any input channel, line, or the Ext Trigger BNC for the source.
MegaZoom Technology Simplifies Triggering
With the built-in MegaZoom technology, you can simply Autoscale the waveforms,
then stop the scope to capture a waveform. You can then pan and zoom through the
data using the Horizontal and Vertical knobs to find a stable trigger point. Autoscale
often produces a triggered display.
These trigger types are available:
• Edge trigger
• Pulse Width trigger
• Pattern trigger
• Duration trigger
• I2C (Inter-IC bus) trigger
• Sequence trigger
Changes to the trigger specification are applied when you make them. If the
oscilloscope is stopped when you change a trigger specification, the scope will
use the new specification when you press Run/Stop or Single. If the oscilloscope
is running when you change a triggering specification, it uses the new trigger
definition when it starts the next acquisition. You select the trigger type by
pressing the key associated with the desired trigger type.
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To use edge triggering
The Edge trigger type identifies a trigger by looking for a specified slope and
voltage level on a waveform. You can define the trigger source and rising or
falling edge in this menu. The trigger type, source, and level is displayed in the
upper-right corner of the display.

1 Press the Edge key in the Trigger section of the front panel to display
the edge trigger menu.
Slope

Slope

Analog channel
source

Digital channel
source

Trigger
source

Trigger level
or threshold

External or Line
source

2 Press the slope softkey (
) and select either rising edge or falling
edge. This determines whether the trigger will occur on the rising edge
or the falling edge of the input signal.
Slope Selects rising edge ( ) or falling edge ( ) for the selected trigger
source. The selected slope is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.

3 Select 1, 2, Ext, or Line as the trigger source.
The trigger source can also be set to channel 3 and 4 on the 4-channel
oscilloscope, or can be set to digital channels D15 through D0 on the
mixed-signal oscilloscope. You can choose a channel that is turned off as the
source for the edge trigger. The selected trigger source is displayed in the
upper-right corner of the display:
1 through 4 = analog channels
D15 through D0 = digital channels
E = External trigger
L = Line trigger
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Analog source Press the analog channel source softkey to select an analog
source. Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the
Trigger Level knob. The position of the trigger level for the analog channel is
indicated by the trigger level icon T (if the analog channel is on) at the far left
side of the display when DC coupling is selected. The value of the analog
channel trigger level is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
Digital source (mixed-signal oscilloscope) Press the digital source
softkey or turn the Entry knob to select a digital channel (D15-D0) as the trigger
source. Select Threshold in the D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 menu to set the
threshold level (TTL, CMOS, ECL, or user defined) for the selected digital
channel group. The threshold value is displayed in the upper-right corner of the
display.
External/Line source Ext (external trigger) and Line (triggers off the power
line frequency) trigger share the same softkey on the display. Toggle the softkey
to select the source you want.
The external trigger input is on the front panel of the 2-channel oscilloscope
and on the rear-panel of 4-channel and mixed-signal oscilloscope. You can
connect the trigger output of other instruments to this external trigger input,
or use an oscilloscope probe, such as the 10074C.
Adjust the external trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the
Trigger Level knob. The trigger level for Line is not adjustable.
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To use pulse width triggering
Pulse Width triggering sets the oscilloscope to trigger on a positive pulse or a
negative pulse of a specified width. If you want to trigger on a specific timeout
value, use Duration trigger in the trigger More menu.

1 Press the Pulse Width key in the Trigger section of the front panel to
display the pulse width trigger menu.
Polarity

Source

Pulse
polarity

Qualifier

Trigger
source

Trigger level
or threshold

Qualifier time set

2 Press the Source softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select a channel source for the trigger.
The source can be any analog or digital channel available on your oscilloscope.
External trigger may also be specified as a source when using the 2-channel and
4-channel oscilloscopes.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel source by turning the
Trigger Level knob. The position of the trigger level for the analog channel is
indicated by the trigger level icon T (if the analog channel is on) at the far left
side of the display when DC coupling is selected. Set the threshold for the
selected digital channel group using the D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 Threshold
softkey. The value of the trigger level or digital threshold is displayed in the
upper-right corner of the display.
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3 Press the pulse polarity softkey to select positive (
polarity for the pulse width you want to capture.

)or negative (

)

The selected pulse polarity is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
A positive pulse is higher than the current trigger level or threshold and a
negative pulse is lower than the current trigger level or threshold.
When triggering on a positive pulse, the trigger will occur on the high to low
transition of the pulse if the qualifying condition is true. When triggering on a
negative pulse, the trigger will occur on the low to high transition of the pulse
if the qualifying condition is true.

4 Press the qualifier softkey (< > ><) to select the time qualifier.
The Qualifier softkey can set the oscilloscope to trigger on a pulse width that is:
• less than a time value (<).
For example, for a positive pulse, if you set t<10 ns:
10 ns

10 ns

Trigger

• greater than a time value (>).
For example, for a positive pulse, if you set t>10 ns:
10 ns

10 ns

Trigger

• within a range of time values (><).
For example, for a positive pulse, if you set t>10 ns and t<15 ns:
10 ns

15 ns

12 ns

Trigger
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5 Select the qualifier time set softkey (< or >), then rotate the Entry knob
to set the pulse width qualifier time.
The qualifiers can be set from 10 ns to 10 s.
< qualifier time set softkey
• When the less than (<) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
oscilloscope to trigger on a pulse width less than the time value displayed
on the softkey.
• When the time range (><) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
upper time range value.
> qualifier time set softkey
• When the greater than (>) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
oscilloscope to trigger on a pulse width greater than the time value
displayed on the softkey.
• When the time range (><) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
lower time range value.
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To use pattern triggering
The Pattern trigger identifies a trigger condition by looking for a specified
pattern. This pattern is a logical AND combination of the channels. Each
channel can have a value of high (H), low (L), don’t care (X), or a rising or falling
edge.

1 Press the Pattern key in the Trigger section of the front panel to display
the pattern trigger menu.
Pattern
trigger

Channel
select

Logic Low

Logic High

Don’t care

Selected
channel

Trigger level
or threshold

Rising or
falling edge

2 For each analog or digital channel you want to include in the desired
pattern, press the Channel softkey to select the channel.
This is the channel source for the H, L, X, or edge condition. As you press the
Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal oscilloscopes), the
channel you select is highlighted in the Pattern = line directly above the
softkeys and in the upper-right corner of the display next to "Pat". External
trigger may also be specified as a channel in the pattern when using the
2-channel and 4-channel oscilloscopes.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the Trigger
Level knob. The position of the trigger level for the analog channel is indicated
by the trigger level icon T at the far left side of the display when DC coupling
is selected. Set the threshold for the selected digital channel group using the
D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 Threshold softkey. The value of the trigger level or
digital threshold is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
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3 For each channel you select, press one of the condition softkeys to set
the condition for that channel in the pattern.
• H sets the pattern to high on the selected channel. A high is a voltage level
that is greater than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• L sets the pattern to low on the selected channel. A low is a voltage level that
is less than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• X sets the pattern to don't care on the selected channel. Any channel set to
don't care is ignored and is not used as part of the pattern. If all channels in
the pattern are set to don't care, the oscilloscope will not trigger.
• The rising edge ( ) or falling edge ( ) falling edge softkey sets the pattern
to an edge on the selected channel. Only one rising or falling edge can be
specified in the pattern. When an edge is specified, the oscilloscope will
trigger at the edge specified if the pattern set for the other channels is true.
If no edge is specified, the oscilloscope will trigger on the last edge that makes
the pattern true.
Specifying an Edge in a Pattern
You are allowed to specify only one rising or falling edge term in the pattern. If
you define an edge term, then select a different channel in the pattern and define
another edge term, the previous edge definition is changed to a don’t care.
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To use duration triggering
Duration trigger lets you define a pattern, then trigger on a specified time
duration of this logical AND combination of the channels.

1 Press the More key in the Trigger section of the front panel, press the
Duration softkey, then press the Settings softkey to display the duration
trigger menu.
Duration
trigger

Channel
select

Logic level

Qualifier

Selected
channel

Qualifier time set

Trigger level
or threshold

Return to
previous menu

2 For each analog or digital channel you want to include in the desired
pattern, press the Channel softkey to select the channel.
This is the channel source for the H, L, or X condition. As you press the Channel
softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal oscilloscopes), the channel
you select is highlighted in the Pattern = line directly above the softkeys and
in the upper-right corner of the display next to "Dur". External trigger may also
be specified as a channel in the pattern when using the 2-channel and 4-channel
oscilloscopes.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the Trigger
Level knob. The position of the trigger level for the analog channel is indicated
by the trigger level icon T at the far left side of the display when DC coupling
is selected. Set the threshold for the selected digital channel group using the
D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 Threshold softkey. The value of the trigger level or
digital threshold is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
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3 For each channel you select, press the logic level softkey to set the
condition for that channel in the pattern.
• H sets the pattern to high on the selected channel. A high is a voltage level
that is greater than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• L sets the pattern to low on the selected channel. A low is a voltage level that
is less than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• X sets the pattern to don't care on the selected channel. Any channel set to
don't care is ignored and is not used as part of the pattern. If all channels in
the pattern are set to don't care, the oscilloscope will not trigger.

4 Press the Qualifier softkey to set the time duration qualifier for the
pattern.
The time qualifier can set the oscilloscope to trigger on a channel pattern whose
time duration is:
• less than a time value (<)
• greater than a time value (>)
• greater than a time value, but with timeout (Timeout). A trigger will be forced
at the timeout value.
• within a range of time values (><)
• outside a range of time values (<>)
The time values for the selected qualifier are set using the qualifier time set
softkeys (< and >) and the Entry knob.
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5 Select a qualifier time set softkey (< or >), then rotate the Entry knob to
set the duration qualifier time.
< qualifier time set softkey
• When the less than (<) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
oscilloscope to trigger on a pattern duration less than the time value
displayed on the softkey.
• When the within time range (><) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets
the upper time range value.
• When the out of time range (<>) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets
the lower time range value.
> qualifier time set softkey
• When the greater than (>) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the
oscilloscope to trigger on a pattern duration greater than the time value
displayed on the softkey.
• When the within time range (><) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets
the lower time range value.
• When the out of time range (<>) qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets
the upper time range value.
• When Timeout qualifier is selected, the Entry knob sets the timeout value.
When the duration trigger occurs
The timer starts on the last edge that makes the pattern (logical AND) true. The
trigger will occur on the first edge that makes the pattern false if the time qualifier
criteria of the pattern has been met or when the timeout value is reached.
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To use I2C triggering
An I2C (Inter-IC bus) trigger setup consists of connecting the oscilloscope to
the serial data (SDA) line and the serial clock (SCL) line, then triggering on a
stop/start condition or triggering on a read/write frame with a specific device
address and data value.

1 Press the More key in the Trigger section of the front panel, press the I2C
softkey, then press the Settings softkey to display the I2C trigger menu.
Currently selected Clock
or Data channel
I2C trigger

Clock
channel

Data
channel

Trigger on:
condition

Address

Data
value

Trigger level
or threshold

Return to
previous menu

2 Connect an oscilloscope channel to the serial clock (SCL) line in the
circuit under test, then set the Clock channel softkey to that channel.
As you press the Clock softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes), the channel you select is shown in the upper-right corner of the
display next to "I2C". The clock rate is compatible with standard (100 kbit/s)
and fast-mode (400 kbit/s) systems.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the Trigger
Level knob. For the mixed-signal oscilloscope, select Threshold in the D7 Thru
D0 or D15 Thru D8 menu to set the level for digital channels assigned to the clock
and data lines. The value of the trigger level or digital threshold is displayed in
the upper-right corner of the display.
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3 Connect an oscilloscope channel to the serial data (SDA) line in the
circuit under test, then set the Data channel softkey to that channel.
As you press the Data softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes), the channel you select is shown in the upper-right corner of the
display next to "I2C".
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the Trigger
Level knob. For the mixed-signal oscilloscope, select Threshold in the D7 Thru
D0 or D15 Thru D8 menu to set the level for digital channels assigned to the clock
and data lines. The value of the trigger level or digital threshold is displayed in
the upper-right corner of the display.
Data needs to be stable during the whole high clock cycle or it will be interpreted
as a start or stop condition (data transitioning while the clock is high).

4 Press the Trigger: softkey to select one of the following I2C trigger
conditions:
Start Condition: the oscilloscope triggers when data (SDA) transitions from high
to low while the clock (SCL) is high. For triggering purposes (including frame
triggers), a restart is treated as a start condition.
Stop Condition: the oscilloscope triggers when data (SDA) transitions from low
to high while the clock (SCL) is high.
SDA
SCL

Start Address
Condition

R/W

ACK

DATA

Trigger
point

ACK

Stop
Condition

Frame (Start: Addr: Read: Ack: Data) or
Frame (Start: Addr: Write: Ack: Data): the oscilloscope triggers on a read or write
frame on the 17th clock edge if all bits in the pattern match.
Frame (Start: ~[Addr: Read: Ack: Data]) or
Frame (Start: ~[Addr: Write: Ack: Data]): same as the read or write frame above,
except the oscilloscope triggers on the 17th clock edge if any bits in the pattern
do not match.
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5 If you have set the oscilloscope to trigger on a read or write frame
condition, press the Address softkey and turn the Entry knob to select
the 7-bit device address.
You can select from an address range of 0x00 to 0x7F (hexadecimal).
When triggering on a read/write frame, the oscilloscope will trigger after the
start, address, read/write, acknowledge, and data events occur.
If don’t care (0xXX) is selected for the address, the address will be ignored. The
trigger will always occur on the 17th clock regardless of whether or not don’t
care has been selected.

6 If you have set the oscilloscope to trigger on a read or write frame
condition, press the Data value softkey and turn the Entry knob to select
the 8-bit data pattern on which to trigger.
You can select a data value in the range of 0x00 to 0xFF (hexadecimal).
The oscilloscope will trigger after the start, address, read/write, acknowledge,
and data events occur.
If don’t care (0xXX) is selected for data, the data will be ignored. The trigger
will always occur on the 17th clock regardless of whether or not don’t care has
been selected.
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To use sequence triggering
Sequence trigger allows you to trigger the oscilloscope after finding a sequence
of events. Defining a sequence trigger requires three steps:
a Define an event to find before you trigger on the next event.
The “find” event can be a pattern, an edge from a single channel, or the
combination of a pattern and a channel edge.
b Define the trigger event.
The “trigger on” event can be a pattern, an edge from a single channel, the
combination of a pattern and a channel edge, or the nth occurrence of an
edge from a single channel.
c Set an optional reset event.
If you choose to define a “reset” event, the event can be a pattern, an edge
from a single channel, the combination of a pattern and a channel edge, or a
timeout value. If no reset is defined, it will reset on the Find condition.

Start

Find:?

Yes

Trigger on:?
No

No
No

Reset on:?

Yes
Scope
triggers
Trigger
holdoff

Yes
Sequence Trigger Flowchart

• Press the More key in the Trigger section of the front panel, press the
Sequence softkey, then press the Settings softkey to display the Sequence
trigger menu.
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Sequence
trigger

Selected Trigger level
channel or threshold

Sequence stage
definitions

Term definitions

Channel
select

Stage
select

Find, Trigger on,
or Reset condition

Select
term

Define
term

Return to
previous menu

As you set stage, term, and channel definitions for the sequence trigger, these
settings will be shown in the waveform area of the display.
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Define the Find: stage
1 Press the Stage softkey and select Find:.
Find: is the first stage in the trigger sequence. When you select the Stage Find
softkey, the next softkey to the right will display Find: and give you a list of the
terms you can define for the Find stage. The Find stage can be set to one of the
following conditions:
Pattern 1 Entered – A pattern is entered on the last edge that makes the
pattern true (logical AND).
Pattern 1 Exited – A pattern is exited on the first edge that makes the pattern
false (logical NAND).
Edge 1
Pattern 1 and Edge 1

2 Press the Find: softkey and select the Find stage condition.
3 To define the term(s) used in the Find stage, press the Term softkey and
select the pattern and/or edge term displayed in the Find: softkey.
4 If you select a pattern term, each channel in the pattern must be set to
a H (high), L (low), or X (don’t care).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
As you select a channel, the channel is highlighted in the selected pattern
list shown in the waveform area and is also shown in the upper-right corner
of the display next to "Seq"
b Press the L H X softkey to set a level for the channel.
• H sets the pattern to high on the selected channel. A high is a voltage level
that is greater than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• L sets the pattern to low on the selected channel. A low is a voltage level
that is less than the channel's trigger level or threshold level.
• X sets the pattern to don't care on the selected channel. Any channel set
to don't care is ignored and is not used as part of the pattern. If all channels
in the pattern are set to don't care, the oscilloscope will not trigger.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the
Trigger Level knob. Select Threshold in the D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 menu
to set the level for the digital channel group. The value of the trigger level
or digital threshold is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
c Repeat for all channels in the pattern.
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5 If you select an edge term, one channel must be set to a rising edge or
a falling edge. All other channels will be set to don’t care (X).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
As you select a channel, the channel is highlighted in the selected pattern
list shown in the waveform area.
b Then press the
X softkey to select rising edge or falling edge. All

other channels will be defaulted to don’t care (X).
If you want to reassign an edge to a different channel, repeat the above step.
The value of the original channel will be defaulted to X (don’t care).

Define the Trigger on: stage
1 Press the Stage softkey and select Trigger on:.
Trigger on: is the next stage in the trigger sequence. When you select the Stage
Trigger on: softkey, the next softkey to the right will display Trigger: and give you
a list of the terms you can define for the Trigger on: stage. The Trigger on: stage
can be set to one of the following conditions:
Pattern 2 Entered – A pattern is entered on the last edge that makes the
pattern true (logical AND).
Pattern 2 Exited – A pattern is exited on the first edge that makes the pattern
false (logical NAND).
Edge 2
Pattern 2 and Edge 2
Nth Edge 2

2 Press the Trigger: softkey and select a stage to trigger on.
3 To define the term(s) used in the Trigger on: stage, press the Term
softkey and select the pattern or edge term displayed in the Trigger:
softkey.
4 If you select a pattern term, each channel in the pattern must be set to
a H (high), L (low), or X (don’t care).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
b Press the L H X softkey to set a level for the channel.
c Repeat for all channels in the pattern.
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5 If you select an edge term, one channel must be set to a rising edge or
a falling edge. All other channels will be set to don’t care (X).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
b Then press the
X softkey to select rising edge or falling edge. All

other channels will be defaulted to don’t care.
6 When you set a Trigger on: condition to trigger on Edge 2, you can also
select which occurrence of Edge 2 to trigger on.
a Make sure Nth Edge 2 is selected in the Trigger: softkey
b Press the Term softkey and select Count (N).
c Press the N softkey, then turn the Entry knob to set the number of edges to
wait before triggering.
If the Find event occurs again before the Count (N) event is satisfied,
Count (N) will be reset to zero. N can be set from 1 to 10,000.

Define the optional Reset on: stage
1 Press the Stage softkey and select Reset on:.
Reset on: is the last stage in the trigger sequence. When you select the Stage
Reset on: softkey, the next softkey to the right will display Reset: and give you a
list of the terms you can define for the Reset on: stage. The Reset on: stage can
be set to one of the following conditions:
No Reset - Resets on the find condition.
Pattern 1 (or 2) Entered – A pattern is entered on the last edge that makes
the pattern true (logical AND).
Pattern 1 (or 2) Exited – A pattern is exited on the first edge that makes the
pattern false (logic NAND).
Edge 1 (or 2)
Pattern 1 and Edge 1
Timeout
Terms that are grayed-out are not valid in the reset stage.
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2 Press the Reset: softkey and select a term to reset on.
3 Press the Term softkey and select the pattern, edge, or timeout term
displayed in the Reset: softkey.
4 If you select No Reset, no reset stage will be defined.
5 If you select a pattern term, each channel in the pattern must be set to
a H (high), L (low), or X (don’t care).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
b Press the L H X softkey to set a level for the channel.
c Repeat for all channels in the pattern.

6 If you select an edge term, one channel must be set to a rising edge or
a falling edge. All other channels will be set to don’t care (X).
a Press the Channel softkey (or rotate the Entry knob on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) to select the channel.
X softkey to select rising edge or falling edge. All
b Then press the

other channels will be defaulted to don’t care.
7 If you select the Timeout term, you will need to set a timeout value.
a Press the Term softkey and select Timeout.
b Press the Timeout softkey, then turn the Entry knob to set the timeout value.
Timeout can be set from 100 ns to 10 seconds. The timer starts when the
Find condition has been met. If the time is running and another Find
condition occurs, the time will restart from time zero.
Adjust the trigger level for the selected analog channel by turning the Trigger
Level knob. Select Threshold in the D7 Thru D0 or D15 Thru D8 menu to set the
level for the digital channel group. The value of the trigger level or digital
threshold is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
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To use TV triggering
TV triggering is used to capture the complicated waveforms of television (TV)
equipment. The trigger circuitry detects the vertical and horizontal interval of
the waveform and produces triggers based on the TV trigger settings you have
selected.
The oscilloscope’s MegaZoom technology gives you bright, easily viewed
displays of any part of the video waveform. Analysis of video waveforms is
simplified by the oscilloscope’s ability to trigger on any selected line of the video
signal

1 Press the More key in the Trigger section of the front panel, press the TV
softkey, then press the Settings softkey to display the TV trigger menu.
TV
trigger

Source
channel

Sync
polarity

TV Standard

TV mode

Selected
channel

Line #

TV Mode

Return to
previous menu

2 Press the Source softkey and select any analog channel as the TV trigger
source.
The selected trigger source is displayed in the upper-right corner of the display.
Turning the Trigger Level knob does not change the trigger level because the
trigger level is automatically set to the sync pulse. Trigger coupling is
automatically set to TV in the Trigger Mode/Coupling menu.
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Provide Correct Matching
Many TV signals are produced from 75 Ω sources. To provide correct matching to
these sources, a 75 Ω terminator (such as an Agilent 11094B) should be connected
to the oscilloscope input.

3 Press the sync polarity softkey to set the TV trigger to either positive
( ) or negative ( ) sync polarity.
4 Press the Standard softkey to set the TV standard.
The oscilloscope supports triggering on NTSC, PAL, PAL-M, SECAM, and
Generic television (TV) and video standards. NTSC, PAL, PAL-M, and SECAM
are broadcast standards used throughout the world. Generic allows you to
trigger on progressive scan and other non-broadcast video signals.

5 Press the Mode softkey to select the TV triggering mode
The TV trigger modes available are:
Field1 and Field2 - trigger on the rising edge of the first serration pulse of field
1 or field 2.
All Fields - trigger on the rising edge of the first serration pulse of both field 1
and field 2 (not available in Generic mode).
All Lines - trigger on the first line found.
Line: Field1 and Line:Field2 - trigger on the selected line # in field 1 or field 2.
Line: Alternate - alternately trigger on the selected line # in field 1 and field 2
(not available in Generic mode).
Vertical - trigger on the rising edge of the first serration pulse or ~70 us after
the start of vertical sync, whichever occurs first (only available in Generic
mode).
Count: Vertical - counts falling edges of sync pulses; triggers on the selected
count # (only available in Generic mode).
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6 If you select a line mode when using standards NTSC, PAL, PAL-M, or
SECAM, press the Line # softkey, then rotate the Entry knob to select
the line number on which you want to trigger.
7 If you select a line mode when using the Generic standard, press the
Count # softkey, then rotate the Entry knob to select the desired count
number.
Listed below are the line (or count) numbers per field for each TV standard.
Line (or count for Generic) numbers per field for each TV standard
TV standard

Field 1

Field 2

Alt Field

NTSC

1 to 263

1 to 262

1 to 262

PAL

1 to 313

314 to 625

1 to 312

PAL-M

1 to 263

264 to 525

1 to 262

SECAM

1 to 313

314 to 625

1 to 312

Generic

1 to 1024

1 to 1024

1 to 1024 (vertical)
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Example exercises

The following are exercises to familiarize you with TV triggering.

To trigger on a specific line of video
TV triggering requires greater than 1/2 division of sync amplitude with any
analog channel as the trigger source. Turning the trigger Level knob in TV trigger
does not change the trigger level because the trigger level is automatically set
to the sync pulse tips.
One example of triggering on a specific line of video is looking at the vertical
interval test signals (VITS), which are typically in line 18. Another example is
closed captioning, which is typically in line 21.

1 Press the Trigger More key, then press the TV softkey.
2 Press the Settings softkey, then press the Standard softkey to select the
appropriate TV standard.
3 Press the Mode softkey and select the TV field of the line you want to
trigger on. You can choose Line:Field1, Line:Field2, or Line:Alternate.
4 Press the Line # softkey and select the number of the line you want to
examine.
Alternate Triggering
If Line:Alternate is selected, the oscilloscope will alternately trigger on the selected
line number in Field 1 and Field 2. This is a quick way to compare the Field 1 VITS
and Field 2 VITS or to check for the correct insertion of the half line at the end of
Field 1.
When using Generic as the TV standard, you can select a line number to trigger
on when Mode is set to Line:Field1, Line:Field2 and Count:Vertical.
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Triggering on Line 71

Line Numbers per Field for Each TV Standard
TV Standard

Field 1

Field 2

Alt Fld

NTSC

1 to 263

1 to 262

1 to 262

PAL

1 to 313

314 to 625

1 to 313

PAL-M

1 to 263

264 to 525

1 to 263

SECAM

1 to 313

314 to 625

1 to 313

GENERIC

1 to 1024

1 to 1024

1 to 1024 (Vertical)

Line Number Represents Count
In Generic mode, the line number represents the number of a count instead of a real
line number. This is reflected in the label in the softkey changing from Line to Count.
In the Mode softkey selections, Line:Field 1, Line:Field 2 and Count:Vertical are used
to indicate where the counting starts. For an interlaced TV system, the counting
starts from the rising edge of the first vertical serration pulse of Field 1 and/or Field 2.
For a non-interlaced TV system, the counting starts after the rising edge of the
vertical sync pulse.
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To trigger on all TV line sync pulses
To quickly find maximum video levels, you could trigger on all TV line sync
pulses. When All Lines is selected as the TV trigger mode, the oscilloscope will
trigger on the first line that it finds when the acquisition starts.

1 Press the Trigger More key, then press the TV softkey.
2 Press the Settings softkey, then press the Standard softkey to select the
appropriate TV standard.
3 Press the Mode softkey and select All Lines.

Triggering on All Lines
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To trigger on a specific field of the video signal
To examine the components of a video signal, trigger on either Field 1 or Field
2. When a specific field is selected, the oscilloscope triggers on the rising edge
of the first serration pulse in the vertical sync interval in the specified field (1
or 2).

1 Press the Trigger More key, then press the TV softkey.
2 Press the Settings softkey, then press the Standard softkey to select the
appropriate TV standard.
3 Press the Mode softkey and select Field1 or Field2.

Triggering on Field 1
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To trigger on all fields of the video signal
To quickly and easily view transitions between fields, or to find the amplitude
differences between the fields, use the All Fields trigger mode. The oscilloscope
will trigger on the first field it finds at the start of acquisition.

1 Press the Trigger More key, then press the TV softkey.
2 Press the Settings softkey, then press the Standard softkey to select the
appropriate TV standard.
3 Press the Mode softkey and select All Fields.

Triggering on All Fields
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To trigger on odd or even fields
To check the envelope of your video signals, or to measure worst case distortion,
trigger on the odd or even fields. When Field 1 is selected, the oscilloscope
triggers on color fields 1 or 3. When Field 2 is selected, the oscilloscope triggers
on color fields 2 or 4.

1 Press the Trigger More key, then press the TV softkey.
2 Press the Settings softkey, then press the Standard softkey to select the
appropriate TV standard.
3 Press the Mode softkey and select Field1 or Field2.
The trigger circuits look for the position of the start of Vertical Sync to determine
the field. But this definition of field does not take into consideration the phase
of the reference subcarrier. When Field 1 is selected, the trigger system will find
any field where the vertical sync starts on Line 4. In the case of NTSC video,
the oscilloscope will trigger on color field 1 alternating with color field 3 (see
the following figure). This setup can be used to measure the envelope of the
reference burst.

Triggering on Color Field 1 Alternating with Color Field 3
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If a more detailed analysis is required, then only one color field should be
selected to be the trigger. You can do this by using the trigger Holdoff softkey
in the trigger Mode/Coupling menu. Using the holdoff settings shown in the
following table, the oscilloscope will now trigger on color field 1 OR color field
3 when Field 1 is selected. This is known as odd field selection. Even fields will
be selected with Field 2.
Holdoff Settings
Video Standard

Fields/Picture

Holdoff Range

NTSC

4

33.5 ms to 50.0 ms

PAL

8

80.7 ms to 120 ms

SECAM

4

40.4 ms to 60 ms

PAL-M

8

80.4 ms to 120 ms

Triggering on Color Field 1 using Holdoff (single-shot)
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The Trig Out connector

The oscilloscope sends a pulse to the Trigger Out BNC connector on the
rear panel of the oscilloscope when a trigger event occurs. This pulse is
typically used to trigger other test equipment. The Trig Out is a 0 to 5 V
signal designed to drive a 50Ω load. The rising edge of the pulse is the
trigger point and is delayed ~55 ns from the oscilloscope trigger point.
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MegaZoom Concepts and Oscilloscope
Operation

This chapter gives an overview of some oscilloscope concepts that will
help you make better measurements. It discusses the relationship
between the time base setting and other time-dependent oscilloscope
functions, explains how to achieve the most accurate signal fidelity
through good probing practices, and describes how glitch detection
works.
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MegaZoom Concepts

MegaZoom technology combines the advantages of conventional
deep-memory digital oscilloscopes with the responsiveness and update
rate of traditional analog oscilloscopes. Conventional deep-memory
digital oscilloscopes are known for their ability to capture long time
intervals while still maintaining high sample rates. MegaZoom
technology keeps the deep-memory advantages, without the usual
deep-memory disadvantages of an unresponsive user interface (while
panning and zooming through the data) and poor signal update rate.
MegaZoom technology incorporates a multi-processor architecture in
the signal data path between the oscilloscope probe and the oscilloscope
display. This yields an instrument that responds instantly to pan and
zoom controls while exploring the acquired data. MegaZoom technology
combines update rate, instant control response, and deep-memory
innovations to allow you to capture long time periods with high sample
rates, and instantly zoom in on the signal details of interest either while
stopped or running. Deep-memory, front-panel responsiveness and
display update rate are combined into one oscilloscope, with no need for
a special mode or memory depth selection.
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Deep Memory
The primary advantage of a deep-memory oscilloscope is sustained sample rate,
allowing you to capture at the maximum sample rate and still capture a long
time window. For example, you may want to capture a fast digital event, such
as an interrupt line being asserted, while being able to look far out in time to
see when the line was de-asserted. This may require a fast sample rate to
examine the signal fidelity of the interrupt edge, and also long-time capture to
determine how long the interrupt line was asserted.
Another advantage is the ability to capture relatively longer periods of time or
slow time-per-division settings at an adequate sample rate. This allows you to
capture a long event, such as an oscillator starting up, or two events separated
by a long time, such that you can see the entire time frame of interest. To see
the event, the oscilloscope must have captured the information at a fast enough
sample rate so that you can see the interesting details.
Thus there are two major benefits of deep memory. First, long time spans can
be captured and then zoomed-in on for detailed analysis. Second, the 2-MB
deep memory is displayed to the high-definition display with 32 levels of
intensity for more insight into the signal. This is particularly of value when
dealing with mixed analog and digital designs where slow analog events require
long time spans and fast digital control signals require the ability to maintain
the sample rate so interactions may be viewed in detail.
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Oscilloscope Responsiveness
An important element of an oscilloscope is how responsive it is to control
changes. After a control is changed, such as the time/division, if you must wait
for the test instrument to respond, the feedback loop between the instrument
and the user can become difficult. You could confuse adjustments because of
the delay between making a change to the instrument and seeing the effect of
that change take place.
MegaZoom Technology
In MegaZoom technology, the primary task of processing acquisition memory
into oscilloscope waveforms using proprietary display techniques is distributed
to waveform translator hardware. The processor’s primary responsibility is to
scan the keyboard and manage I/O ports. Because the dedicated waveform
translator can draw waveforms quickly, without interrupting the processor, the
processor is dedicated to the user interface tasks. User input is acted upon
immediately and the oscilloscope display very quickly reflects the user’s
changes. This results in the highly-responsive MegaZoom oscilloscope display.
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Display Update Rate
In analog oscilloscopes, the oscilloscope is blind while the electron beam is reset
to the left side of the screen. Thus, the update rate of an analog oscilloscope
seems high because the blind or dead time of the analog scope is low.
Infrequent or random events that happen while the oscilloscope is blind are
missed, and thus not displayed. Oscilloscope users often assume that their
scope is capturing the entire waveform and that the update rate is perfect, when
the oscilloscope display is actually missing some events. If we could eliminate
this dead time, their assumption would be correct.
MegaZoom technology maintains high update rate by using parallel processing
and memory segmentation. The MegaZoom oscilloscope flows samples into one
area of acquisition memory, and in another area they are read out and processed
into displayed samples. By doing this, the processing part of the update cycle
does not miss any events. This results in very fast update rate and a responsive
user interface.
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To setup the Analog channels
1 Press the 1 key in the Vertical section (Analog section on mixed-signal
oscilloscopes) of the front panel to display the channel 1 menu.
Channel,
Volts/div

Trigger
source

Trigger level
or threshold

Channel 1
ground level

Channel 2
ground level

Channel
coupling

Bandwidth
limit

Channel
vernier

Invert
channel

Probe attenuation
factor

Pressing an analog channel key turns the display of the channel on or off. The
channel is displayed when the key is illuminated.
Turning channels off
If more than one channel is turned on (channel keys are illuminated), you must be
viewing the menu for a channel before you can turn it off. For example, if channel 1
and channel 2 are turned on and the menu for channel 2 is being displayed, to turn
channel 1 off, press 1 to display channel 1 menu, then press 1 again to turn channel
1 off.
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Vertical sensitivity Turn the large knob above the channel key to set the
sensitivity (volts/division) for the channel.
Vertical expansion The default mode for expanding the signal when you turn
the volts/division knob is vertical expansion about the ground level. To set the
expansion mode to expand about the center of the screen instead, press Expand
in the Utility Options menu and select Center.
Ground level The ground level of the signal for each displayed analog channel
is identified by the position of the
icon at the far-left side of the display.
Channel position Turn the small channel position knob ( ) to move the
channel waveform up or down on the display. The voltage value momentarily
displayed in the upper right portion of the display represents the voltage
difference between the center graticule and the ground level ( ) icon. It also
represents the voltage at the center graticule.

2 Press the Coupling softkey to select the input channel coupling.
Coupling changes the channel’s input coupling to either AC (alternating
current), DC (direct current), or Ground (hardware ground). AC coupling places
a 3.5 Hz high-pass filter in series with the input waveform that removes any DC
offset voltage from the waveform. When AC is selected, “AC” is illuminated on
the front panel next to the channel position knob ( ).
• DC coupling is useful for viewing waveforms as low as 0 Hz that do not
have large DC offsets.
• AC coupling is useful for viewing waveforms with large DC offsets, or with
slowing moving DC offsets.
• Ground coupling is useful for removing clutter on screen, estimating the
baseline noise contribution by the oscilloscope, and measuring the
difference between oscilloscope ground and device-under-test ground.

3 Press the BW Limit softkey to turn on bandwidth limiting.
Pressing the BW Limit softkey turns the bandwidth limit on or off for the selected
channel. When bandwidth limit is on, the maximum bandwidth for the channel
is approximately 20 MHz. For waveforms with frequencies below 20 MHz,
turning bandwidth limit on removes unwanted high frequency noise from the
waveform. Bandwidth limit also limits the trigger signal path if the channel you
are configuring is the trigger source.
When BW Limit is selected, “BW” is illuminated on the front panel next to the
channel position knob ( ).
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4 Press the Vernier softkey to turn on vernier for the selected channel.
When Vernier is selected, you can change the channel sensitivity in smaller
increments with the volts/division knob. The channel sensitivity remains fully
calibrated when Vernier is on. The vernier value is displayed in the status line
at the top of the display.
When Vernier is turned off, turning the volts/division knob changes the channel
sensitivity in a 1-2-5 step sequence.

5 Press the Invert softkey to inverted the selected channel.
When Invert is selected, the voltage values of the displayed waveform are
inverted. Invert affects how a channel is displayed, but does not affect
triggering. If the oscilloscope is set to trigger on a rising edge, it remains set to
trigger on a same edge (triggers at the same point on the waveform) after the
channel is inverted.
Inverting a channel will also change the result of any function selected in the
Math menu or any measurement.

6 Note the display of the Probe softkey
If you have an AutoProbe self-sensing probe (such as the 10074C) connected
to the analog channel, the oscilloscope will automatically configure your probe
to the correct attenuation factor. In the previous figure, the oscilloscope has
sensed an AutoProbe 10:1 probe.
If you do not have a self-sensing probe connected, you can turn the Entry knob
to set the attenuation factor for the connected probe. The attenuation factor
can be set from 0.1:1 to 1000:1 in a 1-2-5 sequence.
The probe correction factor must be set properly for measurements to be made
correctly.
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To setup the Horizontal time base
1 Press the Main/Delayed key in the Horizontal section of the front panel.
Trigger
point

Main sweep
mode

Time
reference

Delayed
sweep mode

Roll
mode

Delay
time

Sweep
speed/div

XY
mode

Trigger
source

Time base
vernier

Trigger level
or threshold

Time
reference

The Main/Delayed menu allows you to select the horizontal mode (Main,
Delayed, Roll, or XY), and set the time base vernier and time reference.
Main mode

2 Press the Main softkey to select Main horizontal mode.
Main horizontal mode is the normal viewing mode for the oscilloscope.When the
oscilloscope is stopped, you can use the Horizontal knobs to pan and zoom the
waveform.

3 Turn the large knob (time/division) in the Horizontal section and notice
the change it makes to the status line.
When the oscilloscope is running in Main mode, use the large Horizontal knob
to change sweep speed and use the small knob ( ) to set the delay time. When
the oscilloscope is stopped, use these knobs to pan and zoom your waveform.
The time/division knob changes the sweep speed from 5 ns to 50 s in a 1-2-5
step sequence, and the value is displayed in the status line.
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4 Press the Vernier softkey to turn on the time base vernier.
The Vernier softkey allows you to change the sweep speed in smaller increments
with the time/division knob. The sweep speed remains fully calibrated when
Vernier is on. The value is displayed in the status line at the top of the display.
When Vernier is turned off, the Horizontal sweep speed knob changes the time
base sweep speed in a 1-2-5 step sequence.

5 Note the setting of the Time Ref (time reference) softkey.
Time reference is the point on the display where the trigger point is referenced.
Time reference can be set to one graticule from the left or right, or to the center
of the display.
A small hollow triangle (∇) at the top of the graticule marks the position of the
time reference. When delay time is set to zero, the delay time indicator (▼)
overlays the time reference indicator.
Turning the Horizontal sweep speed knob will expand or contract the waveform
about the time reference point (∇). Turning the Horizontal delay time ( )
knob in Main mode will move the delay time indicator (▼) to the left or right of
the time reference point (∇).
The time reference position sets the initial position of the trigger event within
acquisition memory and on the display, with delay set to 0. The delay setting
sets the specific location of the trigger event with respect to the time reference
position. The time reference setting affects the delayed sweep as described in
the following ways:
• When the horizontal mode is set to Main, the delay positions the main
sweep relative to the trigger. This delay is a fixed number. Changing this
delay value does not affect the sampling interval or sweep speed.
• When the horizontal mode is set to Delayed, the delay controls the position
of the delayed sweep window inside the main sweep display. This delayed
delay value is independent of sampling interval and sweep speed.
Changing this delay value does not effect the position of the main window.
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6 Turn the delay knob (
status line.

) and notice that its value is displayed in the

Changing the delay time moves the sweep horizontally and indicates how far
the trigger point (▼) is from the time reference point (∇). These reference
points are indicated along the top of the graticule. The previous figure shows
the trigger point with the delay time set to 1.00 µs. The delay time number tells
you how far the time reference point ∇ is located from the trigger point ▼. When
delay time is set to zero, the delay time indicator overlays the time reference
indicator.
All events displayed left of the trigger point (▼) happened before the trigger
occurred, and these events are called pre-trigger information. You will find this
feature very useful because you can now see the events that led up to the trigger
point. Everything to the right of the trigger point (▼) is called post-trigger
information. The amount of delay range (pre-trigger and post-trigger
information) available depends on the sweep speed selected. This range is
much larger than that on an oscilloscope without deep memory.
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Delayed mode
Delayed sweep is an expanded version of main sweep. When Delayed mode is
selected, the display divides in half and the delayed sweep
icon displays in
the middle of the line at the top of the display. The top half of the display has
the main sweep and the bottom half has the delayed sweep.
These markers define the
beginning and end of the
delayed sweep window

Time/div for
delayed sweep

Time/div for
main sweep

Delay time momentarily
displays when the delay
time knob is turned

Main sweep
window

Delayed sweep
window

Select main or
delayed sweep

The area of the main display that is expanded is intensified and marked on each
end with a vertical marker. These markers show what portion of the main sweep
is expanded in the lower half. The Horizontal knobs control the size and position
of the delayed sweep. The delay value is momentarily displayed in the
upper-right portion of the display when the delay time ( ) knob is turned.
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To change the sweep speed for the delayed sweep window, turn the sweep speed
knob. As you turn the knob, the sweep speed is highlighted in the status line
above the waveform display area.
The point about which the delayed sweep window is expanded is referenced to
the delay time and is dependent on the time reference setting:
• When Time Ref is set to Left, the delayed sweep expands to the right starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the left side of the display
when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Center, the delayed sweep expands equally left and
right) from the delay time setting (center of the display when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Right, the delayed sweep expands to the left starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the right side of the display
when delay time = 0).
The time reference position sets the initial position of the trigger event within
acquisition memory and on the display, with delay set to 0. The delay setting
sets the specific location of the trigger event with respect to the time reference
position. The time reference setting affects the delayed sweep as described in
the following ways.
When the horizontal mode is set to Main, the delay positions the main sweep
relative to the trigger. This delay is a fixed number. Changing this delay value
does not affect the sampling interval or sweep speed. When the horizontal mode
is set to Delayed, the delay controls the position of the delayed sweep window
inside the main sweep display. This delayed delay value is independent of
sampling interval and sweep speed.
To change the sweep speed for the main sweep window, press the Main softkey,
then turn the sweep speed knob.
For information about using delayed mode for measurements, refer to the
“Making Measurements” chapter.
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Roll mode
Roll mode causes the waveform to move slowly across the screen from right to
left. It only operates on time base settings of 500 ms/div and slower. If the
current time base setting is faster than the 500 ms/div limit, it will be set to
500 ms/div when Roll mode is entered.
In Normal horizontal mode, signal events occurring before the trigger are
plotted to the left of the trigger point (▼) and signal events after the trigger
plotted to the right of the trigger point.
In Roll mode there is no trigger. The fixed reference point on the screen is the
right edge of the screen and refers to the current moment in time. Events that
have occurred are scrolled to the left of the reference point. Since there is no
trigger, no pre-trigger information is available.
If you would like to clear the display and restart an acquisition in Roll mode,
press the Single key.
Use Roll mode on low-frequency waveforms to yield a display much like a strip
chart recorder. It allows the waveform to roll across the display.
XY mode
XY mode changes the display from a volts-versus-time display to a
volts-versus-volts display. The time base is turned off, and Channel 1 amplitude
is plotted on the X-axis and Channel 2 amplitude is plotted on the Y-axis.
You can use XY mode to compare frequency and phase relationships between
two signals. XY mode can also be used with transducers to display strain versus
displacement, flow versus pressure, volts versus current, or voltage versus
frequency.
Use the cursors to make measurements on XY mode waveforms.
For more information about using XY mode for measurements, refer to the
“Making Measurements” chapter.
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Acquisition Modes
Remember how when using your analog oscilloscope you had to constantly
adjust the brightness? You did this to see the desired level of detail in a signal,
or sometimes to see the signal at all!
Our INTENSITY knob works like an analog oscilloscope; it changes how the
frequency of occurrence of waveform portions are mapped into various
brightness levels. The INTENSITY knob allows you to adjust the plotted
waveforms to account for various signal characteristics, such as fast sweep
speeds and low trigger rates. Even the least frequent events are drawn at a dim,
but visible level. Turning the knob fully clockwise will make even the most
infrequent waveform bright and easy to see
In the 54620-series oscilloscopes, you control the detail by selecting an
acquisition mode:
• Normal
• Peak Detect
• Average
• Realtime
While you may want to change the acquisition mode now and then, you will not
have to change it nearly as often as you adjusted the brightness of an analog
oscilloscope. The waveform will never dim below visible levels with low trigger
rates or fast sweep speeds.

• Press the Acquire key to display the Acquire menu.
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Normal Mode
For the majority of use models and signals, Normal acquisition mode yields the
best oscilloscope picture of the waveform.
The analog channels can have up to 2 million samples behind the 1,000-point
oscilloscope display. Some compression of samples to display points is obviously
necessary due to the high plot rate (up to 25 million vectors/second). The
compression is much less that previous oscilloscopes. This means the signal
will look “right” at many more operating points.

Peak Detect
Normal mode is a dithered system in which random sample decimation is used
to determine which points will be displayed. At many sweep speeds, the
oscilloscope captures many more points than can be displayed—in these cases,
some points will not be displayed. This can present a problem if you are
interested in capturing a narrow event relative to the time window of interest.
Keep in mind that this narrow pulse may not be displayed, though it has been
captured, because of the sample compression.
For example, if we are attempting to capture a pulse with a width of ~50 ns, and
the oscilloscope is sampling at 200 MSa/s (5 ns/sample), we should get about
10 samples on the pulse of interest. We have captured 2,000,000 sample points
and are displaying a 1,000-point display record. This means that the dithering
scheme picks 1 out of 2000 points to display (2,000,000/1,000), and the pulse
is probably not among them.
Peak detect displays any signal pulse wider than 5 ns, allowing you to find
glitches and narrow spikes regardless of sweep speed. Because of MegaZoom
memory, peak detect is only necessary at sweep speeds of 1 ms/div and slower.
At faster sweep speeds, Normal mode can capture the narrow peaks.
At sweep speeds slower than 1 ms/div, the oscilloscope can acquire more
samples than can fit into MegaZoom memory. The oscilloscope selects samples
to store such that no local minimum or maximum wider than 5 ns is missed. In
Peak Det mode, narrow glitches and sharp edges are displayed more brightly
than when in Normal mode, making them easier to see.
All points displayed after Single or Stop
After a Single acquisition or when the oscilloscope has been stopped, all acquired
points are displayed.
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Average Mode
Averaging lets you average multiple triggers together to reduce noise and
increase resolution. Averaging of multiple triggers requires a stable trigger. The
number of triggers being averaged is displayed in the # Avgs softkey.
• Turn the Entry knob to set the number of averages (# Avgs) that best
eliminates the noise from the displayed waveform.
The number of averages can be set from 1 to 16384 in powers-of-2
increments. The higher the number of averages you set, the more noise
reduction and resolution will be accomplished.
# Avgs
1
4
16
64
256

Bits of resolution
8
9
10
11
12

Smoothing
The term smoothing is an oversampling technique used when the digitizer
sampling rate (200 MSa/s) is faster than the rate at which samples are being
stored into acquisition memory. For example, if the oscilloscope is sampling at
200 MSa/s, yet storing the samples at 1 MSa/s, it needs to store only 1 out of
every 200 samples. When smoothing is used, the slower the sweep speed, the
greater the number of samples that are averaged together for each display point.
This tends to reduce random noise on the input signal, which produces a
smoother trace on the screen.
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If you cannot acquire multiple triggers, you can still reduce noise and increase
resolution at slower sweep speeds by setting # Avgs to 1.
Sweep speed
<= 2 us/div
5 us/div
20 us/div
100 us/div
500 us/div

Bits of resolution (# Avgs=1)
8
9
10
11
12

Realtime Mode
In Realtime mode, the oscilloscope acquires all of the waveform samples during
one trigger event. To accurately reproduce a sampled waveform, the sample
rate (200 MSa/s for single channel or 100 MSa/s with channel pairs 1 and 2, 3
and 4, or pod 1 and pod 2 running) should be at least four times the highest
frequency component of the waveform. If not, it is possible for the reconstructed
waveform to be distorted or aliased. Aliasing is most commonly seen as jitter on
fast digital edges, or as a signal that refuses to trigger at the wrong sweep speed.
Realtime can be turned on when any other acquisition mode is turned on. Use
Realtime to capture infrequent triggers, unstable triggers, or complex changing
waveforms, such as eye diagrams. Realtime mode is only necessary at sweep
speeds of 200 ns/div and faster, and it reduces the effective bandwidth of the
channel.
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Display modes
• Press the Display key to view the Display menu.

Infinite Persistence
Infinite persistence (
Persist softkey) updates the display with new
acquisitions but does not erase previous acquisitions. New sample points are
shown at normal intensity while previous acquisitions are displayed in minimum
intensity. Waveform persistence is not kept beyond the display area boundary.
Use infinite persistence to measure noise and jitter, to see the worst-case
extremes of varying waveforms, to look for timing violations, or to find
infrequent events.
Press the Clear Display softkey to erase previously acquired points. The display
will again accumulate points until Clear Display is pressed or infinite persistence
is turned off.
More information on infinite persistence applications is given in the
“Run/Stop/Single/Infinite Persistence/Clear Operation” topic later in this
chapter.
Clear display
Clear Display erases the display of all previous acquisitions and erases any traces
recalled from the oscilloscope internal memory or from floppy disk.
If the oscilloscope is running, the display will again begin to accumulate
waveform data if infinite persistence is turned on.
Grid
The intensity of the 8 x 10-division display grid can be set from 0% (off) to 100%
(full brightness) by turning the Entry knob. The value of grid intensity is
displayed in the Grid softkey.
To adjust waveform intensity, turn the INTENSITY knob in the lower-left corner
of the front-panel.
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Vectors On/Off
The 54620-series oscilloscopes have been designed from the ground up to
operate in Vectors On mode. This mode gives the most realistic waveforms in
most every situation.
When enabled, Vectors draws a line between consecutive waveform data points.
• Vectors give an analog look to a digitized waveform.
• Vectors allow you to see steep edges on waveforms, such as square waves.
Turn vectors off to prevent misconnections at fast sweep speeds (< 200 ns/div)
when viewing changing waveforms, such as eye diagrams. Consider using
Realtime acquire mode for these signals also.
Turn vectors off to remove any interpolation artifacts of Single or Realtime
acquire modes. Vectors off mode displays only actual A/D samples.
You can turn vectors on and off, or switch from peak detect to normal acquire
modes after you acquire data. If you acquire data in Normal mode, then switch
to peak detect, you will see all the peaks in memory. You are not guaranteed,
however, of seeing every 5-ns peak.
Digital channels on the mixed-signal oscilloscope are not affected by the Display
menu. They are always displayed with peak detect and vectors on. They also
only contain one trigger worth of information.
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Pan and Zoom
The ability to pan (move horizontally) and zoom (expand or compress
horizontally) an acquired waveform is important because of the additional
insight it can reveal about the captured waveform. This additional insight is
often gained from seeing the waveform at different levels of abstraction. You
may want to view both the big picture and the specific little picture details.
The ability to examine waveform detail after the waveform has been acquired
is a benefit generally associated with digital oscilloscopes. Often this is simply
the ability to freeze the display for the purpose of measuring with cursors or
printing the screen. Some digital oscilloscopes go one step further by including
the ability to further examine the signal details after acquiring them by panning
and zooming through the waveform.
There is no limit imposed on the zoom ratio between the sweep speed used to
acquire the data and the sweep speed used to view the data. There is, however,
a useful limit. This useful limit is somewhat a function of the signal you are
analyzing.
In normal display mode, with vectors (connect-the-dots) off, you can zoom in
to the point where there are no samples on the screen. Obviously, this is far
beyond the useful limit. Likewise, with vectors on, you can see the linear
interpolation between the points, but again, this is of very limited value.

Zoom
The screen will still contain a relatively good display if you zoom in horizontally by a
factor of 1000 and zoom in vertically by a factor of 10 to display the information from
where it was acquired. Remember that you can only make automatic measurements
on displayed data.
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To pan and zoom a waveform
1 Press the Run/Stop key to stop acquisitions. The Run/Stop key is
illuminated red when the oscilloscope is stopped.
2 Turn the sweep speed knob to zoom horizontally and turn the
volts/division knob to zoom vertically.
3 Turn the Delay time knob ( ) to pan horizontally and turn the channel
position knob ( ) to pan vertically.
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During an acquisition, the oscilloscope examines the input voltage at
each input probe.
• For analog channels, the input voltage is determined by the vertical
volts/division settings.
• For digital channels, at each sample the oscilloscope compares the
input voltage to the logic threshold. If the voltage is above the
threshold, the oscilloscope stores a 1 in sample memory; otherwise,
it stores a 0.
To control the acquisition process, you can do the following:
• Perform continuous acquisitions by pressing Run/Stop (key is
illuminated green), and stop the acquisitions by pressing Run/Stop
again (key is illuminated red).
• Take exactly one acquisition, then stop by pressing the Single key.
• Store the results of several acquisitions by using infinite persistence.
• Erase the results of all acquisitions by pressing Clear Display in the
Display menu.
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Acquiring Data
The oscilloscope operates like an analog oscilloscope, but it can do much more.
Spending a few minutes to learn some of this capability will take you a long way
toward more productive troubleshooting.
Single versus Run/Stop
The oscilloscope has a Single key and a Run/Stop key. When you press Run/Stop
(key is illuminated green when running), the trigger processing rate is
optimized over memory depth. Single always uses the maximum memory
available. When you press the Single key, the oscilloscope has at least twice as
much memory as when running repetitively. Because more memory is available
when using Single at slow sweep speeds, the oscilloscope will have a greater
sample rate.
When the oscilloscope is running, pressing Run/Stop (key is illuminated red
when stopped), the oscilloscope stops, and several triggers of information could
be displayed on the screen. This will happen in several cases:
• At very fast sweep speeds (2 µs/div and faster), you might see less than a full
screen of data per trigger. In this case, we build a picture from several
triggers. Doing this provides a more accurate and responsive display than
mathematically interpolating between points.
• With Average acquire mode on, several triggers are averaged together to
reduce noise.
• When using infinite persistence, all triggers remain on the screen.
• At very slow sweep speeds (1 s/div), part of the last trigger may still be on
the screen when the oscilloscope is stopped.
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Memory Depth/Record Length
Run/Stop versus Single
When the oscilloscope is running, the trigger processing or update rate is
optimized over memory depth. When you press Single, memory depth is
maximized.
Single
For a single acquisition, all available memory is filled with each acquisition,
regardless of sweep speed. To acquire data with the longest possible record
length, press the Single key.
Running
When running, versus taking a single acquisition, the 2M of memory is divided
in half. This allows the acquisition system to acquire one record while
processing the next acquisition, dramatically improving the number of
waveforms per second processed by the oscilloscope. While running,
maximizing the rate at which waveforms are drawn on the display provides the
best picture of your input signal.
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To run and stop an acquisition
• To begin an acquisition, press Run/Stop (key is illuminated green when
running).
The instrument begins acquiring data while searching for a trigger condition.
If a trigger occurs, the acquired data is shown in the display.

• To stop an acquisition in process, press Run/Stop (key is illuminated red
when stopped).
The instrument stops acquiring data and STOP is displayed in the trigger mode
position of the status line in the upper-right corner of the display. If the
instrument was triggered (even by auto triggering) and the pre-trigger and
post-trigger buffers are full, the results are displayed on the screen. If the
buffers are not full, the waveform display area will show nothing.

To take a single trace
• Press the Single key.
The Single key will illuminate. The oscilloscope starts the acquisition system
and begins searching for the trigger condition.
When the oscilloscope is in infinite persistence display mode (see “To use
Infinite Persistence” topic) pressing Single adds the results of the new
acquisition to the current display contents.
Auto Single
Auto-trigger will generate a trigger for you if one is not found in the
predetermined time from when the trigger system is armed. To take a
single-shot acquisition, and you are not particularly interested in triggering the
acquisition (for example, if you are probing a DC level), set Trigger
Mode/Coupling mode to Auto and press the Single key. If a trigger exists, it will
be used; if a trigger does not exist, an untriggered acquisition will be taken.
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To capture a single event
To capture a single event, you need some previous knowledge of the signal to
set up the trigger level and slope. For example, if the event is derived from TTL
logic, a trigger level of 2 volts should work on a rising edge. These steps show
you how to use the oscilloscope to capture a single event.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope.
2 Set up the trigger.
a Define an edge, pulse width, pattern, or other advanced trigger type.
b Press the Mode/Coupling key and set trigger Mode to Normal.
c If you are using the analog channels to capture the event, turn the trigger
Trigger Level knob to the trigger threshold where you think the trigger
should work.
3 Press the Single key.
Pressing the Single key arms the trigger circuit and the Single key will be
illuminated. When the trigger conditions are met, data appears on the display,
representing the data points that the oscilloscope obtained with one acquisition
and the Run/Stop key will be illuminated red. Pressing the Single key again
re-arms the trigger circuit and erases the display.
Operating Hints
When Trigger Mode is set to Auto or AutoLvl (auto-single mode), each time Single
is pressed the oscilloscope will wait for a valid trigger. If no trigger is found after
about 40 ms, the oscilloscope will force a trigger, acquiring whatever signal is
present. This is a handy mode to look for totally unknown situations.
When Trigger mode set to Normal, pressing Single will arm the trigger circuit and
do a single acquisition when a valid trigger is seen.
You can use recalled traces to compare several single-shot events. See the "Saving
and Recalling Traces and Setups" section later in this chapter.
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To use infinite persistence
With infinite persistence, the oscilloscope updates the display with new
acquisitions, but does not erase the results of previous acquisitions. Rather than
being erased by subsequent acquisitions, the previous acquisition is displayed
in minimum intensity. Thus, the results of all previous acquisitions are displayed
in minimum intensity, with the latest acquisition in normal intensity.
Infinite persistence is useful in a number of applications, including:
• Display the worst-case extremes of varying waveforms.
• Capture and store waveforms.
• Measure noise and jitter.
• Capture events that occur infrequently.

To use infinite persistence to store multiple repetitive
events
1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope.
Persist to turn on infinite persistence.
2 Press the Display key, then press
The display will begin accumulating multiple acquisitions. Previous acquisitions
will be displayed in minimum intensity.

3 Press the Clear Display softkey to erase previous acquisitions.
The oscilloscope will again start to accumulate acquisitions.

4 Turn off infinite persistence, then press the Clear Display key to return
the oscilloscope to the normal display mode.
Clearing stored infinite persistence waveforms
In addition to clearing the display by pressing the Clear Display softkey, the display
is also cleared of previous acquisitions any time you make a setting that will change
the display, including changing sweep speed, volts/division, delay time, or channel
position controls.
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To clear the waveform display
• Press the Display key, then press the Clear Display softkey.
Acquisition memory and the current display are immediately erased. If the
instrument is running, however, and the oscilloscope finds a trigger condition,
the display will be quickly updated after the erasure.

Summary of oscilloscope Run Control and infinite persistence keys
Run/Stop illuminated green—acquires data and displays the most recent trace.
Run/Stop illuminated red—freezes the display.
Single—acquires a single trace.
Persist—infinite persistence acquires data, displaying the most recent trace in
full-bright and previously acquired waveforms in half-bright.
Clear Display—clears the display.
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This section describes how to configure the following items for the
Mixed-Signal Oscilloscope, including changing the logic threshold for
input signals.

To display digital channels using Autoscale
When signals are connected to the digital channels, Autoscale quickly
configures and displays the digital channels.

• To configure the instrument quickly, press the Autoscale key.
Any digital channel with an active signal will be displayed. Any unused digital
channels will not be turned on.

• To undo the effects of Autoscale, press the Undo Autoscale softkey before
pressing any other key.
• To set the instrument to the factory-default configuration, press the
Save/Recall key, then press the Default Setup softkey.
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Interpreting the digital waveform display
The following figure shows a typical display with digital channels.
Activity
indicator

Delay
time

Sweep
speed/div

Trigger
mode or run
status

Trigger
type and
source
Threshold
level

Digital channel
identifier

Channel
on/off

Turn all
channels
on/off

Waveform
size

Digital
threshold

User-defined
threshold

Activity indicator
When any digital channels are turned on, an activity indicator is displayed in
the status line at the top of the display. A digital channel can be always high
( ), always low ( ), or actively toggling logic states ( ). A channel is
interpreted as always low if it is not connected or if there is no signal on it. Any
channel that is turned off will be grayed out in the activity indicator.
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To display and rearrange the digital channels
1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key to turn the display of the digital
channels on or off.
Digital channels are displayed when the D15 Thru D8 or D7 Thru D0 key is
illuminated.

2 Turn the Digital Channel Select knob to select a digital channel.
As you turn the Channel Select knob, the selected channel number is
highlighted on the left side of the display.

3 Turn the Digital position knob to reposition the selected channel on the
display.
If two or more channels are displayed at the same position, the channel number
will be shown as D* on the left side of the display. When you use the Channel
Select knob to select this channel, a pop up will appear showing the list of
overlaid channels. Continue turning the Channel Select knob until the desired
channel within the pop up is selected. You can also use this feature to bus
several signals together on the display.
List of stacked
channels
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To turn individual channels on and off
Individual channels within the pod group can be turned on or off.

1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key.
2 Turn the Entry knob to select a digital channel to turn on or off.
If the User threshold softkey was previously selected, make sure you press the
digital channel on/off softkey to assign it to the Entry knob.

List of channels
in pod and on/off
status

Digital channel
on/off key

3 After you have selected the channel, press the channel on/off key to
turn the channel on or off.
When the channel is on, the box in the channel on/off softkey is filled (
when channel is off, the box is not filled ( ).
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To force all channels on or all channels off
1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key.
2 Press the Turn on (or Turn off) softkey.
Each time you press this softkey, the softkey toggles between Turn on and Turn
off. When pressed, this softkey forces all digital channels in the selected pod to
be turned on or to be turned off.
To turn one or more of the individual channels back off or on, turn the Entry
knob to select the desired channel, then press the channel on/off softkey to
turn the channel on or off.
Turn on/Turn off softkey and D15 Thru D8/D7 Thru D0 key differences
The Turn on/Turn off softkey toggles the on/off state of the channels. The
D15 Thru D8/D7 Thru D0 front-panel key toggles the display state of the channels.
Toggling the display state means you can setup what channels you want to see, then
quickly hide or display the channels by pressing the D15 Thru D8/D7 Thru D0 key.

To change the display size of the digital channels
1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key.
2 Press the size (
) softkey to select how the digital channels are
displayed.
The sizing control allows you to spread out or compress the digital traces
vertically on the display for more convenient viewing. Setting the size in either
digital channel menu determines the size for all displayed digital channels.
Select
to display 8 channels or
to display 16 channels full screen.
Select
to display 16 channels in half of the display.
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To change the logic threshold for digital channels
1 Press the D15 Thru D8 key or D7 Thru D0 key.
2 Press the Threshold softkey, then select a logic family preset or select
User to define your own threshold.
Logic family

Threshold Voltage

TTL

1.4 V

CMOS

2.5 V

ECL

–1.3 V

User

Variable from –8 V to +8 V

The threshold you set applies to all channels within the selected D15 Thru D8 or
D7 Thru D0 group. Each of the two channel groups can be set to a different
threshold, if desired.
Values greater than the set threshold are high (H) and values less than the set
threshold are low (L).

3 When the Threshold softkey is set to User, press the User softkey, then turn
the Entry knob to set the logic threshold voltage for the channel group.
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Using Digital Channels to Probe Circuits
You may encounter problems when using the mixed-signal oscilloscope that are
related to probing. These problems fall into two categories: probe loading and
probe grounding. Probe loading problems generally affect the circuit under
test, while probe grounding problems affect the accuracy of the data to the
measurement instrument. The design of the probes minimizes the first problem,
while the second is easily addressed by good probing practices.
Input Impedance
The logic probes are passive probes, which offer high input impedance and high
bandwidths. They usually provide some attenuation of the signal to the
oscilloscope, typically 20 dB.
Passive probe input impedance is generally specified in terms of a parallel
capacitance and resistance. The resistance is the sum of the tip resistor value
and the input resistance of the test instrument (see the following figure). The
capacitance is the series combination of the tip compensating capacitor and the
cable, plus instrument capacitance in parallel with the stray tip capacitance to
ground. While this results in an input impedance specification that is an accurate
model for DC and low frequencies, the high-frequency model of the probe input
is more useful (see the following figure). This high-frequency model takes into
account pure tip capacitance to ground as well as series tip resistance, and the
cable’s characteristic impedance (Z o).

8.5 pF

100 kΩ

DC and Low-Frequency Probe Equivalent Circuit
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250 Ω

7.5 pF

100 k Ω

1 pF

150 Ω

High-Frequency Probe Equivalent Circuit

The impedance plots for the two models are shown in these figures. By
comparing the two plots, you can see that both the series tip resistor and the
cable’s characteristic impedance extend the input impedance significantly. The
stray tip capacitance, which is generally small (1 pF), sets the final break point
on the impedance chart.
100 k Ω

10 k Ω

High
Frequency
Model

Impedance

1 kΩ

Typical
Model

100 Ω

10 Ω

1Ω
10 kHz

100 kHz

1 MHz

10 MHz

100 MHz

1 GHz

Frequency
Impedance versus Frequency for Both Probe Circuit Models

The logic probes are represented by the high-frequency circuit model shown
above. They are designed to provide as much series tip resistance as possible.
Stray tip capacitance to ground is minimized by the proper mechanical design
of the probe tip assembly. This provides the maximum input impedance at high
frequencies.
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Probe Grounding
A probe ground is the low-impedance path for current to return to the source
from the probe. Increased length in this path will, at high frequencies, create
large common mode voltages at the probe input. The voltage generated behaves
as if this path were an inductor according to the equation:
di
V = L ----dt

Increasing the ground inductance (L), increasing the current (di) or decreasing
the transition time (dt), will all result in increasing the voltage (V). When this
voltage exceeds the threshold voltage defined in the oscilloscope, a false data
measurement will occur.
Sharing one probe ground with many probes forces all the current that flows
into each probe to return through the same common ground inductance of the
probe whose ground return is used. The result is increased current (di) in the
above equation, and, depending on the transition time (dt), the common mode
voltage may increase to a level that causes false data generation.
Probe 1

Z in
i1

L (GND)
Probe
Ground

Vn (Common Mode)

i1+i2 +in

i2 +in

Probe 2

Z in

in

Probe N

Z in

Common Mode Input Voltage Model
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In addition to the common mode voltage, longer ground returns also degrade
the pulse fidelity of the probe system. Rise time is increased, and ringing, due
to the undamped LC circuit at the input of the probe, is also increased. Because
the digital channels display reconstructed waveforms, they do not show ringing
and perturbations. You will not find ground problems through examination of
the waveform display. In fact, it is likely you will discover the problem through
random glitches or inconsistent data measurements. Use the analog channels
to view ringing and perturbations.
Best Probing Practices
Because of the variables L, di, and dt, you may be unsure how much margin is
available in your measurement setup. The following are guidelines for good
probing practices:
• The ground lead from each digital channel group (D15–D8 and D7–D0)
should be attached to the ground of the circuit under test if any channel
within the group is being used for data capture.
• When capturing data in a noisy environment, every third digital channel
probe’s ground should be used in addition to the channel group’s ground.
• High-speed timing measurements (rise time < 3 ns) should make use of each
digital channel probe’s own ground.
When designing a high-speed digital system, you should consider designing
dedicated test ports that interface directly to the instrument’s probe system.
This will ease measurement setup and ensure a repeatable method for obtaining
test data.
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The Mixed-Signal Oscilloscopes allow you to define and assign labels to
each input channel, or you can turn labels off to increase the waveform
display area.
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To turn the label display on or off
1 Press the Label key in the Digital section of the front panel.
This turns on display labels for the analog and digital channels. When the Label
key is illuminated, the labels for displaye channels are displayed on the left side
of the displayed traces. When labels are on, the label is also displayed in softkeys
for the selected channel or source. The figure below shows an example of the
default labels assigned when you turn the label display on. The channel labels
default to their channel number.

2 To turn the labels off, press the Label key until it is not illuminated.
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To assign a predefined label to a channel
1 Press the Label key.
2 Press the Channel softkey, then turn the Entry knob or successively press
the softkey to select a channel for label assignment.

The figure above shows the list of channels and their default labels. The channel
does not have to be turned on to have a label assigned to it.

3 Press the Library softkey, then turn the Entry knob or successively press
the Library softkey to select a predefined label from the library.
4 Press the Save New Label softkey to assign the label to your selected
channel.
5 Repeat the above procedure for each predefined label you want to
assign to a channel.
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To define a new label
1 Press the Label key.
2 Press the Channel softkey, then turn the Entry knob or successively press
the softkey to select a channel for label assignment.
The channel does not have to be turned on to have a label assigned to it.

3 Press the Spell softkey, then turn the Entry knob to select the first
character in the new label.
Turning the Entry knob selects a character to enter into the highlighted position
shown in the "New label =" line above the softkeys and in the Spell softkey.
Labels can be up to six characters in length.

4 Press the Enter softkey to enter the selected character and to go to the
next character position.
You may position the highlight on any character in the label name by
successively pressing the Enter softkey.

5 To delete a character from the label, press the Enter softkey until the
letter you want to delete is highlighted, then press the Delete Character
softkey.
6 When you are done entering characters for the label, press the
Save New Label softkey to assign the label to the selected channel.
When you define a new label, it is added to the non-volatile label list.
Label Assignment Auto-Increment Features
When you assign a label ending in a digit, such as ADDR0 or DATA0, the oscilloscope
automatically increments the digit and displays the modified label in the “New label”
field after you press the Save New Label softkey. Therefore, you only need to select
a new channel and press the Save New Label softkey again to assign the label to
the channel. Only the original label is saved in the label list. This feature makes it
easier to assign successive labels to numbered control lines and data bus lines.
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Label List Management
When you press the Library softkey, you will see a list of the last 75 labels used. The
list does not save duplicate labels. Labels can end in any number of trailing digits.
As long as the base string is the same as an existing label in the library, the new label
will not be put in the library. For example, if label A0 is in the library and you make a
new label called A12345, the new label is not added to the library.
When you save a new user-defined label, the new label will replace the oldest label
in the list. Oldest is defined as the longest time since the label was last assigned to
a channel. Any time you assign any label to a channel, that label will move to the
newest in the list. Thus, after you use the label list for a while, your labels will
predominate, making it easier to customize the instrument display for your needs.
When you reset the label library list (see next topic), all of your custom labels will be
deleted, and the label list will be returned to its factory configuration.
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To reset the label library to the factory default
1 Press the Utility key, then press the Options softkey.
CAUTION

Pressing the Default Library softkey will remove all user-defined labels from
the library and set the labels back to the factory default. Once deleted, these
user-defined labels cannot be recovered.

2 Press the Default Library softkey.
This will delete all user-defined labels from the library and set the labels in the
library back to the factory default. However, this does not default the labels
currently assigned to the channels (those labels that appear in the waveform
area).
Defaulting labels without erasing the default library.
Selecting Default Setup in the Save/Recall menu will set all channel labels back to
the default labels (1, 2, D15-D0), but does not erase the list of user-defined labels in
the Library.
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You can save your current setup and waveform trace to the floppy disk
or to internal memory, then recall the setup, waveform trace, or both
later.
When you save a setup, all settings including measurements, cursors,
math functions, and horizontal, vertical, and trigger settings are saved
to the file you have selected.
Making a hardcopy print
To make a hardcopy of the complete screen image including the status line and
softkeys, use the Quick Print key. Configure your printer in the Utility -> Print Confg
menu.

Saving a trace allows you to save the visible portion of the acquisition
(the displayed waveform) for later recall and comparison with other
measurements.
The normal application for a recalled trace is quick comparison of
measurement results. For example, you might make a measurement on
a known good system, save the result in internal trace memory or to
floppy disk, then make the same measurement on a test system and recall
trace to see the differences.

• Press the Save/Recall key to display the Save/Recall menu.
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To Autosave traces and setups
1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Insert a disk in the oscilloscope floppy disk drive.
3 Press the Press to Autosave softkey.
Your current setup and waveform trace will be saved to an automatically
generated file name (QFILE_nn) on the floppy disk. The file name is shown in
the line above the softkeys. The nn number in the QFILE_nn file name will
automatically increment (starting at 00) each time you save a new file to floppy
disk. Up to 100 traces and setups can be saved on each floppy disk if space
permits.
When viewed from the floppy disk menu (front-panel Utility key) the trace file
will have a TRC file extension and the setup file will have a SCP file extension.
If you want to enter your own file name, overwrite an existing file name, or save
to an internal oscilloscope memory, press the Save softkey to enter the Save
menu.
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To save traces and setups to internal memory or to
overwrite an existing floppy disk file
1 Press the Save softkey to display the Save menu.

2 Press the To: softkey or turn the Entry knob to select a floppy disk file
or internal memory to be overwritten.
INTERN_n (n is 0, 1, or 2) file names are stored in internal non-volatile
oscilloscope memory. QFILE_nn and any other user-defined files are stored
on the floppy disk. Each time you select an internal memory or existing floppy
disk file and save, the existing file will be overwritten.

3 When you have selected the file name to be overwritten, press the
Press to Save softkey to save your current setup and waveform trace to
the file.
The names of the three internal memory files cannot be changed. If you want
to select a new file name, press the New File softkey.
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To save traces and setups to a new file on the floppy disk
1 To create a new file name, press the New File softkey.

If you do not want to overwrite an existing file, use this menu to enter a new
file name. New file names can be up to eight characters long. New file names
can only be written to the floppy disk, not the internal memory.

2 Turn the Entry knob to select the first character in the file name.

Turning the Entry knob selects a character to enter into the highlighted position
shown in the "New file name =" line above the softkeys and in the Spell
softkey.

3 Press the Enter softkey to enter the selected character and go to the next
character position.
You may position the highlight on any character in the file name by successively
pressing the Enter softkey.

4 To delete a character from the file name, press the Enter softkey until
the letter you want to delete is highlighted, then press the Delete Character
softkey.
5 When you are done entering characters for the file name, press the
Press to Save softkey to save the file.
Two files will be saved to the floppy disk. In the example above, SCOPE1.TRC
will be the trace file and SCOPE1.SCP will be the setup file. You do not need
to remember these file extensions because you can select trace, setup, or both
when you recall this information using the Recall menu.
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To recall traces and setups
1 Press the Save/Recall key to display the Save/Recall menu.
2 Press the Recall softkey to display the Recall menu.

3 Press the Recall softkey and select the type of information to recall.
You can recall a waveform Trace, an oscilloscope Setup, or Trace and Setup. Be
sure to recall both setup and trace if you want to measure the recalled trace
with cursors.

4 Select the file name to recall by turning the Entry knob while viewing
the From: softkey.
INTERN_n are internal non-volatile oscilloscope memory files. All other files in
the list are stored on the floppy disk.
Recalling overwrites current settings
Because recalling a setup will overwrite the oscilloscope’s current settings, you may
want to save the existing setup first.

5 Recall the selected file by pressing the Press to Recall softkey.
The recalled trace will be displayed in minimum intensity.

6 To clear the display of any recalled trace, press the Clear Display softkey.
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Saving (printing) screen images to floppy disk
1 Press the Save/Recall key to display the Save/Recall menu.
2 Press the Formats softkey to display the Formats menu.

The Formats menu allows you to quickly configure the Quick Print menu to save
images to the floppy disk. Pressing one of the image format softkeys in this
menu will link (
) you to the Utility -> Print Confg menu and allow you to
send TIF, BMP, or CSV formatted data to the floppy disk.
To print a hardcopy of the screen image directly to a printer, configure the
printer in the Utility -> Print Confg menu, then press the Quick Print key.

3 Press the CSV, TIF, or BMP softkey.
You are linked to the Utility -> Print Confg menu. The print configuration is
automatically set to print to the floppy disk in the format you selected.
CSV data (comma-separated variable) are values of displayed channels and
math waveforms suitable for spreadsheet analysis. You can also change the
length of the CSV file when you are in the Print Confg menu.
BMP and TIF data formats print the complete screen image, including the status
line and softkeys. You can also choose to print oscilloscope Factors when you
are in the Print Confg menu.

4 Press the front-panel Quick Print key to start the transfer to the floppy
disk.
For further information about setting up your printer, see the “Utility” chapter.
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Recalling the factory default setup
1 Press the Save/Recall key to display the Save/Recall menu.
2 Press Default Setup softkey.
This returns the oscilloscope to its factory default settings and places the
oscilloscope in a known operating condition. The major default settings are:
Horizontal main mode, 100 us/div scale, 0 s delay, center time reference
Vertical Channel 1 on, 5 V/div scale, dc coupling, 0 V position, probe factor
to 1.0 if an AutoProbe probe is not connected to the channel
Trigger Edge trigger, Auto level sweep mode, 0 V level, channel 1 source, dc
coupling, rising edge slope, 60 ns holdoff time
Display Vectors on, 20% grid intensity, infinite persistence off
Other Acquire mode normal, Run/Stop to Run, cursor measurements off
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By now you are familiar with the Vertical/Analog, Horizontal, and Trigger
groups of the front-panel keys. You should also know how to determine
the setup of the oscilloscope by looking at the status line at the top of
the display.
We recommend you perform all of the following exercises so you become
familiar with the powerful measurement capabilities of the oscilloscope.
Concepts about the 54620-series Oscilloscopes

Conceptual information about the oscilloscopes is in the “MegaZoom
Concepts and Oscilloscope Operation” chapter.
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Capturing Data

In the oscilloscope, an 8-bit A/D converter converts the input waveform
into an evenly-spaced series of voltage readings. These readings are
made once for each channel, and are stored into memory as an array of
voltages with implicit times.
Main and Delayed Sweep

The delayed sweep display function magnifies the contents of sample
memory—data used by the main and delayed sweep windows is acquired
on a single acquisition; the data corresponds to the same trigger event.
Using the delayed sweep window, you can zoom in on a portion of the
waveform and examine it in greater detail.
The delayed sweep operation is based on MegaZoom technology. Unlike
analog oscilloscopes, the MegaZoom oscilloscope’s delayed sweep is not
a second acquisition, but an expansion of the same data displayed in the
main sweep. MegaZoom technology makes this possible because of its
deep memory. It is possible to capture the main display at 1 ms/div, and
redisplay the same trigger in the delayed display at 1 µs/div—a 1000:1
zoom ratio.
When you enable the delayed sweep view, the oscilloscope divides the
display into two portions. The upper part shows the waveform according
to the main time base; the lower shows a small portion of the waveform
magnified according to a second time base (the delayed sweep window).
In the delayed sweep window, the horizontal time/division knob adjusts
the magnification of the delayed sweep portion. The delayed sweep time
base must be at least twice as fast as the main time base, and can vary
up to the maximum sweep speed of 5 ns/div.
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To use delayed sweep
You can use the delayed sweep window to locate and horizontally expand part
of the main sweep for a more detailed (high-resolution) analysis of signals.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Press the Main/Delayed key.
3 Press the Delayed softkey.
These markers define the
beginning and end of the
delayed sweep window

Time/div for
delayed sweep

Time/div for
main sweep

Delay time momentarily
displays when the delay
time knob is turned

Main sweep
window

Delayed sweep
window

Select main or
delayed sweep
Delayed sweep display
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Delayed sweep is an expanded version of main sweep. When Delayed mode is
selected, the display divides in half and the delayed sweep
icon displays in
the middle of the line at the top of the display. The top half displays the main
sweep and the bottom half displays the delayed sweep.

4 Turn the horizontal sweep speed knob and delay time knob and note
how the waveform expands, contracts, and moves on the display.
The area of the main display that is expanded is intensified and marked on each
end with a vertical marker. These markers show what portion of the main sweep
is expanded in the lower half. The Horizontal knobs control the size and position
of the delayed sweep. The delay value is momentarily displayed in the upperright portion of the display when the delay time ( ) knob is turned.
To change the sweep speed for the delayed sweep window, turn the sweep speed
knob. As you turn the knob, the sweep speed is highlighted in the status line
above the waveform display area.
The point about which the delayed sweep window is expanded is referenced to
the delay time and is dependent on the time reference setting:
• When Time Ref is set to Left, the delayed sweep expands to the right starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the left side of the display
when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Center, the delayed sweep expands equally left and
right) from the delay time setting (center of the display when delay time = 0).
• When Time Ref is set to Right, the delayed sweep expands to the left starting
from the delay time setting (one graticule from the right side of the display
when delay time = 0).
To change the sweep speed for the main sweep window, press the Main softkey,
then turn the sweep speed knob.
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To reduce the random noise on a signal
If the signal you are applying to the oscilloscope is noisy, you can set up the
oscilloscope to reduce the noise on the displayed waveform. First, you stabilize
the displayed waveform by removing the noise from the trigger path. Second,
you reduce the noise on the displayed waveform.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Remove the noise from the trigger path by turning on either highfrequency reject or noise reject.
High-frequency reject (HF reject) adds a low-pass filter with the 3-dB point at
50 kHz. You use HF reject to remove high-frequency noise, such as AM or FM
broadcast stations, from the trigger path.

0 dB
3 dB down point

Pass
Band

dc
50 kHz
HF Reject
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Low-frequency reject (LF reject) adds a high-pass filter with the 3-dB point at
50 kHz. Use LF reject to remove low-frequency signals, such as power line noise,
from the trigger path.
0 dB
3 dB down point
Pass
Band

dc
50 kHz
LF Reject

Noise reject increases the trigger hysteresis band. By increasing the trigger
hysteresis band, you reduce the possibility of triggering on noise. However, this
also decreases the trigger sensitivity so that a slightly larger signal is required
to trigger the oscilloscope.

Random noise on the displayed waveform
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3 Use averaging to reduce noise on the displayed waveform.
• Press the Acquire key, then press the Averaging softkey.
Averaging lets you average multiple triggers together to reduce noise and
increase resolution. Averaging of multiple triggers requires a stable trigger.
The number of triggers being averaged is displayed in the # Avgs softkey.
• Turn the Entry knob to set the number of averages (# Avgs) that best
eliminates the noise from the displayed waveform.
The number of averages can be set from 1 to 16384 in increments of powers
of 2. The higher the number of averages you set, the more noise reduction
and resolution that will be accomplished.
# Avgs
1
4
16
64
256

Bits of resolution
8
9
10
11
12

When the number of averages is higher, more noise is removed from the display.
However, the higher the number of averages, the slower the displayed waveform
responds to waveform changes. You must compromise between how quickly
the waveform responds to changes and how much you want to reduce the
displayed noise on the signal.

128 Averages used to reduce noise
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Smoothing (# Avgs=1)
The term smoothing is an oversampling technique used when the digitizer
sampling rate (200MSa/s) is faster than the rate at that samples are being stored
into acquisition memory. For example, if the scope is sampling at 200 MSa/s,
yet storing the samples at 1 MSa/s, it needs to store only 1 out of every 200
samples. When smoothing is used, the slower the sweep speed, the greater the
number of samples that are averaged together for each display point. This tends
to reduce random noise on the input signal, which produces a smoother trace
on the screen.
If you cannot acquire multiple triggers, you can still reduce noise and increase
resolution at slower sweep speeds by setting # Avgs to 1.
Sweep speed
<= 2 us/div
5 us/div
20 us/div
100 us/div
500 us/div

Bits of resolution (# Avgs=1)
8
9
10
11
12
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To capture glitches or narrow pulses with peak detect
and infinite persistence
A glitch is a rapid change in the waveform that is usually narrow as compared
to the waveform. To capture glitches or narrow pulses:

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 To find the glitch, press the Acquire key, then, press the Peak Det softkey.
Peak detect acquire mode displays any signal pulse wider than 5 ns, allowing
you to find glitches and narrow spikes regardless of sweep speed. Because of
MegaZoom memory, peak detect is only necessary at sweep speeds of 1 ms/div
and slower. At faster sweep speeds, Normal acquire mode can capture the
narrow peaks.
At sweep speeds slower than 1 ms/div, the oscilloscope can acquire more
samples than can fit into MegaZoom memory. The oscilloscope selects samples
to store such that no local minimum or maximum wider than 5 ns is missed. In
peak detect mode, narrow glitches and sharp edges are displayed more brightly
than when in Normal acquire mode, making them easier to see.

3 Press the Display key then press the ∞ Persist (infinite persistence)
softkey.

Infinite persistence updates the display with new acquisitions but does not erase
previous acquisitions. New sample points are shown at normal intensity while
previous acquisitions are displayed in minimum intensity. Waveform persistence
is not kept beyond the display area boundary. Any time you change a waveform
setting such as sweep speed, delay time, vertical sensitivity, or offset, the
previous acquisitions will be erased, then begin to accumulate again.
Use infinite persistence to measure noise and jitter, to see the worst-case
extremes of varying waveforms, to look for timing violations, or to find
infrequent events.
Press the Clear Display softkey to erase previously acquired points. The display
will again accumulate points until Clear Display is pressed or ∞ Persist is turned
off.
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4 Characterize the glitch with delayed sweep.
To characterize the glitch with delayed sweep, follow these steps:
• Press the Main/Delayed key, then press the Delayed softkey.
• To obtain a better resolution of the glitch, expand the time base.
Use the horizontal delay time knob ( )to pan through the waveform to set the
expanded portion of the main sweep around the glitch.
To characterize the glitch, use the cursors or the automatic measurement
capabilities of the oscilloscope.

To use the Roll horizontal mode
• Press the Main/Delayed key, then press the Roll softkey.
Roll mode causes the waveform to move slowly across the screen from right to
left. It only operates on time base settings of 500 ms/div and slower. If the
current time base setting is faster than the 500 ms/div limit, it will be set to
500 ms/div when Roll mode is entered.
In Normal horizontal mode, signal events occurring before the trigger are
plotted to the left of the trigger point (▼) and signal events after the trigger
plotted to the right of the trigger point.
In Roll mode there is no trigger. The fixed reference point on the screen is the
right edge of the screen and refers to the current moment in time. Events that
have occurred are scrolled to the left of the reference point. Since there is no
trigger, no pretrigger information is available.
If you would like to clear the display and restart an acquisition in Roll mode,
press the Single key.
Use Roll mode on low-frequency waveforms to give a display much like a strip
chart recorder. It allows the waveform to roll across the display.
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To use the XY horizontal mode
The XY horizontal mode converts the oscilloscope from a volts-versus-time
display to a volts-versus-volts display using two input channels. Channel 1 is
the X-axis input, channel 2 is the Y-axis input. You can use various transducers
so the display could show strain versus displacement, flow versus pressure, volts
versus current, or voltage versus frequency. This exercise shows a common use
of the XY display mode by measuring the phase difference between two signals
of the same frequency with the Lissajous method.

1 Connect a sine wave signal to channel 1, and a sine wave signal of the
same frequency but out of phase to channel 2.
2 Press the Autoscale key, press the Main/Delayed key, then press the XY
softkey.
3 Center the signal on the display with the channel 1 and 2 position ( )
knobs. Use the channel 1 and 2 volts/div knobs and the channel 1 and 2
Vernier softkeys to expand the signal for convenient viewing.
The phase difference angle (θ) can be calculated using the following formula
(assuming the amplitude is the same on both channels):
A
C
sin θ = --- or ---B
D
Signal must
be centered
in “X”

'

$

%

&

Example of centering a signal on the display
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Signal centered on the display

4 Press the Cursors key.
5 Set the Y2 cursor to the top of the signal, and set Y1 to the bottom of
the signal.
Note the ∆Y value at the bottom of the display. In this example, we are using
the Y cursors, but you could have used the X cursors instead.

Cursors set on displayed signal
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6 Move the Y1 and Y2 cursors to the intersection of the signal and the Y
axis.
Again, note the ∆Y value.

Cursors set to center of signal

7 Calculate the phase difference using the formula below.
second ∆Y
0.648
sin θ = -------------------------- = ------------- ; θ = 32.68 degrees of phase shift
first ∆Y
1.20

XY Display Mode Operating Hint
When you select the XY display mode, the time base is turned off. Channel 1 is the
X-axis input, channel 2 is the Y-axis input, and the External trigger is the Z-axis input.
If you only want to see portions of the Y versus X display, use the Z-axis input. Z-axis
turns the trace on and off (analog oscilloscopes called this Z-axis blanking because
it turned the beam on and off). When Z is low (<1.4 V), Y versus X is displayed; when
Z is high (>1.4 V), the trace is turned off.
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Signals are 90 out of phase

Signals are in phase
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The Math menu allows you to display math functions on analog channels.
You can:
• subtract (–) or multiply (*) the signals acquired on analog channels
1 and 2, then display the result.
• integrate, differentiate, or perform an FFT on the signal acquired on
any analog channel or on math functions 1 * 2, 1 – 2, or 1 + 2, then
display the result.
• Press the Math key on the front panel to display the Math menu. After
selecting a math function, press the Settings softkey to display settings
for the selected math function if you want to change the Y scaling.

Math Scaling
Any time you select a math function, the function is automatically scaled for optimum
vertical scale and offset. If you manually set scale and offset for a function, select
a new function, then select the original function, the original function will be
automatically rescaled.
Math Operating Hints
• If the analog channel or math function is clipped (not fully displayed on screen,)
the resulting displayed math function will also be clipped.
• Once the function is displayed, the analog channel(s) may be turned off for better
viewing.
• The vertical scaling and offset of each math function can be adjusted for ease of
viewing and measurement considerations.
• Each function can be measured in the Cursors and Quick Meas menus.
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Multiply
When you select 1 * 2, channel 1 and channel 2 voltage values are multiplied
point by point, and the result is displayed. 1 * 2 is useful for seeing power
relationships when one of the channels is proportional to the current.

• Press the Math key, press the 1 * 2 softkey, then press the Settings softkey
if you want to change the scaling or offset for the multiply function.
Scale allows you to set your own vertical scale factors for multiply expressed
as V2/div (Volts-squared/division). Press the Scale softkey, then turn the Entry
knob to rescale 1 * 2.
Offset allows you to set your own offset for the multiply math function. The
offset value is in V2 (Volts-squared) and is represented by the center graticule
of the display. Press the Offset softkey, then turn the Entry knob to change the
offset for 1 * 2.
The figure below shows an example of multiply.

Channel 1

Channel 2

1 * 2 waveform

1*2
Scale

1*2
Offset

Return to
previous menu

Multiply
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Subtract
When you select 1 – 2, channel 2 voltage values are subtracted from channel 1
voltage values point by point, and the result is displayed.
You can use 1 – 2 to make a differential measurement or to compare two
waveforms. You may need to use a true differential probe if your waveforms
have DC offsets larger than the dynamic range of the oscilloscope's input
channel.
To perform the addition of channel 1 and channel 2, select Invert in the Channel
2 menu and perform the 1 – 2 math function.

• Press the Math key, press the 1 – 2 softkey, then press the Settings softkey
if you want to change the scaling or offset for the subtract function.
Scale allows you to set your own vertical scale factors for subtract, expressed
as V/div (Volts/division). Press the Scale softkey, then turn the Entry knob to
rescale 1 – 2.
Offset allows you to set your own offset for the 1 – 2 math function. The offset
value is in Volts and is represented by the center graticule of the display. Press
the Offset softkey, then turn the Entry knob to change the offset for 1 – 2.
The figure below shows an example of subtract.

Channel 1

Channel 2

1 – 2 waveform

1–2
Scale
Subtract
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Differentiate
dV/dt (differentiate) calculates the discrete time derivative of the selected
source. You can use differentiate to measure the instantaneous slope of a
waveform. For example, the slew rate of an operational amplifier may be
measured using the differentiate function. Since differentiation is very sensitive
to noise, it is helpful to set acquisition mode to Averaging in the Acquire menu.
dV/dt plots the derivative of the selected source using the "average slope
estimate at 4 points" formula. Equation is as follows:
di = yi+2 + 2yi+1 – 2yi-1 – yi-2
8∆t
Where
d = differential waveform
y = channel 1, 2, or function 1 + 2, 1 – 2, and 1 * 2 data points
i = data point index
∆t = point-to-point time difference

• Press the Math key, press the dV/dt softkey, then press the Settings softkey
if you want to change the source, scaling, or offset for the differentiate
function.
Source selects the source for dV/dt. The source can be any analog channel, or
math functions 1 + 2, 1 – 2, and 1 * 2.
Scale allows you to set your own vertical scale factors for dV/dt expressed in
V/s/div (Volts/second/division). Press the Scale softkey, then turn the Entry
knob to rescale dV/dt.
Offset allows you to set your own offset for the dV/dt math function. The offset
value is in V/s (Volts/second) and is represented by the center graticule of the
display. Press the Offset softkey, then turn the Entry knob to change the offset
for dV/dt.
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The figure below shows an example of differentiate.

Channel 1

dV/dt waveform

Source
select
Differentiate
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dV/dt
Scale

dV/dt
Offset

Return to
previous menu
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Integrate
∫ Vdt (integrate) calculates the integral of the selected source. You can use
integrate to measure the area under a waveform.
∫ Vdt plots the integral of the source using the "Trapezoidal Rule". Equation is
as follows:
n

In = co + ∆t ∑ yi
i=0

Where
I = integrated waveform
∆t = point-to-point time difference
y = channel 1, 2, or function 1 + 2, 1 – 2, and 1 * 2 data points
co = arbitrary constant
i = data point index

• Press the Math key, press the ∫ Vdt softkey, then press the Settings softkey
if you want to change the source, scaling, or offset for the integrate
function.
Source selects the source for ∫ Vdt. The source can be any analog channel, or
math functions 1 + 2, 1 – 2, and 1 * 2.
Scale allows you to set your own vertical scale factors for ∫ Vdt expressed in
Vs/div (Volts-seconds/division). Press the Scale softkey, then turn the Entry
knob to rescale ∫ Vdt.
Offset allows you to set your own offset for the ∫ Vdt math function. The offset
value is in Vs (Volt-seconds) and is represented by the center graticule of the
display. Press the Offset softkey, then turn the Entry knob to change the offset
for ∫ Vdt.
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The figure below shows an example of integrate.

Channel 1

∫ Vdt waveform

Source
select
Integrate
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FFT Measurement
FFT is used to compute the fast Fourier transform using analog inputs or the
math functions 1 + 2, 1 – 2, or 1 * 2. FFT takes the digitized time record of the
specified source and transforms it to the frequency domain. When the FFT
function is selected, the FFT spectrum is plotted on the oscilloscope display as
magnitude in dBV versus frequency. The readout for the horizontal axis changes
from time to Hertz and the vertical readout changes from volts to dBV. 0 dBV
is the amplitude of a 1 Vrms sinusoid. If you want the display to be in dBm,
you must connect a 50Ω load (10100C or equivalent) to the analog channel
input, and then perform the following conversion:
dBm = dBV + 13.01
Use the FFT function to find crosstalk problems, to find distortion problems in
analog waveforms caused by amplifier non-linearity, or for adjusting analog
filters.
DC Value The FFT computation produces a DC value that is incorrect. It does
not take the offset at center screen into account. The DC value is not corrected
in order to accurately represent frequency components near DC.
Aliasing When using FFTs, it is important to be aware of frequency aliasing.
This requires that the operator have some knowledge as to what the frequency
domain should contain, and also consider the effective sampling rate, frequency
span, and oscilloscope vertical bandwidth when making FFT measurements.
The FFT sample rate is displayed directly above the softkeys when the FFT
menu is displayed.
Aliasing happens when there are frequency components in the signal higher
than half the effective sample rate. Since the FFT spectrum is limited by this
frequency, any higher components are displayed at a lower (aliased) frequency.
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The following figure illustrates aliasing. This is the spectrum of a 1 kHz square
wave, which has many harmonics. The sample rate is set to 200 kSa/s, and the
oscilloscope displays the spectrum. The displayed waveform shows the
components of the input signal above the Nyquist frequency to be mirrored
(aliased) on the display and reflected off the right edge.

Aliasing

Since the frequency span goes from ≈ 0 to the Nyquist frequency, the best way
to prevent aliasing is to make sure that the frequency span is greater than the
frequencies of significant energy present in the input signal.
Spectral Leakage The FFT operation assumes that the time record repeats.
Unless there is an integral number of cycles of the sampled waveform in the
record, a discontinuity is created at the end of the record. This is referred to
as leakage. In order to minimize spectral leakage, windows that approach zero
smoothly at the beginning and end of the signal are employed as filters to the
FFT. The FFT menu provides three windows: Hanning, flattop, and rectangular.
For more information on leakage, see Agilent Application Note 243, "The
Fundamentals of Signal Analysis" (Agilent part number 5952-8898).
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FFT Operation
1 Press the Math key, press the FFT softkey, then press the Settings softkey
to display the FFT menu.

Source
select

Frequency
Span

Center
frequency

Preset Span
and Center
frequencies

Additional
FFT controls

Return to
previous menu

Source selects the source for the FFT. The source can be any analog channel,
or math functions 1 + 2, 1 – 2, and 1 * 2.
Span sets the overall width of the FFT spectrum that you see on the display (left
graticule to right graticule). Divide span by 10 to calculate the number of Hertz
per division. It is possible to set Span above the maximum available frequency,
in which case the displayed spectrum will not take up the whole screen. Press
the Span softkey, then turn the Entry knob to set the desired frequency span of
the display.
Center sets the FFT spectrum frequency represented at the center graticule on
the display. It is possible to set the Center to values below half the span or above
the maximum available frequency, in which case the displayed spectrum will
not take up the whole screen. Press the Center softkey, then turn the Entry
knob to set the desired center frequency of the display.
Preset sets the frequency Span and Center to values that will cause the entire
available spectrum to be displayed. The maximum available frequency is half
the effective FFT sample rate, which is a function of the time per division setting.
The current FFT sample rate is displayed above the softkeys.
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2 Press the More FFT softkey to display additional FFT settings.

FFT Scale

FFT Offset

Window

Return to
previous menu

Scale allows you to set your own vertical scale factors for FFT expressed in
dB/div (decibels/division). Press the Scale softkey, then turn the Entry knob
to rescale your math function.
Offset allows you to set your own offset for the FFT. The offset value is in dB
and is represented by the center graticule of the display. Press the Offset softkey,
then turn the Entry knob to change the offset of your math function.
Scale and offset considerations
If you do not manually change the FFT scale or offset settings, when you turn the
horizontal sweep speed knob, the span and center frequency settings will
automatically change to allow optimum viewing of the full spectrum. If you do
manually set scale or offset, turning the sweep speed knob will not change the span
or center frequency settings, allowing you see better detail around a specific
frequency. Pressing the FFT Preset softkey will automatically rescale the waveform
and span and center will again automatically track the horizontal sweep speed
setting.
Window selects a window to apply to your FFT input signal:
Hanning - window for making accurate frequency measurements or for
resolving two frequencies that are close together.
Flat Top - window for making accurate amplitude measurements of frequency
peaks.
Rectangular - good frequency resolution and amplitude accuracy, but use only
where there will be no leakage effects. Use on self-windowing waveforms
such as pseudo-random noise, impulses, sine bursts, and decaying sinusoids.

3 To make cursors measurements, press the Cursors key and set the Source
softkey to Math.
Use the X1 and X2 cursors to measure frequency values and difference between
two frequency values (∆X). Use the Y1 and Y2 cursors to measure amplitude
in dB and difference in amplitude (∆Y).
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4 To make other measurements, press the Quick Meas key and set the
Source softkey to Math.
You can make peak-to-peak, maximum, minimum, and average dB
measurements on the FFT waveform. You can also find the frequency value at
the first occurrence of the waveform maximum by using the X at Max
measurement.
The following FFT spectrum was obtained by connecting the front panel Probe
Comp signal to channel 1. Set sweep speed to 10 ms/div, vertical sensitivity to
1 V/div, Units/div to 10 dB, Offset to -28.0 dB, Center frequency to 5.00 kHz,
frequency Span to 10.0 kHz, and window to Hanning.

FFT measurements

FFT Measurement Hints
It is easiest to view FFTs with Vectors set to On. The Vector display mode is set in
the Display menu.
The number of points acquired for the FFT record 2048 and when frequency span is
at maximum, all points are displayed. Once the FFT spectrum is displayed, the
frequency span and center frequency controls are used much like the controls of a
spectrum analyzer to examine the frequency of interest in greater detail. Place the
desired part of the waveform at the center of the screen and decrease frequency
span to increase the display resolution. As frequency span is decreased, the number
of points shown is reduced, and the display is magnified.
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FFT Measurement Hints - Continued
While the FFT spectrum is displayed, use the Math and Cursors keys to switch
between measurement functions and frequency domain controls in FFT menu.
Decreasing the effective sampling rate by selecting a slower sweep speed will
increase the low frequency resolution of the FFT display and also increase the
chance that an alias will be displayed. The resolution of the FFT is one-half of the
effective sample rate divided by the number of points in the FFT. The actual resolution
of the display will not be this fine as the shape of the window will be the actual limiting
factor in the FFTs ability to resolve two closely space frequencies. A good way to
test the ability of the FFT to resolve two closely spaced frequencies is to examine
the sidebands of an amplitude modulated sine wave. For example, at 2 MSa/s
effective sampling rate, a 1 MHz AM signal can be resolved to 2 kHz. Increasing the
effective sampling rate to 4 MSa/s increases the resolution to 5 kHz for a set 2048
point FFT.
For the best vertical accuracy on peak measurements:
• Make sure the probe attenuation is set correctly. The probe attenuation is set
from the Channel menu if the operand is a channel.
• Set the source sensitivity so that the input signal is near full screen, but not
clipped.
• Use the Flat Top window.
• Set the FFT sensitivity to a sensitive range, such as 2 dB/division.
For best frequency accuracy on peaks:
• Use the Hanning window.
• Use Cursors to place an X cursor on the frequency of interest.
• Adjust frequency span for better cursor placement.
• Return to the Cursors menu to fine tune the X cursor.
For more information on the use of window please refer to Agilent Application Note
243," The Fundamentals of Signal Analysis" Chapter III, Section 5 (Agilent part number
5952-8898.) Additional information can be obtained from "Spectrum and Network
Measurements" by Robert A. Witte, in Chapter 4 (Agilent part number 5960-5718).
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You can measure waveform data using cursors. Cursors are horizontal
and vertical markers that indicate X-axis values (usually time) and Yaxis values (usually voltage) on a selected waveform source. The
position of the cursors can be moved turning the Entry knob. When you
press the Cursors key, it will illuminate and the cursors will turn on. To
turn cursors off, press this key again until it is not illuminated, or press
the Quick Meas key.
Cursors are not always limited to the visible display. If you set a cursor,
then pan and zoom the waveform until the cursor is off screen, its value
will not be changed, and if you pan the waveform back again it will have
the cursor in the original place.
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To make cursor measurements
The following steps guide you through the front-panel Cursors key. You can use
the cursors to make custom voltage or time measurements on the signal.

1 Connect a signal to the oscilloscope and obtain a stable display.
2 Press the Cursors key, then press the Mode softkey.
X and Y cursor information is displayed on the softkeys. ∆X, 1/∆X, ∆Y, and
binary and hexadecimal values are displayed on the line above the softkeys. The
three cursors modes are:
Normal ∆X, 1/∆X, and ∆Y values are displayed. ∆X is the difference between
the X1 and X2 cursors and ∆Y is the difference between the Y1 and Y2 cursors.
Binary Binary logic levels are displayed directly above the softkeys for the
current X1 and X2 cursor positions for all displayed channels.
Hex Hexadecimal logic levels are displayed directly above the softkeys for the
current X1 and X2 cursor positions for all displayed channels.
In hexadecimal and binary mode, a level can display as 1 (higher than trigger
level), 0 (lower than trigger level), indeterminate state ( ), or X (don’t care).
In binary mode, X is displayed if the channel is turned off. In hex mode, the
channel is interpreted as a 0 if turned off.

3 Press the Source softkey to select the source for your cursor
measurements.
The source in Normal cursor mode can be any analog channel or math source.
If you select binary or hexadecimal mode, the Source softkey is disabled since
you are displaying binary or hexadecimal levels for all channels.

4 Select the X and Y softkeys to make a measurement.
X Y Press this softkey to select either X cursors or Y cursors for adjustment.
The cursor currently assigned to the Entry knob displays brighter than the other
cursors.
X cursors are vertical dashed lines that adjust horizontally and normally indicate
time relative to the trigger point. When used with the FFT math function as a
source, the X cursors indicate frequency.
Y cursors are horizontal dashed lines that adjust vertically and normally indicate
voltage. When math functions are used as a source, the measurement units
correspond to that math function.
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X1 and X2 The X1 cursor (short-dashed vertical line) and X2 cursor (longdashed-vertical line) adjust horizontally and indicate time relative to the trigger
point for all sources except math FFT (frequency is indicated). In XY horizontal
mode, the X cursors display channel 1 voltages. The cursor values for the
selected waveform source are displayed within the X1 and X2 softkeys.
The difference between X1 and X2 (∆X) and 1/∆X are displayed on the
dedicated line above the softkeys or in the display area when some menus are
selected.
Turn the Entry knob to adjust the X1 or X2 cursor when its softkey is selected.
Y1 and Y2 The Y1 cursor (short-dashed horizontal line) and Y2 cursor (longdashed horizontal line) adjust vertically and indicate values relative to the
waveform’s ground point, except math FFT where the values are relative to
0 DB. In XY horizontal mode, the Y cursors display channel 2 voltages. The
cursor values for the selected waveform source are displayed within the Y1 and
Y2 softkeys.
The difference between Y1 and Y2 (∆Y) is displayed on the dedicated line above
the softkeys or in the display area when some menus are selected.
Turn the Entry knob to adjust the Y1 or Y2 cursor when its softkey is selected.
X1 X2 Press this softkey to adjust the X1 and X2 cursors together by turning
the Entry knob. The ∆X value will remain the same since the cursors adjust
together.
You can adjust the X cursors together to check for pulse width variations in a
pulse train.
Y1 Y2 Press this softkey to adjust the Y1 and Y2 cursors together by turning
the Entry knob. The ∆Y value will remain the same since the cursors adjust
together.
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Cursor Examples

Cursors measure pulse widths other than 50% points

Cursors measure frequency of pulse ringing
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Expand the display with delayed sweep, then characterize the event of interest
with the cursors.

Cursors track delayed sweep
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Put the X1 cursor on one side of a pulse and the X2 cursor on the other side of
the pulse.

Measuring pulse width with cursors

Press the X1 X2 softkey and move the cursors together to check for pulse width
variations in a pulse train.

Moving the cursors together to check pulse width variations
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The following automatic measurement can be made in the Quick Meas
menu.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency
Period
Peak-to-Peak*
Maximum*
Minimum*
Rise Time*
Fall Time*
Duty Cycle
RMS*
+ Width
– Width
Average*
Amplitude*
Top*
Base*
Overshoot*
Preshoot*
X at Max*
Phase 1-2*
Delay 1-2*

* Measurement on analog channels only.
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Making automatic measurements
Quick Meas makes automatic measurements on any channel source or any
running math function. The results of the last three measurements selected are
displayed on the dedicated line above the softkeys, or in the display area when
some menus are selected. Quick Meas also makes measurements on stopped
waveforms when you are panning and zooming.
Cursors are turned on to show the portion of the waveform being measured for
the most recently selected measurement (right-most on the measurement line).

1 Press the Quick Meas key to display the automatic measurement menu.
2 Press the Source softkey to select the channel or running math function
on which the quick measurements will be made.
Only channels or math functions that are displayed are available for
measurements. If a portion of the waveform required for a measurement is not
displayed or does not display enough resolution to make the measurement, the
result will display “No Edges”, “Clipped”, “Low Signal”, “< value”, or “> value”,
or a similar message to indicate that the measurement may not be reliable.

3 Press the Clear Meas softkey to stop making measurements and to erase
the measurement results from the display line above the softkeys.
When Quick Meas is pressed again, the default measurements will be Frequency
and Peak-Peak.

4 Cycle through the available measurement softkeys by pressing the
softkey.
5 To turn off Quick Meas, press the Quick Meas key again until it is not
illuminated.
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Making time measurements automatically
FFT measurements
When you make an X at Max measurement on a math FFT function, the resultant
units will be in Hertz. No other time related automatic measurement can be made
on the FFT math function. Use the cursors to make other measurements on FFT.

The following figure shows time measurement points.
Rise Time

Fall Time
90%
50%
10%
– Width

+ Width
Period

Digital channel time measurements
Automatic time measurements Rise Time, Fall Time, X at Max, Phase 1➞ 2, and
Delay 1➞ 2 are not valid for digital channels on the mixed-signal oscilloscope.
Measurement definitions
Duty Cycle
The duty cycle of a repetitive pulse train is the ratio of the positive pulse width
to the period, expressed as a percentage. The X cursors show the time period
being measured.
+ Width
Duty cycle = ------------------- X 100
Period
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Frequency
Frequency is defined as 1/Period. Period is defined as the time between the 50%
threshold crossings of two consecutive, like-polarity edges. A 50% crossing must
also travel through the 10% and 90% levels which eliminates runt pulses. The
X cursors show what portion of the waveform is being measured.
Period
Period is the time period of the complete waveform cycle. The time is measured
between the 50% points of two consecutive, like-polarity edges. A 50% crossing
must also travel through the 10% and 90% levels which eliminates runt pulses.
The X cursors show what portion of the waveform is being measured.
Fall Time
The fall time of a signal is the time difference between the crossing of the upper
threshold and the crossing of the lower threshold for a negative-going edge. The
X cursor shows the edge being measured. For maximum measurement
accuracy, set the sweep speed as fast as possible while leaving the complete
falling edge of the waveform on the display.
Rise Time
The rise time of a signal is the time difference between the crossing of the lower
threshold and the crossing of the upper threshold for a positive-going edge. The
X cursor shows the edge being measured. For maximum measurement
accuracy, set the sweep speed as fast as possible while leaving the complete
rising edge of the waveform on the display.
+ Width
+ Width is the time from the 50% threshold of the rising edge to the 50%
threshold of the next falling edge. The X cursors show the pulse being measured.
– Width
– Width is the time from the 50% threshold of the falling edge to the 50%
threshold of the next rising edge. The X cursors show the pulse being measured.
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X at Max
X at Max is the X axis value (usually time) at the first displayed occurrence of
the waveform Maximum, starting from the left-side of the display. For periodic
signals, the position of the maximum may vary throughout the waveform. The
X cursor shows where the current X at Max value is being measured.
To measure the peak of an FFT:
a Select FFT as the math function in the Math menu.
b Choose Math as the source in the Quick Meas menu.
c Choose Maximum and X at Max measurements.
Maximum units are in dB and X at Max units are in Hertz for FFT.
Isolating an event to frequency measurement
The following figure shows how to use delayed sweep to isolate an event for a
frequency measurement. If the measurement is not possible in the delayed time
base mode, then the main time base is used. If the waveform is clipped, it may
not be possible to make the measurement.

Isolating event for Frequency measurement
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Making Delay and Phase Measurements
Digital channel measurements
Automatic measurements Phase 1➞ 2, and Delay 1➞ 2 are not valid for digital
channels on the mixed-signal oscilloscope. Both analog channel 1 and channel 2
must be turned on for these phase and delay measurements.
Delay 1➞ 2
Delay 1➝ 2 measures the time difference from the rising edges of channel 1 and
channel 2 that are closest to the trigger reference point at the 50% points on
the waveforms. Negative delay values indicate that the rising edge of channel
1 occurred after the rising edge of channel 2. The measurement source must
be set to channel 1.
Channel 1
Delay
Channel 2

Phase 1➞ 2
Phase 1➝ 2 is the calculated phase shift from channel 1 to channel 2, expressed
in degrees. Negative phase shift values indicate that the rising edge of channel
1 occurred after the rising edge of channel 2. The measurement source must
be set to channel 1.
Delay 1 → 2
Phase 1 → 2 = -------------------------------------------- X 360
Channel 1 Period
Period
Channel 1
Delay
Channel 2
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Making voltage measurements automatically
Math measurements
Only Peak-Peak, Maximum, Minimum, Average, and X at Max automatic
measurements may be made on a math FFT function. See “Making time
measurements automatically” for the FFT X at Max measurement. Use the cursors
to make other measurements on FFT. All voltage measurements may be made on
other math functions. The resultant units are:
FFT:
1 * 2:
1 – 2:
dV/dt:
∫ Vdt:

dB (decibels)
V2 (Volts-squared)
V (Volts)
V/s (Volts/second)
Vs (Volt-seconds)

The following figure shows the voltage measurement points.

Maximum

Top

Amplitude

Peak-Peak

Minimum

Base

Digital channel voltage measurements
Automatic voltage measurements are not valid on digital channels on the mixedsignal oscilloscope.
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Measurement definitions
Amplitude
The Amplitude of a waveform is the difference between its Top and Base values.
The Y cursors show the values being measured.
Average
Average is the sum of the waveform samples divided by the number of samples
over one or more full periods. If less than one period is displayed, Average is
calculated on the full width of the display. The X cursors show what portion of
the displayed waveform is being measured.

Σ xi
Average = ---------n
Base
The Base of a waveform is the mode (most common value) of the lower part of
the waveform, or if the mode is not well defined, the base is the same as
Minimum. The Y cursor shows the value being measured.
Maximum
Maximum is the highest value in the waveform display. The Y cursor shows the
value being measured.
Minimum
Minimum is the lowest value in the waveform display. The Y cursor shows the
value being measured.
Peak-Peak
The peak-to-peak value is the difference between Maximum and Minimum
values. The Y cursors show the values being measured.
RMS
RMS (dc) is the root-mean-square value of the waveform over one or more full
periods. If less than one period is displayed, RMS (dc) average is calculated on
the full width of the display. The X cursors show what interval of the waveform
is being measured.

Σ x i2
RMS (dc) = ---------------n
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Top
The Top of a waveform is the mode (most common value) of the upper part of
the waveform, or if the mode is not well defined, the top is the same as Maximum.
The Y cursor shows the value being measured.
Using delayed sweep to isolate a pulse for Top measurement
The following figure shows how to use delayed sweep to isolate a pulse for a Top
measurement.

Isolating area for Top measurement
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Making overshoot and preshoot measurements
Digital channel time measurements
Automatic measurements Preshoot and Overshoot are not valid measurements for
the math FFT function or for digital channels on the mixed-signal oscilloscope.
Measurement definitions
Preshoot
Preshoot is distortion that precedes a major edge transition expressed as a
percentage of Amplitude. The X cursors show which edge is being measured
(edge closest to the trigger point).
Base – local Minimum
Rising edge preshoot = ------------------------------------------------------ X 100
Amplitude
local Maximum – Top
Falling edge preshoot = ----------------------------------------------------- X 100
Amplitude
local Maximum

Preshoot
Top
Base

Preshoot
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Overshoot
Overshoot is distortion that follows a major edge transition expressed as a
percentage of Amplitude. The X cursors show which edge is being measured
(edge closest to the trigger point).
local Maximum – Top
Rising edge overshoot = ----------------------------------------------------- X 100
Amplitude
Base – local Minimum
Falling edge overshoot = ------------------------------------------------------ X 100
Amplitude

Overshoot
local Maximum
Top
Base
local Minimum

Overshoot

Automatic Overshoot measurement
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The Utility menu allows you to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

select other languages for viewing Quick Help
set up the oscilloscope printer interface
load and delete floppy disk files
set up the oscilloscope I/O ports for controller operation
set up the real-time clock
to set up the screen saver
perform service functions such as User Cal and Self Test

• Press the Utility key to display the Utility menu.
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To configure Quick Help languages
You can choose to display Quick Help in any of nine languages.

1 Press the Utility key, then press the Language softkey to display the
Language menu.

Current
language

Language
to load or
delete

Load
language

Delete
language

Version
information

Return to
previous menu

2 To select a new language for view Quick Help, press the Language softkey
and select the language.
If the desired language is grayed out, you will need to reload the language. The
language file can be downloaded from the web at
www.agilent.com/find/5462xsw or you call an Agilent center and request a
language disk for your instrument.

3 To load and view a new language file:
a
b
c
d

Insert the disk containing the language file into the floppy disk drive.
Press the Load/Del softkey and select a language to be loaded.
Press the Load Language softkey to load the language.
Press the Language softkey and select a language to be viewed.
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4 To delete a language from the oscilloscope:
Reloading a deleted language file
If you delete a language from the oscilloscope, then want to reload the language,
you will have to download the language file from the web from or call an Agilent
center and request a language disk for your instrument. Language files can be
downloaded from the web at www.agilent.com/find/5462xsw.
a Press the Load/Del softkey to select the language to be deleted from the
oscilloscope.
b Press the Delete Language softkey to delete the selected language from the
oscilloscope.
Info softkey
Press the Info softkey to show the Quick Help system version and what
languages are loaded into the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is shipped from
the factory with English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish,
Simplified Chinese, and Traditional Chinese languages loaded.
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To configure a printer
Use the printer configuration menu to set up your printer interface and printer
format type. You can also turn scale factors, gray scale, and form feed on and off.

Print to:

Format

Factors

Gray Scale

Form Feed

Return to
previous menu

1 Press the Utility key, then press the Print Confg softkey to display the print
configuration menu.
2 Press the Print to: softkey to select the printer interface.
Parallel prints to the printer connected to the parallel port on the back of the
oscilloscope.
Disk sends a print file to the built-in floppy disk. The print file will be named
PRINT_nn.xxx, where xxx is the format of the output (BMP, TIF, or CSV).
If you print to the floppy disk again, the number nn will automatically
increment (starting at 00) each time you save a new file to floppy disk. Up
to 100 files can be saved on each floppy disk if space permits.

3 Press the Format softkey to select the print format.
• If the printer interface is set to Parallel, you can select your printer format
to be DeskJet, LaserJet, Epson, or Seiko DPU 414 (portable).
The portable Seiko DPU 414 printer kit is available by ordering Agilent model
N2727A. The kit is a printer mounted in a pouch that attaches to the top of
the oscilloscope.
• If the printer interface is set to Disk, you can print to the built-in floppy disk.
The floppy disk format can be set to:
TIF image tiff format of the complete screen image, including the status line
and softkeys.
BMP image bitmap format of the complete screen image, including the status
line and softkeys.
CSV data comma-separated variable, values of displayed channels and math
waveforms suitable for spreadsheet analysis.
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CSV length
The Length softkey sets the number of XY waveform pair values that will be
output to the CSV (comma-separate variable) file. Length can be set to 100,
250, 500, 1000, or 2000 waveform pairs by turning the Entry knob. The larger
the length, the longer the file will take to write to the floppy disk.
Scale factors
Select the Factors softkey if you want the oscilloscope scale factors to be
included on your print. If you print to a disk image file, the scale factors will be
sent to a separate file named PRINT_nn.TXT. If you print to a CSV file, the
factors will be appended to the end of the file.
Oscilloscope scale factors include vertical, horizontal, trigger, acquisition, math,
and display settings.
Gray scale printing
When the Gray Scale softkey is selected, the gray scale (all levels of display
intensities) traces on the oscilloscope display are printed if the Format softkey
has been set to LaserJet or DeskJet printer. Gray scale information is always
sent when you print to a TIF or BMP image file on the floppy disk.
If gray scale is turned off, the gray scale traces will be printed in black and white.
For fastest print throughput, turn gray scale off.
Gray scale printing is not available with Epson or Seiko formats and is not
applicable to CSV format.
Form feed
When on, Form Feed will send a form feed command to the parallel printer when
the print is complete. Use this if you want only one print per sheet of paper.
Set form feed off when you want to put more than one print on a sheet of paper.
Form feed is not applicable when printing to the floppy disk.
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To use the floppy disk
The Floppy menu allows you to load or delete files from the floppy disk.

Floppy disk
file

Load selected
file

Delete selected
file

Return to
previous menu

1 Press the File: softkey or turn the Entry knob to select a file on the floppy
disk.
2 To load a file into the oscilloscope press the Load File softkey.
Files that can be loaded into the oscilloscope:
• QFILE_nn.SCP setup files, QFILE_nn.TRC trace files, and other
user-defined setup or trace files that were created using the Save/Recall
key on the front panel of the oscilloscope.
• Localized language pack files (*.LPK).
• System software files (*.BIN and *.JZP).
Files that cannot be loaded into the oscilloscope:
• Any PRINT_nn.xxx printer file.
• Any other file not created by the oscilloscope.

3 To delete a file from the floppy disk, press the Delete File softkey.
Deleted files cannot be recovered
A file that has been deleted from the floppy disk cannot be recovered by the
oscilloscope.
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To set up the I/O port to use a controller
Use the I/O menu to make settings if you have a controller connected to the
oscilloscope.

Controller
type

RS-232
Baud rate

Handshake

GPIB
address

Return to
previous menu

1 Press the Controller softkey to set the controller interface to RS-232 or
GPIB.
GPIB will be a selection on this softkey only if you have the optional N2757A
GPIB Interface Module connected to the oscilloscope.
The RS-232 configuration to the connector on the rear panel is:
Data bits - 8
Stop bits - 1
Parity - none

2 Press the XON DTR softkey to set the RS-232 handshake.
The RS-232 handshake protocol can be set to:
XON XON (transmit on)/XOFF (transmit off), a software handshake, or
DTR data terminal ready, a hardware handshake.
The default handshake is XON.

3 Press the Baud softkey to set the RS-232 baud rate.
The RS-232 baud rate can be set to 9600, 19200, 38400, or 57600.
The default baud rate is 9600.

4 If you have the optional N2757A GPIB Interface Module connected to
the oscilloscope, turn the Entry knob to set the GPIB address shown in
the Address softkey.
The Address softkey is only displayed if the GPIB module is attached to the
oscilloscope.
Turn the Entry knob to set the GPIB address of this oscilloscope. The
oscilloscope address can be set to any address from 0 to 30. The default
oscilloscope address is 7.
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RS-232 Connections
The signals for the 9-pin RS-232 port on the oscilloscope is listed below.
Pin Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
SHELL

Signal
Data Carrier Detect
Receive Data
Transmit Data
Data Terminal Ready
Signal Ground
Data Set Ready
Request to Send
Clear to Send
Ring
Protective Ground

    

   
Pin out of oscilloscope RS-232 port looking into DB9 male connector

The follow figure shows the pin out of the recommended Agilent 34398A RS-232
cable.
PC/Controller
'&'
5;
7;
'75
*1'
'65
576
&76
5,

9-pin
male

Agilent 34398A
Cable










9-pin
female

Oscilloscope










9-pin
female

'&'
5;
7;
'75
*1'
'65
576
&76
5,

9-pin
male

DFGU

Pin out of Agilent 34398A RS-232 cable
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To set the clock
The Clock menu allows you to set the current date and time of day (24-hour
format). This time/date stamp will appear on hardcopy prints and directory
information on the floppy disk.
To set the date and time, or to view the current date and time:

1 Press the Utility key, press the Options softkey, then press the Clock
softkey to display the Clock menu.

Year set

Month set

Day set

Hour set

Minute set

Return to
previous menu

2 Press the Year, Month, Day, Hour (24-hour format), or Minute softkey and
rotate the Entry knob to set to the desired number.
The real-time clock only allows selection of valid dates. If a day is selected and
the month or year is changed so the day is now invalid, the day is automatically
adjusted.
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To set up the screen saver
The oscilloscope can be configured to turn on a display screen saver when the
oscilloscope has been idle for a specified length of time.

1 Press the Utility key, press the Options softkey, then press the Screen Svr
softkey to display the screen saver menu.

Screen saver
image

Screen saver Preview
time set

Return to
previous menu

2 Press the Saver softkey to select the screen saver type.
The screen saver can be set to Off or to display any of the images shown in the list.
The screen saver starts automatically if your oscilloscope is idle for the number
of minutes specified in the Svr Time softkey.
To view the normal display after the screen saver has started, press any key or
turn any knob.

3 Turn the Entry knob to select the number of minutes to wait before the
selected screen saver activates.
When you turn the Entry knob, the number of minutes is displayed in the
Svr Time softkey. The default time is 360 minutes (6 hours).

4 Press the Preview softkey to preview the screen saver you have selected
with the Saver softkey.
Press any key or turn any knob to view the normal display.
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To perform service functions
The Service menu allows you to:
• perform User Cal on the oscilloscope
• view User Cal status
• perform instrument Self Test
• view information about your oscilloscope model number, code revision
information, modules attached, and User Cal status.

• Press the Utility key, then press the Service softkey to display the service
menu.

User Cal

Self Test

About
Oscilloscope

User Cal
status

Return to
previous menu

User Cal
Pressing the User Cal softkey performs an internal self-alignment routine to
optimize the signal path in the oscilloscope. The routine uses internally
generated signals to optimize circuits that affect channel sensitivity, offset, and
trigger parameters. Disconnect all inputs and allow the oscilloscope to warm up
before performing this procedure.
User Cal should be performed at least once a year, any time the ambient
temperature of the oscilloscope has changed more than 10 °C since the last User
Cal, or after any repair.
Performing User Cal will not invalidate your Certificate of Calibration.
Successful completion of User Cal does not certify this oscilloscope with a
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) calibration.
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User Cal Status
Pressing the User Cal Status softkey displays the following summary results of
the previous User Cal.
Results:
User Cal date:
∆T since last User Cal:
Failure:
Comments:
Self test
Pressing the Self Test softkey performs a series of internal procedures to verify
that the oscilloscope and any attached module are operating properly.
It is recommended you run Self Test:
• after experiencing abnormal operation.
• for additional information to better describe an oscilloscope failure.
• to verify proper operation after the oscilloscope has been repaired.
Successfully passing Self Test does not guarantee 100% of the oscilloscope's
functionality. Self Test is designed to provide an 80% confidence level that the
oscilloscope is operating properly.
About Oscilloscope
Pressing the About Oscilloscope softkey displays information about your
oscilloscope model number, serial number, software revision, ROM revision, and
option module attached.
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Utilities
To set other options

To set other options
The options menu contains two additional softkeys to help configure the
oscilloscope.
Expand softkey
When you change a channel’s volts/division setting, the waveform display can
be set to expand about ground or set to expand about the center of the display.
Expand About Ground the displayed waveform will expand about the position
of the channel’s ground. This is the default setting. The ground level of the
signal is identified by the position of the ground level ( ) icon at the far-left
side of the display. If the ground level is off screen, the waveform will expand
about the top or bottom edge of the screen based on where the ground is off
screen.
Expand About Center the displayed waveform will expand about the center
graticule on the display.

Default Library softkey (mixed-signal oscilloscopes only)
Press the Default Library softkey to set the labels in the front-panel Label Library
softkey back to the factory default labels. This will delete all user-defined labels.
Full information about digital channel labels is discussed at the end of the
“Megazoom Concepts and Oscilloscope Operation” chapter.
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Performance Characteristics

Performance Characteristics

This chapter lists the performance characteristics for the
Agilent 54620-series Oscilloscopes.
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Performance Characteristics
Acquisition: Analog Channels

Performance Characteristics
* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Acquisition: Analog Channels
Sample rate
Memory Depth
Vertical Resolution
Peak Detection
Averages
High Resolution Mode
Filter:

200 MSa/s maximum per scope channel
2 M/channel
4 M max with single scope channel on (Single)
8 bits
5 ns
selectable from 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 ...to 16k
12 bits of resolution when > 200 us/div, average mode with average = 1
Sinx/x interpolation (single shot BW = sample rate/4) with vectors on.

Acquisition: Logic Channels (on 54621D and 54622D only)
Sample Rate
Memory Depth Per Channel
8 channels same pod
2 pods in use
Vertical Resolution
Glitch Detection (min pulse width)

400 MSa/s maximum
8 MB/channel maximum
4 MB/channel maximum
1 bit
5 ns
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Performance Characteristics
Vertical System: Analog Channels

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Vertical System: Analog Channels
54621A/D, 54622A/D
54624A
54621A/D
Bandwidth (-3dB)*
ac coupled
Calculated rise time
54622A/D, 54624A
Bandwidth (-3dB)*
ac coupled
Calculated rise time
Single Shot Bandwidth
Range1
Maximum Input

Ch1 and 2 simultaneous acquisition
Ch 1, 2, 3 and 4 simultaneous acquisition
dc to 60 MHz
3.5 Hz to 60 MHz
~5.8 ns (= 0.35/bandwidth)

Offset Range

Dynamic Range
Input Resistance
Input Capacitance
Coupling
BW Limit
Channel-to-Channel Isolation
Probes
Probe ID (Agilent/HP &
Tek Compatible)
1

dc to 100 MHz
3.5 Hz to 100 MHz
~3.5 ns (= 0.35/bandwidth)
50 MHz
1 mV/div to 5 V/div
CAT I 300 Vrms, 400 Vpk
CAT II 100 Vrms, 400 Vpk
with 10074C 10:1 probe: CAT I 500 Vpk, CAT II 400 Vpk
±5 V on ranges <10 mV/div
±25 V on ranges 10 mV/div to 199 mV/div
±100 V on ranges ≥200 mV/div
Lesser of ±8 div or ±32 V
1 M Ω ±1%
~ 14 pF
ac, dc, ground
~ 20 MHz selectable
dc to 20 MHz > 40 dB (with channels at same V/div)
20 MHz to max bandwidth > 30 dB
10:1 10074C shipped standard for each scope channel
Auto probe sense

1 mV/div is a magnification of 2 mV/div setting. For vertical accuracy calculations, use full scale of 16 mV for 1 mV/div sensitivity setting.
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Performance Characteristics
Vertical System: Analog Channels (continued)

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Vertical System: Analog Channels (continued)
ESD Tolerance
Noise Peak-to-Peak
Common Mode Rejection Ratio
DC Vertical Gain Accuracy*1
DC Vertical Offset Accuracy Value
Single Cursor Accuracy1

Dual Cursor Accuracy*1

1

±2 kV
<2% full scale or 1 mV, whichever is greater
20 dB @ 50 MHz
±2.0% full scale
< 200 mV/div: ±0.1 div ±1.0 mV ±0.5% offset
≥200 mV/div: ±0.1 div ±1.0 mV ±1.5% offset value
±{DC Vertical Gain Accuracy + DC Vertical Offset
Accuracy + 0.2% full scale (~1/2 LSB) }
Example: For 50 mV signal, scope set to 10 mV/div (80 mV full scale), 5 mV offset,
accuracy = ±{2.0%(80mV) + 0.1 (10 mV) + 1.0 mV + 0.5% (5 mV) + 0.2%(80 mV)} = ± 3.78 mV
±{DC Vertical Gain Accuracy + 0.4% full scale (~1 LSB)}
Example: For 50 mV signal, scope set to 10 mV/div (80 mV full scale), 5 mV offset,
accuracy = ±{2.0%(80 mV) + 0.4%(80 mV)} = ±1.92 mV

1 mV/div is a magnification of 2 mV/div setting. For vertical accuracy calculations, use full scale of 16 mV for 1 mV/div sensitivity setting.

Vertical System: Logic Channels (54621D and 54622D only)
Number of Channels
Threshold Selections
Maximum Input
Voltage
Threshold Range
Threshold Accuracy*
Input Dynamic Range
Minimum Input Voltage Swing
Input Capacitance
Input Resistance
Channel-to-Channel Skew

16 Digital – labeled D15 – D0
Pod 1: D7 – D0, pod 2: D15 – D8
±40 V peak CAT I
±8.0 V in 10 mV increments
±(100 mV + 3% of threshold setting)
±10 V about threshold
500 mV peak-to-peak
~ 8 pF
100 kΩ, ±2% at probe tip
2 ns typical, 3 ns maximum
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Performance Characteristics
Horizontal

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Horizontal
Range
Resolution
Vernier
Reference Positions
Delay Range
Pre-trigger (negative delay)
Post-trigger (positive delay)
Scope Delta-t Accuracy
Same Channel*

5 ns/div to 50 s/div
40 ps
1-2-5 increments when off, 25 minor increments between major settings when on
Left, Center, Right
Greater of 1 screen width or 10 ms
500 seconds

±0.01% reading ±0.1% screen width ±40 ps
Example: for signal with pulse width of 10 us, scope set to 5 us/div (50 us screen width),
delta-t accuracy = ±{.01%(10 us) + 0.1% (50 us) + 40 ps} = 51.04 ns
±0.01% reading ±0.1% screen width ±80 ps
(non-Vernier settings)
±0.01% reading ±0.1% screen width ±(1 logic sample period, 2.5 or 5 ns based on sample
rate of 200/400 MSa/s)
Example: for signal with pulse width of 10 us, scope set to 5 us/div (50 us screen width),
and single pod active (400 MSa/s), delta-t accuracy = ±{.01%(10 us) + 0.1% (50 us) + 2.5
ns} = 53.5 ns
±0.01% reading ±0.2% screen width ±(1 logic sample period, 2.5 or 5 ns)
±chan-to-chan skew (2 ns typical, 3 ns maximum)
10 ppm
0.025% screen width + 100 ps
Main, Delayed, Roll, XY

Channel-to-Channel
Logic Delta-t Accuracy
Same Channel

Channel-to-Channel
Delay Jitter
RMS Jitter
Modes
XY
Bandwidth
Phase error @ 1 MHz

Max bandwidth
1.8 degrees
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Performance Characteristics
Trigger System

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Trigger System
Sources:
54621A/622A
54621D/622D
54624A
Modes
Holdoff Time
Selections
Edge
Pattern

Pulse Width

TV

Sequence
I2C
Duration

Autoscale

Ch 1, 2, line, ext
Ch 1, 2, line, ext, D15 - D0
Ch 1, 2, 3, 4, line, ext
Auto, Auto level, Triggered (normal), Single
~60 ns to 10 seconds
Edge, Pattern, Pulse Width, TV, Sequence, I2C, Duration
Trigger on a rising or falling edge of any source.
Trigger on a pattern of high, low, and don’t care levels and a rising or falling edge
established across any of the sources. The analog channel’s high or low level is
defined by that channel’s trigger level.
Trigger when a positive- or negative-going pulse is less than, greater than, or within a
specified range on any of the source channels.
Minimum pulse width setting: 5 ns
Maximum pulse width setting: 10 s
Trigger on any scope channel for NTSC, PAL, PAL-M, or SECAM broadcast standards
on either positive or negative composite video signals. Modes supported include Field
1, Field 2, or both, all lines, or any line within a field. Also supports triggering on noninterlaced fields. TV trigger sensitivity: 0.5 division of synch signal.
Find event A, trigger on event B, with option to reset on event C or time delay.
Trigger on I2C (Inter-IC bus) serial protocol at a start/stop condition or user defined
frame with address and/or data values.
Trigger on a multi-channel pattern whose time duration is less than a value, greater
than a value, greater than a time value with a timeout value, or inside or outside of a
set of time values.
Minimum duration setting: 5 ns
Maximum duration setting: 10 s
Finds and displays all active scope and logic channels (for 54621D/54622D), sets edge
trigger mode on highest numbered channel, sets vertical sensitivity on scopes
channels and thresholds on logic channels, time base to display ~1.8 periods. Requires
minimum voltage >10 mVpp, 0.5% duty cycle and minimum frequency >50 Hz.
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Performance Characteristics
Analog Channel Triggering

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Analog Channel Triggering
Range (Internal)
Sensitivity*
Coupling

±6 div
Greater of 0.35 div or 2.5 mV
ac (~3.5 Hz), dc, noise reject, HF reject and LF reject (~ 50 kHz)

Logic (D15 - D0) Channel Triggering (54621D and 54622D)
Threshold Range (used defined)
Threshold Accuracy*
Predefined Thresholds

±8.0 V in 10 mV increments
±(100 mV + 3% of threshold setting)
TTL = 1.4 V, CMOS = 2.5 V, ECL = -1.3 V

External (EXT) Triggering
1 M Ω, ±3%
~ 14 pF
CAT I 300 Vrms, 400 Vpk
CAT II 100 Vrms, 400 Vpk
with 10074C 10:1 probe:CAT I 500 Vpk, CAT II 400 Vpk
±10 V
dc to 25 MHz, < 50 mV
25 MHz to max bandwidth, < 150 mV
ac (~ 3.5 Hz), dc, noise reject, HF reject and LF reject (~ 50 kHz)

Input Resistance
Input Impedance
Maximum Input

Range
Sensitivity
Coupling
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Performance Characteristics
Display System

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

Display System
Display
Throughput of Scope Channels
Resolution
High-performance custom
graphics display processor

Controls

Built-in Help System
Real Time Clock

7-inch raster monochrome CRT
25 million vectors/sec per channel with 32 levels of intensity
255 vertical by 1000 horizontal points (waveform area)
32 levels of gray scale
400 MB/sec graphics BW / channel
2 MB SGRAM (54621A/D and 54622A/D)
4 MB SGRAM (54624A)
Waveform intensity on front panel
Vectors on/off; infinite persistence on/off
8 x 10 grid with continuous intensity control
Key-specific help in 9 languages displayed by pressing and holding key or softkey of
interest
Time and date (user setable)

Measurement Features
Automatic Measurements
Voltage (scope channels only)
Time
Threshold Definition
Cursors

Waveform Math

Measurements are continuously updated
Cursors track current measurement
Peak-to-Peak, Maximum, Minimum, Average, Amplitude, Top, Base, Overshoot,
Undershoot, RMS (front panel: dc; GPIB: ac and dc)
Frequency, Period, + Width, – Width, Duty Cycle, X at Max (Time at max volts) on any
channels. Rise time, Fall time, Delay 1-2, Phase 1-2 on analog channels only
10%, 50%, 90% for time measurements
Manually or automatically placed readout of Horizontal (X, ∆X, 1/∆X) and
Vertical (Y, ∆Y). Additionally logic or scope channels can be displayed as binary or
hex values
One function of 1-2, 1*2, FFT, dV/dt, ∫Vdt.
Source of FFT, dV/dt, ∫Vdt: scope channels 1 or 2, 1-2, 1+2, 1*2
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Performance Characteristics
FFT

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

FFT
Points
Source of FFT
Window
Noise Floor
Amplitude Display
Frequency Resolution:
Maximum Frequency

Fixed at 2048 points
Scope channels 1 or 2, 1+2, 1-2, 1*2
Rectangular, Flattop, Hanning
-70 to -100 dB depending on averaging
In dBV
0.097656/(time per div)
102.4/(time per div)

Storage
Save/Recall (non-volatile)
Floppy Disk
Image formats
Data formats
Trace/setup formats

3 setups and traces can be saved and recalled internally
3.5” 1.44 MB double density
TIF, BMP
X and Y (time/voltage) values in CSV format
Recalled

I/O
RS-232 (serial) standard port
Parallel standard port
Printer Compatibility

Optional GPIB Interface Module
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1 port; XON or DTR; 8 data bits; 1 stop bits; No parity; 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 baud rates
Printer support
DeskJet, LaserJet with HP PCL 3 or greater
Compatibility– black and white @150x150 dpi
gray scale @ 600x600 dpi
Epson–black and white @180x180 dpi
Seiko–DPU-414 black and white
Fully programmable with IEEE488.2 compliance
Typical GPIB throughput of 20 measurements or twenty 2000-point records per second

Performance Characteristics
General Characteristics

* Denotes Warranted Specifications, all others are typical. Specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and
±10 °C from firmware calibration temperature.

General Characteristics
Physical:
Size
Weight
Calibrator Output
Trigger Out
Printer Power

32.26 cm wide x 17.27 cm high x 31.75 cm deep (without handle)
~ 6.35 kgs (14 lbs)
Frequency ~1.2 kHz; Amplitude 5 V
0 to 5 V with 50 Ω source impedance; delay ~ 55 ns
7.2 to 9.2 V, 1 A

Power Requirements
Line Voltage Range
Line Frequency
Power Usage

100 - 240 VAC ±10%, CAT II, automatic selection
47 to 440 Hz
100 W max

Environmental Characteristics
Ambient Temperature
Humidity
Altitude
Vibration
Shock
Pollution degree2
Indoor use only

Installation categories

Operating -10 °C to +55 °C
Non-operating -51 °C to +71 °C
Operating 95% RH at 40 °C for 24 hr
Non-operating 90% RH at 65 °C for 24 hr
Operating to 4,570 m (15,000 ft)
Non-operating to 15,244 m (50,000 ft)
HP/Agilent class B1 and MIL-PRF-28800F Class 3 random
HP/Agilent class B1 and MIL-PRF-28800F (operating 30 g, 1/2 sine, 11-ms duration, 3
shocks/axis along major axis. Total of 18 shocks)
Normally only dry non-conductive pollution occurs. Ocassionally a temporary
conductivity caused by condensation must be expected.
This instrument is rated for indoor use only

CAT I: Mains isolated
CAT II: Line voltage in appliance and to wall outlet
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Index

Symbols
(-)Width measurement 5-38
(+)Width measurement 5-38
Numerics
1*2 math function 5-17
1-2 math function 5-18
A
about oscilloscope 6-13
AC channel coupling 4-8
accessories 1-5, 1-8
acquire 2-3, 5-8
acquiring data 4-25
acquisition memory 3-3
acquisition mode
average 4-18
normal 4-17
peak detect 4-17
realtime 4-19
acquisition modes 4-16
activity indicator 4-32
address, GPIB 6-8
adjust the handle 1-11
aliasing, FFT 5-23
Amplitude measurement 5-42
analog channel setup 4-7
analog channels 2-12
analog probes 1-14
attenuation factor 2-17, 4-9
auto level trigger mode 3-4
auto trigger mode 3-4
automatic measurements 2-23, 5-35
AutoProbe 4-9
Autosave traces and setups 4-48
Autoscale 2-12, 2-14
auto-single 2-5, 4-27
average 2-4
mode 4-18
Average measurement 5-42
averaging 5-8
B
bandwidth limit 4-8
Base measurement 5-42
baud rate 6-8
BenchLink XL 54600 1-5
binary cursors 5-30

bits of resolution 4-19
BMP file 4-52, 6-5
C
calibrator output 7-11
capturing data 5-3
Center, FFT 5-25
channel
analog 4-7
bandwidth limit 4-8
coupling 4-8
invert 4-9
position 4-8
probe factor 4-9
vernier 4-9
vertical sensitivity 4-8
cleaning 1-10
clear display 4-20, 4-30, 5-10
clock 6-10
CMOS threshold 4-36
comma-separated variable file 4-52, 6-5
configure printer 6-5
controls, front panel 2-7
conventions 1-22, 2-2
coupling, channel 4-8
CSV file 4-52, 6-5
CSV length 6-6
cursor measurements 2-22, 5-29
D
data, capturing 5-3
DC channel coupling 4-8
deep memory 4-4
default configuration 2-15
default library 4-46, 6-14
default setup 2-15, 4-53
Delay 1-2 measurement 5-40
delay knob 4-12
delay markers 4-13
delay time indicator 4-11
delayed mode 4-13
delayed sweep 2-5, 2-21, 5-4
delete file, floppy 6-7
DeskJet printer 6-5
differentiate math function 5-19
digital channels 2-10, 2-13, 2-18
Autoscale 4-31
display 2-17, 4-33

logic threshold 4-36
on/off 4-34
position 4-33
probing 4-37
size 4-35
digital display, interpreting 4-32
digital probe kit 1-5
digital probes 1-15
digital probing 4-37
display 2-11
area 2-11
intensity 1-13
interpreting 2-11
measurement line 2-11
modes 4-20
softkeys 2-11
status line 2-11
system characteristics 7-9
update rate 4-6
duration trigger 3-17
Duty cycle measurement 5-37
dV/dt math function 5-19
E
ECL threshold 4-36
edge triggering 3-10
Entry knob 1-22, 2-2
environmental characteristics 7-11
Epson printer 6-5
erase display 4-30
expand about 2-17, 4-8, 6-14
external trigger 3-11
external trigger characteristics 7-8
F
Fall time measurement 5-38
FFT measurements 5-23
FFT window 5-26
FFT, characteristics 7-10
Flat top window 5-26
floppy disk 6-7
form feed, printer 6-6
frame trigger 3-21
Frequency measurement 5-38
front-panel 2-7
front-panel cover 1-5
front-panel overview 2-1

Index-1

Index

G
getting started 1-22
GPIB 6-8
address 6-8
graticule 2-24
graticule intensity 4-20
gray scale printing 6-6
grid 2-24
grid intensity 4-20
ground channel coupling 4-8
ground level 4-8
H
handle 1-11
handshake 6-8
Hanning window 5-26
hex cursors 5-30
HF Reject 3-6, 5-6
holdoff 3-7
Horizontal section 4-10
horizontal vernier 4-11
horizontal, characteristics 7-6
I
I/O port configuration 6-8
I/O, characteristics 7-10
I2C trigger 3-20
indeterminate state 5-30
infinite persistence 4-20, 4-24, 4-29,
5-10
input voltage 1-14
Integrate math function 5-21
intensity 1-13, 4-20
intensity knob 2-24
invert 4-9
L
label list 4-45
labels 4-41
language, Quick Help 1-23
languages, Quick Help 6-3
LaserJet printer 6-5
LF reject 5-7
library, default labels 4-46
library, labels 4-43
line trigger 3-11
link 1-22
load file, floppy 6-7

Index-2

loading language 1-25
logic threshold 4-36
M
main horizontal mode 4-10
markers, delay 4-13
math functions 5-16
math measurements 5-41
math scaling 5-16
Maximum measurement 5-42
measurement features, characteristics
7-9
measurement line 2-11
measurements 2-23, 5-1
MegaZoom 4-3, 4-5
MegaZoom concepts 4-1
memory depth 4-26
memory,deep 4-4
Minimum measurement 5-42
mixed-signal, configure 4-31
Multiply math function 5-17
N
new label 4-44
noise reject 3-6
normal acquire mode 2-3
normal acquisition mode 4-17
normal cursors 5-30
normal trigger mode 3-5
O
options 1-7, 6-14
Overshoot measurement 5-45
P
pan and zoom 4-22
parallel printer port 6-5
pattern triggering 3-15
peak detect 2-4, 4-17, 5-10
Peak-peak measurement 5-42
performance characteristics 7-1
Period measurement 5-38
Phase 1-2 measurement 5-40
physical size 7-11
position 2-16
position, analog 4-8
post-processing 2-6

pouch 1-5
power cords 1-9
power requirements 7-11
power switch 1-12
power-on 1-12
predefined labels 4-43
Preset, FFT 5-25
Preshoot measurement 5-44
print 2-24
print configuration 6-5
print gray scale 6-6
print scale factors 6-6
printer form feed 6-6
printer port 6-5
printer power 7-11
printer, connecting to 1-19
printing screen images 4-52
probe factor 2-17, 4-9
probes
analog 1-14
digital 1-15
pulse polarity 3-13
pulse width trigger 3-12
Q
qualifier 3-13
Quick Help 1-23, 6-3
Quick Meas 2-23, 5-35
Quick Print 2-24, 4-52
R
random noise 5-6
realtime 2-4
realtime acquisition mode 4-19
recall traces and setup 4-47
record length 4-26
Rectangular window 5-26
resolution 4-19
Rise time measurement 5-38
RMS measurement 5-42
roll mode 4-15, 5-11
RS-232 6-8
baud rate 6-8
cable 1-5, 1-19, 6-9
port 6-9
Run/Stop 2-3, 2-20, 4-24

Index

S
save traces and setups 4-47
Save/Recall 4-47
saver, screen 6-11
scale factors, print 6-6
scaling 2-16
SCL 3-20
screen saver 6-11
SDA 3-20
Seiko printer 6-5
Self Test, service 6-13
sequence trigger 3-23
serial clock 3-20
serial data 3-20
service functions 6-12
setup, default 2-15, 4-53
Single 2-3, 2-20, 4-24
single event 4-28
single trace 4-27
size 4-35
slope 3-10
smoothing 4-18, 5-9
softkeys 1-22, 2-2, 2-11
Span, FFT 5-25
spectral leakage, FFT 5-24
stage, sequence 3-25
start acquisition 2-20
start condition 3-21
startup 1-21
status line 2-11
status, User Cal 6-13
stop acquisition 2-20
stop condition 3-21
storage, characteristics 7-10
Subtract math function 5-18
sweep speed vernier 4-11
symbols 1-22
sync polarity, TV trigger 3-30
T
threshold 3-12, 4-36
TIF file 4-52, 6-5
time base 2-19
time measurements 5-37
time reference 2-19, 2-21, 4-11, 4-14, 5-5
time reference indicator 4-11
timebase 4-10
Top measurement 5-43

Trig Out connector 3-39, 7-11
trigger
HF Reject 3-6
holdoff 3-7
noise reject 3-6
trigger coupling 3-6
trigger hysteresis 5-7
trigger mode
auto 3-4
auto level 3-4
normal 3-5
trigger mode/coupling 3-3
trigger modes 3-3
trigger slope 3-10
trigger source 3-10
trigger system, characteristics 7-7
trigger type
duration 3-17
edge 3-10
I2C 3-20
pattern 3-15
pulse width 3-12
sequence 3-23
TV 3-29
trigger types 3-9
triggering 3-1
TTL threshold 4-36
TV trigger 3-29

W
waveform intensity 4-20
weight 7-11
Width - measurement 5-38
Width + measurement 5-38
Window, FFT 5-26
X
X and Y cursors 5-30
X at Max measurement 5-39
X at Max on FFT 5-37
XY mode 4-15, 5-12
Y
Y and X cursors 5-30
Z
Z-axis blanking 5-14
zoom and pan 4-22

U
undo Autoscale 2-12, 2-14
update rate 4-6
User Cal, service 6-12
User-defined threshold 4-36
utilities 6-2
V
vectors 2-5, 4-21
vernier 2-19
vernier, channel 4-9
vernier, sweep speed 4-11
vertical 4-7
vertical expansion 4-8
vertical scaling 2-16
vertical sensitivity 4-8
vertical system, characteristics 7-4
voltage measurements 5-41
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
According to ISO/IEC Guide 22 and CEN/CENELEC EN 45014

Manufacturer’s Name:
Manufacturer’s Address:

Agilent Technologies, Inc. / Digital Design PGU
1900 Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado
80907 U.S.A.

Declares, that the product
Product Name:

Digitizing Oscilloscope

Model Number(s):

54621A/D, 54622A/D, and 54624A

Product Option(s):

All options based on the above

Is in conformity with:
EMC:

IEC 61326-1:1997+A1:1998 / EN 61326-1:1997+A1:1998
CCISPR 11:1990/EN 55011:1991– Group 1 Class A[1]
IEC 61000-4-2:1995+A1:1998 / EN 61000-4-2:1995 (ESD 4kV CD, 8kV AD)
IEC 61000-4-3:1995/EN 61000-4-3:1995 (3V/m 80% AM)
IEC 61000-4-4:1995/EN 61000-4-4:1995 (0.5kV line-line, 1kV line-earth)
IEC 61000-4-6:1996/EN 61000-4-6:1996 (3V 80% AM, power line)
Australia/New Zealand: AS/NZS 2064.1

Saftey

IEC 61010-1:1990+A1:1992+A2:1995 / EN 61010-1:1994+A2:1995
Canada: CSA C22.2 No. 1010.1:1992
USA: UL 3111-1:1994

Additional Information:
The product herewith complies with the requirements of the Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC and the EMC Directive 89/336/EEC
(including 93/68/EEC) and carries the CE-marking accordingly (European Union).

[1]

The product was tested in a typical configuration with Agilent Technologies test systems.

Date: 01/27/2000
Name
Ken Wyatt / Product Regulations Manager
For further information, please contact your local Agilent Technologies sales office, agent or distributor.
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Safety
This apparatus has been
designed and tested in
accordance with IEC
Publication 1010, Safety
Requirements for Measuring
Apparatus, and has been
supplied in a safe condition.
This is a Safety Class I
instrument (provided with
terminal for protective
earthing). Before applying
power, verify that the correct
safety precautions are taken
(see the following warnings).
In addition, note the external
markings on the instrument
that are described under
"Safety Symbols."

Warning
Before turning on the
instrument, you must connect
the protective earth terminal
of the instrument to the
protective conductor of the
(mains) power cord. The
mains plug shall only be
inserted in a socket outlet
provided with a protective
earth contact. You must not
Document Warranty
negate the protective action
The information contained in by using an extension cord
this document is subject to
(power cable) without a
change without notice.
protective conductor
(grounding). Grounding one
Agilent Technologies
makes no warranty of any conductor of a two-conductor
outlet is not sufficient
kind with regard to this
protection.
material, including, but
not limited to, the implied • Only fuses with the required
rated current, voltage, and
warranties of
merchantability or fitness specified type (normal blow,
time delay, etc.) should be
for a particular purpose.
Agilent Technologies shall not used. Do not use repaired
be liable for errors contained fuses or short-circuited
fuseholders. To do so could
herein or for damages in
cause a shock of fire hazard.
connection with the
furnishing, performance, or
use of this material.

Agilent Technologies
P.O. Box 2197
1900 Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80901

• Service instructions are for
trained service personnel. To
avoid dangerous electric
shock, do not perform any
service unless qualified to do
so. Do not attempt internal
service or adjustment unless
another person, capable of
rendering first aid and
resuscitation, is present.
• If you energize this
instrument by an auto
transformer (for voltage
reduction), make sure the
common terminal is
connected to the earth
terminal of the power source.
• Whenever it is likely that
the ground protection is
impaired, you must make the
instrument inoperative and
secure it against any
unintended operation.
• Do not operate the
instrument in the presence of
flammable gasses or fumes.
Operation of any electrical
instrument in such an
environment constitutes a
definite safety hazard.
• Do not install substitute
parts or perform any
unauthorized modification to
the instrument.
• Capacitors inside the
instrument may retain a
charge even if the instrument
is disconnected from its
source of supply.
• Use caution when exposing
or handling the CRT.
Handling or replacing the CRT
shall be done only by qualified
maintenance personnel.

Safety Symbols

Instruction manual symbol:
the product is marked with
this symbol when it is
necessary for you to refer to
the instruction manual in
order to protect against
damage to the product.

Hazardous voltage symbol.

Earth terminal symbol: Used
to indicate a circuit common
connected to grounded
chassis.
WARNING

The Warning sign denotes a
hazard. It calls attention to a
procedure, practice, or the
like, which, if not correctly
performed or adhered to,
could result in personal
injury. Do not proceed
beyond a Warning sign until
the indicated conditions are
fully understood and met.
CAUTION

The Caution sign denotes a
hazard. It calls attention to an
operating procedure, practice,
or the like, which, if not
correctly performed or
adhered to, could result in
damage to or destruction of
part or all of the product. Do
not proceed beyond a Caution
symbol until the indicated
conditions are fully
understood or met.

Product Warranty
This Agilent Technologies
product has a warranty
against defects in material
and workmanship for a period
of three years from date of
shipment. During the
warranty period, Agilent
Technologies will, at its
option, either repair or
replace products that prove to
be defective. For warranty
service or repair, this product
must be returned to a service
facility designated by Agilent
Technologies. For products
returned to Agilent
Technologies for warranty
service, the Buyer shall
prepay shipping charges to
Agilent Technologies and
Agilent Technologies shall pay
shipping charges to return the
product to the Buyer.
However, the Buyer shall pay
all shipping charges, duties,
and taxes for products
returned to Agilent
Technologies from another
country. Agilent Technologies
warrants that its software and
firmware designated by
Agilent Technologies for use
with an instrument will
execute its programming
instructions when properly
installed on that instrument.
Agilent Technologies does not
warrant that the operation of
the instrument software, or
firmware will be
uninterrupted or error free.
Limitation of Warranty
The foregoing warranty shall
not apply to defects resulting
from improper or inadequate
maintenance by the Buyer,
Buyer- supplied software or
interfacing, unauthorized
modification or misuse,
operation outside of the
environmental specifications
for the product, or improper
site preparation or
maintenance.

No other warranty is
expressed or implied.
Agilent Technologies
specifically disclaims the
implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose.

About this edition
This is the Agilent 54621A/
22A/24A Oscillosocpes and
Agilent 54621D/22D MixedSignal Oscilloscopes User’s
Guide.

Exclusive Remedies
The remedies provided herein
are the buyer’s sole and
exclusive remedies. Agilent
Technologies shall not be
liable for any direct, indirect,
special, incidental, or
consequential damages,
whether based on contract,
tort, or any other legal theory.

Publication number
54622-97014, August 2000

Assistance
Product maintenance
agreements and other
customer assistance
agreements are available for
Agilent Technologies
products. For any assistance,
contact your nearest Agilent
Technologies Sales Office.
Certification
Agilent Technologies certifies
that this product met its
published specifications at the
time of shipment from the
factory. Agilent Technologies
further certifies that its
calibration measurements are
traceable to the United States
National Institute of
Standards and Technology, to
the extent allowed by the
Institute’s calibration facility,
and to the calibration facilities
of other International
Standards Organization
members.

Print history is as follows:
54622-97014, August 2000
54622-97002, March 2000
Printed in USA.
New editions are complete
revisions of the manual. Many
product updates do not
require manual changes; and,
conversely, manual
corrections may be done
without accompanying
product changes. Therefore,
do not expect a one-to-one
correspondence between
product updates and manual
updates.

